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1.1

ASSESS THE NEED FOR IMPLEMENTING AN
ACCESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
by

L. Gattis,
Civil Engineering Department, University of Arkansas
J.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Access management is much more than a driveway permit program. Access management is the
systematic control of the location, spacing, design, and operation of interchanges, medians and median
openings, and driveway and street connections to a roadway (CAM 2003). Access management is
implemented and applied to roadways by means of policy, planning, and design procedures.
The freeways of the Interstate Highway System were constructed in the mid-I900s with full control
of access -- there were no driveways or at-grade intersections. The only way to get onto or off of a
freeway is via ramps. While freeways obviously have highly controlled access, the term "access
management" is usually not used in reference to freeways, but rather to managing the partial control
access along expressways, arterials, and other roads below the "freeway" classification. Exhibit 1-1

of

shows a conceptual schematic of freeways and other levels of access control.
Interest in access management is growing. A number of states have either implemented or are

considering implementing an access management program. A Policy on the Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets (i.e., Green Book) by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) now stresses the importance of access management (AASHTO
2OO4). The Transportation Research Board (TRB) published the first edition of the Access Management

Manual in 2003 (CAM 2003).

WHY IS ACCESS MANAGEMENT NEEDED?
Roadways serve two main travel functions: providing access to abutting properties, and conveying
or moving people and goods. Experience has shown that a roadway cannot provide both much access
and much mobility (or movement) at the same time. If a roadway needed for mobility also has frequent
access demands placed on it, then the ability to provide the needed

mobility is significantly diminished.

Striking a Balance
Most roadways provide a fairly high degree of access. In order to get the overall roadway system
into balance, a certain proportion of the roadways needs to be set aside mainly for mobility. The parts of
the roadway network intended to accommodate the public's need for mobility (exemplified by relatively
higher volumes and speeds) have been called "arterials." Arterials comprise a small fraction of the
overall miles in the road network, but serve the majority of the vehicle-miles of travel.
Recognition of the need to ensure that mobility is not shortchanged has led to managing the access
of some roadways. On access-managed roadways, the transportation agency seeks to strike a balance

L.2
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FULL ACCESS CONTROL
Freeway -

ed only by ramps

PARTIAL ACCESS CONTROL
access only to public streets at specific intervals

L-

)

-

-)

PARTIAL ACCESS CONTROL
full access at specific intervals, partial access elsewhere

n

t_Jll

nnrl

NO ACCESS CONTROL
full access at all streets and driveways

t_l t

tr [l[l[l
I

NOTE: Drawings are conceptual schematics, to convey the broad concept of varying access levels
Other access management components, such as spacing, are not depicted.

EXHIBIT l-1 Conceptualschematic of levels of access management
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1.3

between the needs of private property owners and of the general public using the roadway, by

maintaining reasonable access for abutting properties while maintaining safe and efficient traffic flow

Comparing the Two
To appreciate access management, compare and contrast two roadways, one without and one with
access management. Exhibit 1-2 shows one of each. Roadways built according to practices that
sometimes date back a century or more have little or no access control, exemplified by frequent driveway
and street connections. This does not create widespread problems as long as traffic volumes and speeds
are low. But when today's road-user demands are placed on arterial roadways, uncontrolled access
causes the roadway's seryice to deteriorate - that is, the ability to move decreases while the number of
crashes increases. Often, the response to this deterioration has been to spend sizeable sums either to

EXHIBIT 1-2 Roadways without (above) and with (below) access management applied

1-

.4
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expand the existing roadway or to build a new roadway on a new alignment. In some cases this cycle

of

roadway deterioration just repeats itself, so the replacement road itself eventually has to be replaced.
Applying access management can help preserve the corridor for the movement of people and goods, and
address this costly cycle of roadway deterioration.
An access-managed arterial roadway will have less frequent street and driveway intersections, and a
median is desirable. These and other access management design features can be expected to result in the
following benefits.
. Improved roadway safety, by controlling some of the elements that contribute to roadway crashes
. Enhanced mobility, by removing impediments to smooth traffic flow
. Protecting the public's investment in the roadway system, by greatly extending the functional life of
arterials to move people and goods

FROM DRIVEWAY PERMITS TO ACCESS MANAGEMENT
"Most state transportation agencies have had some form of driveway regulation for
several decades. These programs were developed to regulate construction within the
right of way of a state highway and addressed issues such as drainage, installation of
culverts, and construction of driveways....often called a right-of-way encroachment
permit....
As metropolitan areas expanded and arterials became more congested, the need to
manage all elements influencing arterial efficiency became apparent. Growing demands
for highway access were making it increasingly clear that driveways, and the
developments they served, were resulting in cumulative adverse impacts on the safety
and efficiency of major roadways. lt was also becoming clear that these cumulative
impacts were not adequately addressed through traditional encroachment permitting.
Colorado was the first state to adopt a comprehensive access management code. ln
1979, the Colorado legislature declared that all state highways were controlled access
highways. ln 1981 , a new regulatory code of standards and procedures was adopted
requiring permission from the state to access a state highway through the issuance of a
permit. What made this a process different from earlier permit systems in Colorado and
other states was the application of contemporary access management principles to all
state routes....
Since then, an increasing number of state and local agencies have expanded their
driveway regulation efforts for the purpose of access management....."
Williams, NCHRP Synthesis 304

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present the issues and considerations associated with implementing
an access management program to preserve safety and mobility, as an alternative to the costly process

continually replacing roadways whose performance has deteriorated over time. Information for the
report was gathered by reviewing documents and research reports, and by interviewing a number
transportation professionals who have experience with access management programs.

of

of
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
The following list describes the content of each chapter in this report.

.

Chapter 2 presents findings from a number ofsources about a variety ofeffects ofaccess
management.

.
.

Chapter 3 reviews access management principles and practices.
Chapter 4 documents current practices in Arkansas related to access management programs, and
compares them with the state of the practice.

.
.

Chapter 5 discusses the steps a state would take to implement an access management program.
Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the report.

Finally, reference sources and supplemental materials are presented.

1.5

1.6
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CHAPTER 2
ROADWAYS WITH AND WITHOUT ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Research studies have been conducted to compare and contrast roadways that have access
management with roadways that do not. These studies have focused on attributes such as safety, delay,
and economic impacts on abutting properties.

IMPACTS OF ACCBSS MANAGEMENT ON ROADWAY SAFETY
The lack or presence of access management features can affect the safety of a roadway. Roadways
with access management tend to have lower crash rates than roadways with unmanaged access. This is
not unexpected, as access management programs will reduce or eliminate many of the conflicting traffic
movements that are a factor in crashes.

When considering crash statistics, remember that the databases are probably incomplete. One
recent paper (Elvik and Mysen) reported on an examination of different sources of crash data (police
reports, hospital records, insurance records) from 13 countries. They concluded that for the United
States, the road accident statistics contained 95%o ofthe fatal crashes and about

halfofthe hospital-

treated injury crashes.

Traffic professionals have observed the effects of access on roadway safety and attempted to
remedy observed problems for over half a century. These studies have examined the effects of features
such as separate left-turn lanes, two-way left-turn lanes, median opening closures, and access density.
Separate Left-Turn Lanes and Safety

A state highway safety program analysis noted that intersection improvements such as installing
separate left-turn lanes and closing median openings reduced accidents (Wilson). The most noticeable
benefit from installing separate left-turn lanes was a dramatic reduction in rear-end collisions. Beforeand-after studies were conducted at 53 intersections where channelization had been added (Hammer).
Left-turn channelization produced a48o/o reduction in accidents at unsignalized (urban and rural)
intersections, and a lTYo reduction at signalized (urban) intersections. Most of the reduction was due to
the drop in multiple-vehicle accidents. The rural intersections had a greater reduction in crashes than did
the urban.
One of the many studies conducted in the 1960s on Indiana roadways concluded that left-turn lanes
in the median substantially reduced the number of accidents and the amount of delay. This study
considered rural and suburban intersections, and found a favorable benefit-cost ratio for constructing a
turn lane for a period of time as short as five years in some cases (Shaw and Michael).

Five years of crash data from Lexington, Kentucky were analyzed (Agent). Crash rates were
computed for intersections with and without left-turn lanes. At the unsignalized intersections, the crash
rate related to left turns was 77Yo lower when left-turn lanes were present; at signalized intersections, the
rate was 54%o lower with left-turn lanes.

In Indianapolis, nine locations where the pavement markings were revised to add turn lanes
experienced an over 50% reduction in total accidents. At five other locations where signals were
modernized along with the addition of left-turn lanes, total accidents declined by 213 (Greiwe).

2)
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1988 article reported that Vancouver annually spent approximately two and a half

million dollars

for six to ten projects adding left-turn bays at major intersections. The Engineering Department
measured the effects, and found a25Yoto 50%o decrease in accident rates (Rudberg).

More recently, a national pooled funds study (Harwood et aL.2002) found similar accidentreduction benefits from adding left- or right-turn lanes at intersections with either stop or signal control
(see Exhibit 2-1).

EXHIBIT

2-l

Percent reductions in total accidents from installing turn lanes

lntersection type

Urban add

and control-

feft-turn
1

STOP

ane

RuraI add
1e ft-turn

Urban and Ruraladd right-turn

lane

adrte

control

Three-1eg intersection
Four-1eg intersection

Signal control
Three-1eg intersection
Four-leg intersection

ZO

33

44

41

48

1

15

19

33

8

reductions are for lanes added on both major road approaches,
except for three-leg intersections are for lane added on one major road
Approach .
from Harwood et al., Safety Effectiveness of lntersection Left- and Right-Turn Lanes
NOTE: Percent

The recent multi-volume NCHRP Report 500, addressing highway safety, devoted Volume 12 to
crashes at signalized intersections. To improve safety,

it called for restricting cross-median access near

intersections (Antonucci et al.).

Two-way Left-Turn Lanes and Safety
There is debate about the origin of flush medians used as continuous two-way left-turn lanes
(TWLTL). Applied to two- and four-lane roadways, especially in commercial strip areas with frequent
driveways, this treatment removes left-turning vehicles from the inside through lane. There are reports of
one in Michigan in 1950 (ITE 1981). One of the first TWLTLs was installed in Seattle in 1952
(Nemeth). Some have erroneously called them "suicide langs", confusing TWLTLs with the rural
highway two-way passing lanes of a previous generation.
Before-and-after studies showed significant reductions in crash rates, such as the 33%o reduction
reported by Horne and Walton (Stover et al. 1982). Thakkar (1984) reported on l5 roadway sections of
at least 0.25 mile length converted from four-lane to five-lane operation (i.e., TWLTL), at which traffic
or other factors had not changed appreciably. The total accident rate decreased2S%o, and the fatal-plus-
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personal injury accident rate decreas ed 26%. With an 87o interest rate over a

l5 year period, the benefit-

cost ratio for these projects was 2.65.
Researchers (McCoy et al. 1988) studied urban four-lane roadways in Nebraska with volumes

ranging from 5,000 to 25,000 vehicles per day (vpd). The accident rate on the TWLTL sections was 34%o
lower than on the undivided sections; this difference in rates was somewhat offset by a greater accident
severity on the TWLTL sections. They employed computer simulation to estimate the extra costs
stops and delay on undivided roadways, and then estimated the benefit/cost ratio of constructing

of

TWLTL, for various percentages of left turns and a number of driveways ranging from 30 to 90 per mile.
When considering only stop and delay costs, TWLTL were justified at volumes ranging from about
I I ,000 to 1 6,000 vpd; when considering only accidents, the justification threshold was 7,1 00 vpd. For all
costs (both crashes and delay), TWLTL were justified at volumes of around 6,200 to 6,600 vpd.
In a survey ofover 100 state and local agencies and consultants around 1980,87yo reported they did
not have accident problems with TWLTLs, but half reported problems with improper use of them. These
improper uses included entering the lane at an angle and therefore leaving part of the vehicle sticking out
in the through traffic lane, entering the lane too far in advance of the turn and therefore conflicting with
other vehicles in the TWLTL, using the lane for acceleration or passing, and truckers parking in and
using the space as a loading zone. Other issues included questions about the suitability of the TWLTL
on high speed roadways, and whether TWLTLs encourage strip development (ITE 1981). Exhibits 2-2

and2-3 show some of the problems with TWLTL use.

:1:.-;,&

EXHIBIT 2-2 Trucks using TWLTL for parkingarea

,A
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Nontraversable Medians and Safety
Nontraversable (e.g., raised, depressed) medians are often installed on access-managed arterial

roadways. These have sometimes been called "barrier medians", in contrast to flush medians marked

TWLTLs. The terminology

seems to have morphed over the years: one older reference

as

(Billion and

Parsons) contrasts "deterring medians" (e.g., flush grass, curbed) with "non-traversable medians" (e.g.,
guard rail, concrete posts).

EXHIBIT 2-3 Opposing left-turning vehicles occupy TWLTL
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A study of Minnesota roadways in the late 1940s found that four-lane divided roadways had the
lowest accident rate of all types of highways studied. About 4/5 of the mileage consisted of two-lane
highways. A reader can infer that urban-core roadways were not included in the study (Kipp).
Another study examined of over 80 miles of divided, multilane urban highways with no control of
access on Long Island, using crash data from the late 1950s. For crashes between intersections, crash
rates peaked with median widths around 15

ft.

The study authors also opined that median widths of from

40 to 56 ft confused drivers at night in fog or rain, and contributed to drivers thinking they had turned

into a two-way road when in fact they were driving on the wrong side, against the flow of traffic. The
authors recommended extra signing as a countermeasure (Billion and Parsons).

Kihlberg and Tharp (1968) studied rural roadway data from three states. They found that four-lane
highways had higher accident rates than two-lane highways when there was no median or access control.
The partial control of access was partially effective in reducing accidents, and medians to some degree
tended to decrease the number ofaccidents.
A two-year study compared driveway accidents on 5.8 miles of major traffic routes having barrier
medians with 33.9 miles without barrier medians (Box 1969). Exhibit 2-4 shows much higher driveway
crash rates along the routes lacking the barrier median.

EXHIBIT 2-4 Driveway accident rates related to median control

Total
drives

Other

Service

station
Routes w/barrier median
Number of driveways
Annua.I rate per drive

Routes w/o barrier median
Number of driveways
Annual- rate per drive

Ratio of barrier rate:
non-barrier rate

25

0.0

150

0.17

and

commerci-aI,

i-ndustrial

244

30

0.08

0.01

325

422
0

Residentiaf

.28

0.03

1.4

A1J-ey

13

0.0

29

0.10

a11eys

312

0.017

926

0.165

1:9

In FHWA Safety Design and OperationaL Practices for Streets and Highways
TS80-228 (May 1980) Sec. 3.5.5, the term "barrier median" was used in contrast
to "painted median. "
NOTE:

A study of median width design concluded that at rural unsignalized intersections, a wider median
was associated with fewer crashes and fewer undesirable driving behaviors. On the other hand, at both
signalized and unsignalized suburban intersections, a wide median was associated with more accidents
and more undesirable driving behaviors. The report concluded that suburban medians should not be
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wider than necessary. It was also noted that at four observed signalized intersections, the median
acceleration lanes seemed to work well (Harwood et al. 1995).
Nontraversable Median Modifications and Safety
One state experienced accident problems at median openings on divided arterials. To address
problems caused by openings that were too close, poor taper designs, and inadequate storage lengths,

"median revision U-turn concept projects" were initiated. These projects, which were especially
applicable to six-lane roadways with medians 15.5 ft. wide or less (i.e., too narrow to shadow a crossing
vehicle), reduced the number of conflict points per opening from l6 to 4 by channelizing the median
openings. Main road U-turns and left turns into the driveways remained, but left turns from the
driveways were eliminated.
Before-and-after safety records were compared on two roadways on which the median openings
were modified, along with a control roadway which was not modified. Daily volumes ranged from about
36,000 to 55,000. There was approximately a ll4 decrease (statistically significant) in the overall
accident rates on the modified roadways, with similar reductions in injury crashes. Meanwhile, the crash
rate on the unchanged control section had increased slightly (Vargas and Gautam).

U-turns and Safety
Some have raised questions about the safety of the U-turns necessitated by the presence of non-

traversable medians. One study (Lu et al.) compared traffic conflicts, crash data, and delays under two
contrasting conditions. One group was comprised of locations where drivers exiting driveways and side

out. The other group consisted of
locations where drivers first turned right out of the driveway or side street, and then made a U-turn at a
downstream median opening (see Exhibit 2-5).
streets were able to make the normal direct left-turn maneuver

The researchers reviewed over 258 sites in seven Florida counties, and had more than 100 study
sites in each of the two categories. Comparing two regression models from the crash data, they found
that when traffic volumes exceeded 36,000 vehicles per day, right turn followed by U-turn locations had
fewer crashes than direct left-turn locations (see Exhibit 2-6). It should be noted that the crash data from
the right turn followed by U-turn locations was very scattered in the lower volume range, and from a
comparison of the plots of the two data sets one could hypothesize that the direct left turns could in fact
be less safe than U-turns at even lower volumes. Comparing locations with the two different types

of

maneuvers, the right turn followed by U-turn locations had lower overall crash rates and by-category
crash rates, except for sideswipes. At o : 0.05, the differences were statistically significant for the total,

ury/fatality, and angle cate gories.
NCHRP Report 524, Safety of U-Turns at Unsignalized Median Openings, examined U-turns and
crash data from both rural and urban arterial corridors. The study computed crash rates for mid-block
median openings where only U-turns were allowed, and crash rates for both directional (some
movements prohibited) and conventional (all movements allowed) three- and four-leg intersections.
Only l.l% of the almost 8,000 median-opening crashes were identified as U-turn crashes. From a
review of the data, the researchers inferred that U-turn crashes were being incorrectly coded as left-turn
inj

crashes.
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EXHIBIT 2-5 Schematic showing right turn followed by U-turn
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EXHIBIT 2-6 Average crash rate comparisons between direct left turns and right turns followed by Uturns
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At the 103 urban unsignalized median openings studied, afl average of 0.41 U-tum plus left-tum
At all of
these openings combined, 58o% of the movements were U-turns. Major road average daily traffic
volumes (ADTs) ranged from 13,161 to 42,361.
In the urban corridors, mid-block median openings had substantially lower median opening accident
rates than did three- and four-leg intersection median openings. The rural sample size was too small to
make firm conclusions. Exhibit 2-7 displays some of the crash rates in the report.
At three- and four-legged urban intersections, two or more directional median openings are needed
crashes per year occurred at a median opening. At the 12 nxal locations, this figure was 0,20.

to serve the same movements as one conventional median opening. For three-leg intersections, the
combined directional crash rate was markedly less than the conventional opening rate; for four-leg
intersections, the combined directional crash rate was about the same as that for the conventional
openings (Potts et al.).

EXHIBIT 2-7 Example median opening crash rates

Crash rate per 106
turning vehicl-es

Median opening type
Midblock

Directional opening
Directional opening
Three-1eg intersection
Directional opening
Four-Ieg intersect.ion
Directional opening

w/ left-Eurn Lanes (2b)
w/ left-turn Lanes and loons (2c)

0.23
0.37

w/ one l-eft-turn 1ane (

1,

.44

2

.57

w/ lefL turn-lanes

(6a)

a)

from Potts et al., NCHRP Report 524

Access, Signals, and Safety

A study of Minnesota highway data from the late I 940s, of which about 415 was from two-lane
highways, found a pattem (see Exhibit 2-8) of lower speeds being accompanied by greater access
densities and higher accident rates (Kipp). However, there
was no significant difference in accident rates by speed for

road sections with no access points and sections having

noncommercial access.

"This apparent relationship
between access points per mile
and accident rates casts another
element of doubt on the
assumption that speed in itself is
a major cause of accidents."
Kipp, Highway Research Bulletin 56
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EXHIBIT 2-8 Accident rates and access frequency

(mph)

Speed group

30 to
40 to
50 to

Access points per mile

Accident rate

39

21 .4

2.3

49

13.8
8.8

1.8
1.4

59

A few years later, an Oregon study of urban state highways found that residential driveway density
had a low correlation with accident rates. The Oregon urban study included 426 sections, all of which
had parallel parking. The study subdivided the data set by "roadside culture" (abutting land use), volume
group, and number of lanes (two or four). In all groups except low volume two-lane roadways, increasing
commercial driveways per mile was correlated with increasing accident rates, and increasing signal
density was correlated with increasing accident rates. The researchers preferred the number of
commercial units per mile over the number of commercial driveways per mile as a predictor. Although
pavement width was positively related to accident rates, the relationship varied considerably and was

normally low (Head).
Flora and Keitt reported a 1953 study by Staffield showing a relationship of generally increasing
crash rates as access points per mile and traffic volumes increased (see Exhibit 2-9). Wilson (1967)
noted that closing median openings at selected intersections in a corridor resulted in lower numbers of
total crashes in the corridor.
from Sbfield (Jan.
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EXHIBIT 2-9 Early

study of crash rates by access frequency and a volume range
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A North Carolina study included data from 92 homogeneous urban and rural multilane divided
highway sections with posted speed limits ranging from 35 to 60 miles per hour (mph). Accident rates
increased as access points increased, as volume increased, and as speed limit decreased. The study found
that with low volumes, wide medians, and sparse roadside development, median openings were "not
necessarily accident prone," but as volumes and development increased, accidents increased as the
number of median openings (with or without left-turn storage) increased (Cribbins, Horn, et al.).

A
related study found that for most accident types, the accident rate tended to increase as the number of
median openings (excluding intersections) increased (Cribbins, Arey, and Donaldson 1967).

}dulinazzi and Michael (1967) examined I 00 sections of urban arterial in Indiana, and also
compared 15 pairs of similar sections; the majority were two-lane sections. They concluded that the

traffic signals per
mile was reduced. Cribbins, Arey, and Donaldson (1967) also found that with the exception of accidents
occurring at night on unilluminated sections, an increase in the accident rate was associated with an
increase in the frequency ofsignalized intersections.
A mid-1970s review of other research studies found reports of from about 5Yo to l5Yo of all rural
crash rate would likely decrease when the number of access points or the number of

and urban crashes were driveway-related (Azzeh et al.).

McGuirk and Satterly (1976) concluded that the driveway crash rate decreased as spacing between
driveways or between driveways and street intersections increased. Studying the accidents on 100 urban
arterial sections in Indiana cities with populations over 30,000, they found that among driveway crashes,
of the accidents and76%o of the injury accidents involved left-in or left-out movements. In a related
study focusing exclusively on somewhat congested commercialroadways outside of the central business
district (CBD) in cities with population between 35,000 and 100,000, Uckotter (1974) reported that on l4
study sections having 1,638 crashes, 1/3 were driveway accidents, and32Yo of these occurred between
3:00 and 6:00 pm. Nine percent of the driveway accidents involved personal injury. Left turns were
involved in 63Yo of all driveway crashes, andTlYo of injury crashes. Obscured vision (i.e., parked cars,
signs, weather) was a factor in l5%o of the crashes. Driveway volumes were estimated from sample
counts, and it was noted that the greatest crash problem was not at the high volume driveways (> 800
65Yo

vpd), which tended to have good geometric design, but rather in the medium category (250 to 800 vpd);
the number of crashes increased considerably as driveway volume rose within this range.
70%o of driveway accidents in Skokie, Illinois, involved
left-turning vehicles (Azzeh et al.). The authors speculated that probable underreporting of the following

One study noted that Box had found that

types of crashes make it difficult to fully identiff and precisely tabulate all crashes related to access.

1.
2.

rear-end collisions upstream of a connection, as a vehicle decelerates to enter the driveway
sideswipe collisions upstream of a connection, as a vehicle changes lanes to avoid a vehicle
decelerating to enter the driveway

3.

rear-end collisions downstream of a connection, involving a driveway vehicle that did not accelerate

4.

quickly enough
collisions involving two vehicles using closely-spaced connections (driveway and/or street
intersections)

A Colorado demonstration project (Colo) found a "marked decrease" in accidents

as access

management increased. McGee and Hughes (1993) referenced a Wisconsin regional planning
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commission study which found that for both county and state trunk highways, crashes per mile
dramatically increase when the average spacing between access connections is less than 300 ft.

A 5.1 mile long section of a four-lane divided arterial was studied to compare performance before
and after the median was modified in 1997 . Before, there were 12 signalized and 65 unsignalized full
median openings. The project closed l6 openings and converted 42 fitll openings to directional
openings. After the project was completed, collision rates decreased by 15% and injury rates decreased
by 24%. In addition, the number of observed traffic conflicts dropped and travel speeds increased.
Subsequent improvements to the traffic signal system, made possible by the median modifications, were
expected to produce additional benefits (Wu).

A

1998 Minnesota study sampled 432 rural and urban segments from the state network, and divided

them into eleven categories. The study included two-lane, four-lane and six-lane roadways, but excluded
freeways. For both urban two-lane and urban four-lane roadways, crash rates increased as either public
street or commercial access density increased. However, no effect was found with changes in residential
access density. In rural areas, the crash rate increased as access density increased, but a differentiation
among access types was not apparent. In addition, benefits-costs analyses were performed to compare
the accident reduction benefits against the costs of access management. Even with just a l0%o reduction

in crashes, over a 20 year period with a 5% discount rate, the benefits justified costs ranging from
$100,000 to $500,000 per mile, depending on the category of road (Preston et al.).
Other studies have concluded the following.

.

As the number of access points per mile increases, the crash rate increases (see Exhibit2'10).
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EXHIBIT 2-10 Accidents increase as access density increases
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As the number of traffic signals per mile increases, the crash rate increases (see

a

Exhibit2-ll).
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EXHIBIT 2-l

I

Accidents increase as signal density increases

An examination of urban and suburban area crash rates as a function of traffic signal density and
access density produced the following tables shown in Exhibits 2-12 and 2-13 (Gluck et al. 1999).

EXHIBIT 2-12 Relationship between traffic signal frequency and crash rate

Accidents per Million Vehicle-Mi1es

Signals per M11e

<2
4.01 -

2

.01"

2.6
3.9
4.8
6.0

4.00
6.00

>6

- 3.8

-

8.2
- 8.7
- 9.5
from Gluck et al., NCHRP Report 420

EXHIBIT 2-13 Representative accident rates per million VMT by access density

ignal i zed
Access Points
Per Mife
Uns

<20
.01-40
40.01-60

20

>60
At_1

Signalized Access Points Per Mil-e
(urban and suburban areas)

<2
2.6
3.0
a^

3.8
3.1

2.01,-4
?o

5.6
6.9
8.2
6.5

4.01-6.00

>6

aa

6.0
8.1
9.7

8.'7

otr

,E

8.9

4.8
6.9

from Gluck et al., NCHRP Report 420
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A recent NCHRP report recommended restricting access to commercial properties near intersections
in order to reduce conflicts that lead to crashes. Methods suggested included closing driveways on major
streets, moving driveways to cross streets, and restricting turns into and out of driveways (Antonucci et
al., Neuman et al.).
Some researchers have presented the relationship between the amount of access and crashes by

plotting access frequency and crash rates on the same graph. The following Exhibit 2-14 contains two
graphs, each showing a general trend ofcrash occurrence in a roadway corridor fluctuating to a
considerable degree with the access frequency. The data in the lower graph is from a 29 mile segment of
US 101 in Oregon, comprised of two-lane, TWLTL, and non-traversable median cross sections. Note
that the part with the non-traversable median (labeled "parkway") is an exception to the general trend, in
that in this part the crash rate does not increase as access density increases. This study also found that
the crash rate increased as the number of access points per mile increased, and the rate of increase for
both rural and urban parts increased when access densities exceeded 50 per mile.
Pedestrians and Safety
For pedestrians crossing wider streets, medians can provide a welcome place of refuge when the
available gaps in the traffic flow allow pedestrians to cross only l12 of the street at a time. Exhibit 2-15
shows an elderly pedestrian with a cane crossing a four-lane roadway with a flush median, in a section
with extensive commercial strip development along both sides. Although safety advocates have long
encouraged pedestrians to cross at intersections (and not in the middle of the block), the very long
spacings between intersections found in some suburban areas make this impractical. Compare the
exposure of the pedestrian on the TWLTL roadway with what it would have been if the roadway had a
grass raised or depressed median.

A recent National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report concerning a vehicle accident with
multiple pedestrian fatalities stated:
"segregating pedestrian from vehicular traffic is a key element in pedestrian safety..."
Raised medians on arterial roadways have been promoted as one way to enhance pedestrian safety, by
providing pedestrians with a mid-crossing refuge area. Some have asserted that a painted flush median
can provide essentially the same benefits (Smith).

A study compared crash rates among undivided, TWLTL, and raised curb median roadways using
data from l5 arterial sites in four cities across the country. For all three treatments, the pedestrian
accident rate was significantly higher in the central business district (CBD) than in suburban areas. In
the CBD areas, undivided arterials had significantly higher crash rates for pedestrians. The pedestrian
crash rate for raised curb medians was less than that for TWLTLs (Bowman and Vecellio). Another
study concluded that for both marked and unmarked crosswalks on multilane roadways, the presence of a
raised median or a raised crossing island was associated with a lower pedestrian crash rate. Only other
hand, flush medians and TWLTLs did not provide significant safety benefits (Zegeer et al.).
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EXHIBIT 2-14

Crashes fluctuating with access frequency
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with a cane crosses a suburban artetial

In response to speculation that providing a median may actually encourage unsafe pedestrian
behaviors, a pedestrian advocate wrote the following.
"One argument often raised in objection to medians is that their presence encourages street
crossings at locations other than signalized intersections. It is argued that, by making the mid-block
crossings more difficult, pedestrians are more likely to cross the road at a signal, wherein it is
supposedly easier and safer. The major flaw in this argument is that it ignores typical pedestrian

behavior patterns. It has long been recognizedthat pedestrians seek the most direct route between
points. Although the perception of risk may alter the paths of some pedestrians, observation of
pedestrian behavior suggests that most pedestrians will increase their risk to make their route

shorter. The solution is not to attempt to discourage this behavior by increasing the risk, but to
accommodate observed pedestrian tendencies and to make street crossing more convenient and less
dangerous" (Smith).
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IMPACTS OF'ACCESS MANAGEMENT ON TRAF'FIC FLOW
The degree or amount of access management
can affect the quality of traffic flow and the level-of"For the general benefit of through-traffic
service that a given roadway provides to the
movements, the number of crossroads,
traveling public. Compared to roadways lacking
intersecting roads, or intersecting streets
access management, access managed roadways have
should be minimized."
smoother traffic flow and less delay (CAM 2003).
AASHTO Green Book (2004)
As Exhibit 2-16 shows, access management
proponents have stated that a four-lane road with
good access management can carry as much traffic
as a six-lane road with poor access management (CAM 2003). Depending upon the traffic volume when
an area is fully built out, access management can postpone if not eliminate the need to widen some roads,
thus saving the taxpayers money.
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EXHIBIT 2-16 Access management increases roadway capacity

In a review of literature, Reish and Lalani (1987) noted objections to raised medians from the
deputy chief of the Los Angeles Fire Department. "In a normal response to a fire, the apparatus must
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thread its way through traffic, shifting from one side of the street to the other. The construction of a

built-up center divider forces fire equipment to stop behind traffic at red lights since an apparatus is
unable to detour to the other side of the street." fNote that it is possible to design medians so that
emergency vehicles can cross them.]
Median Treatments and Traffic Flow
Researchers simulated the effects on traffrc flow from installing a two-way-left-turn-lane in a fourlane street. A reduction in both the number of stops and in the amount of delay occurred over a wide
range of traffic volumes, left-turn volumes, and driveway densities. The two-way left-turn lane was

particularly effective at traffic volumes greater than 700 vehicles per hour in both directions and more
than 70 mid-block left turns from each direction per 1000 ft (Ballard).
In another project which simulated traffic flow on a roadway with a two-way left-turn lane,
researchers found that the benefits that accrued from having a TWLTL, which removes stopped vehicles
in the inside through lane, varied according to both roadway and driveway volumes. Increasing the
driveway density produced more negative effects on traffic flow, so when driveways were more frequent,
TWLTLs were desirable even at lower volume conditions (Heikal and Nemeth).
When the regional arterial system was developed in Vancouver, traffic volumes did not warrant the
additional width for left-turn lanes. As traffic volumes increased, the intersections became major
bottlenecks due in part to the effects of left-turning vehicles. Prohibiting left turns at the major
intersections simply encouraged drivers to turn left at nearby streets and cut through residential
neighborhoods. A left-turn bay construction program was initiated to address these problems, and the
measured benefits included 20%o increases in through roadway capacity (Rudberg).

Traffic Flow
Researchers studied traffic at driveways located

Access and

on the approaches to signalized intersections. They

found that vehicles turning right into or out of the driveway caused the departure headways in the right
lane of the road at the intersection to increase. This adversely affected the flow rate and the capacity of
the signalized intersection (McCoy and Heimann).

To assess how right turns into a driveway affect other drivers following in the same lane, data
collectors at 22 major traffic generators along suburban arterial roadways counted the incidence of brake
lights being activated or vehicles taking evasive maneuvers due to right-turning vehicles ahead. Exhibit
2-17 shows the percentage of through vehicles in the right lane affected by right-turn vehicles. These
findings were then used to estimate the effects of multiple driveways within a ll4-mile long section of

road. Exhibit2-18 shows that as the driveway spacing increases, the percentage of vehicles in the right
lane adversely affected by right-turning vehicles decreased.
The observers also noted the impact lengths, or the distances in advance of the driveway at which
the impact occurred. The analysts estimated influence distances for single and for multiple driveways.
The influence distance is the sum of the perception-reaction distance, vehicle length, and impact length.
The condition of "spillback" is said to occur when a right lane through vehicle is influenced at or beyond
an upstream driveway - thus a driver in the right lane is having to monitor more than one driveway at a
time. Exhibit2-Lg from NCHRP Report 420 shows, for 35 mph and for given driveway spacings and
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EXHIBIT 2-17 Percentage of through vehicles in right lane affected by right-turn vehicles
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EXHIBIT 2-18 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles impacted at least once per l14 mile
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right-turn-in volumes, the percentage of right lane through vehicles influenced at or beyond driveways of
a given spacing. The percentages increase as speeds increase. This table suggests that even for 35 mph,
driveway spacings of at least 250 to 400 ft (depending on right-turn-in volume) are needed to minimize
(i.e., less than l0%o of the time) spillback (Gluck et al. 1999).

EXHIBIT 2-19 Percentage of right-lane through vehicles influenced at or beyond another driveway (35
mph)
R
No.

of

Drivewaye
Driveway per l/4

Single

Specing

Ml.'

Drlvewan

(f0

tr

P2

R>90

60<R<90

30<R<60

R<30
Mulfiple

Multiple

Multtple

Multiple

Drlvewayq At

Drivewrys, At

DriveweyqAl

Stngle

Drtvoways, At
Leest Ouce

Slryle

Drlveway,

per l/4 Mi.,

Driveway,

r:

1-(l-P2)'

P2

82.1o/o

21.8o/"

96.1o/o

92.5%
88.5%

Least Once

per

114

Mt.,

1-(1 -Pr)!

Lerst 0nce

Single

Ml" I)rivewey,
P2
1-(1-Prr"

per l/4

Lerst Once
per 1/4 Ml.,

r-(1-Pr'

100

t3.2

2.4%

273%

7.50/o

64.24/o

12.2%

125

10.6

2.4%

22.So/u

7.5o/o

56,0%

12.2o/o

74.7o/o

21.8%

150

8.8

2.4o/o

19.lo/o

7.s%

49.50/o

12.2o/o

68.2o/o

21.8Yo

175

7.5

t6.4%
t3.9%

7.4o/o

44.V/o

t2.t%

62.1"/o

2r.60/o

84.0o/o

1.lo/o

38.3%

LL.5o/o

55.4%

24.60/o

78.t%

200
225

6.6

2.4%
2.?%

5.9

2.Oo/o

11.20/o

6.3"/o

31.8o/o

lO.3o/o

47.2%

18.4o/o

69.7%

250

5.3

1.50/o

7.t%

4.80/o

22.7o/o

7.8o/o

34;t%

13.8%

54.5o/o

17(

4.8

1.70/s

5.3o/o

3.50/o

15.9o/o

5.8%

24.8%

10.3%

4O.7o/o

300

4.4

O,8o/o

3.60/o

ll,lo/o

4.30/o

17,60/o

4.1

0.6%

2.6Yo

8.0%

3.3o/o

12.8o/o

7.7%
5.9%

29.60/o

325
350
375
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2.6%
2.4%

22-O%

3.8

0.5o/o

l.tYo

l.Sa/o

2.50/o

t5.6%

0.3%
0.2%

1.2%

l.lo/o

3.t%

lO.5o/"

0.7%

0.70/o
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6.ff/o
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4.40/o

3.5
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2.0o/o

05%

0.50/o
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1,40/o
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0.3o/o

0,9o/o
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2.4o/o

2.9

o.t%
o.t%

1.5o/o

0.90/o

6.6%
4.2%
2.6%

2.8

0.lo/o

0,2%

0.2o/o

0.3o/o

0.8%

0.5%

t.4%
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2.6

0.lo/o

0.lo/o

0.lo/o

A.4o/o

O.3o/"

0.7o/o

525

2.5

0.0%
0.0%
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0.0%
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Q.lo/o

4.20/o
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t.7vo
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from Gluck et al., NCHRP Report 420

In a study conducted in four urban areas across the United States, drivers (as they were driving)
made comments to researchers seated in the vehicle about the factors along the street that affected their
perception of the quality of the trip they were making. Although the research subjects did not use the
term "access management," the concerns (i.e., things that adversely affected traffic flow or safety) drivers
expressed included too many traffic signals, and too many driveways, especially near intersections
(Pecheux et al.).

Signals, Signal Spacing, and Traffic Flow
An early Colorado study found that delay along a signalized roadway with access management was
about half of that of an unrestricted segment (Colo). A roadway with signals spaced at 0.25 mi had about

twice a much delay as one with 0.5 mile spacing of traffic signals. Travel time on a road with 4 signals
per mile was about 116 greater than on a road with 2 signals per mile (CAM 2003). A longer signal
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spacing allows for greater flexibility in setting a range

of signal cycle lengths to match range of traffic flow
conditions (i.e., both peak and off-peak volumes and
speeds), thus reducing delay, fuel consumption, and
pollution (CAM 2003).
Exhibit 2-20 illustrates that for Class I (40 to 45
mph) arterials, a lower signal density helps move
vehicles along. Conversely, as signal density goes up,
speed goes down (Gluck et al. 1999).

While collecting information for this
report, I was driving on an accessmanaged city street in another state.
Because of the smooth traffic flow, I
had to change speed only once and did
not have any stops until I turned onto
an intersecting cross street. On the
map, the length of this uninterrupted
trip scaled as over 3 miles.
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EXHIBIT 2-20 Effect of signal density on speed

COMPARING THREE MEDIAN TYPES
When faced with the need to expand to a multilane roadway, designers most often choose from
among three median types: none (undivided), flush median (TWLTL), or nontraversable median (raised
or depressed). Designers must then estimate which alternative will be the safest with the least delay to
traffic. As the previous discussion demonstrated, designers of higher-volume, higher-speed roadways
have for decades recognized the importance of providing a space for left-turning vehicles outside of the
through lanes. The newspaper article presented in Exhibit 2-21 shows can happen when left turns are
made from the through lane. A number of comparisons among undivided, TWLTL, and nontraversable
median cross sections have been made over the years.

Frick preferred a raised median over a TWLTL (1968). He compared two two-lane state routes that
were widened to four lanes in Springfield, Illinois. Both roadways were lined with commercial
properties, had a mix of 30 mph and 40 mph posted speed limits, daily volumes of 14,500 and 16,500,
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EXHIBIT 2-21 Crash illustrates the need for left-turn lanes

and lengths of 1.5 and L9 miles. The roadway improved to a five-lane (TWLTL) cross-section had a
crash rate over two and a half times greater than that of the roadway on which the raised median had been

constructed. The TWLTL roadway had2l4 driveways, compared to 85 on the roadway with the median.
However, based on experience in Peoria, a former proponent of urban roadway raised medians listed a
number of objections to them (VanWinkle), and noted that the crash rate decreased on a roadway
converted from a raised median to a TWLTL. He stated that raised medians are a fixed obstacle, which
when struck

will

cause vehicles to go out of

control. The relatively narrow raised medians often used in

city street environments do not prevent head-on accidents, and to circumvent the indirection caused by a
raised median, drivers may make wrong-way movements or jump the curb. He felt that the real key to
improving safety was managing access (i.e., driveway location).
Two separate studies compared and contrasted the crash experiences and travel times on three
predominantly commercial arterial segments that were in the same city but had different cross-section
types. The study in Muskogee, Oklahoma, a city of about 40,000, compared two segments that joined at
the ends and a third nearby segment on the same highway route. All three segments were straight and
had a raised median, but had dissimilar median opening and driveway frequencies (see Exhibit 2-22).
The crash rate on Segment C, with the highest level of access management, was 40% less than the crash
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rate of Segment A, which had the least access management. There were similar differences in both the
estimated property damage amounts and the injury accident rates. Segment B, had a crash rate that was
somewhat less than that of Segment

A.

When adjusted to compensate for different lengths, Segment C

required slightly more traveltime then did Segment B., but Segment A was considerably slower then
either B or C. It should be noted that traffic on Segment C was held up at a signalized intersection which
should have had a dual left-turn lanes to improve the signal timing (Gattis 1996).

EXHIBIT 2-22 Description of the three Muskogee segments

Segment Descrlption

Daily

Length

Volume

Vo1ume on
S ignal i zed
Cros s

Street

A

B

C

Frequent intersections and
left-turn lanes, very
frequent driveways on right;
access density : 61,,4/kn

l-.45 km
(0.90 mi)

22,000

3,900
13,700
6,000

Few median crossings; almost
continuous frontage roads on
both sides, small separation
between frontage roads and
the main lanes;
access density : 1.8/km

1.53

23,500

1,600
16,000

Very few median or margin
access points; a smaIl
amount of frontage road
access density : 3.6/km

1.93 km
(1.20 mi)

26, 600

20,600

km

(0 . 95 mi

)

s

Note: volumes in vehicles per day (vpd) ; frontage road vofumes not included
The other study examined three roadway segments from Springfield, Missouri (see Exhibit 2-23).
Glenstone-north, with a TWLTL cross section and lenient driveway spacing, has little access

management. It is lined with what by today's standards are relatively small- to medium-sized
commercial tracts, with a scattering of highway-oriented business harkening to its past. Glenstone-south
has a depressed median and a high degree of access management. Battlefield, which has raised medians

within 60 m (200 ft) of signalized intersections, is otherwise a TWLTL design abutted by tracts occupied
by newer-style developments which produced a driveway frequency of roughly half that of Glenstonenorth. The greater depth of lots along Battlefield means that there is a greater total land area funneling
traffic to Battlefield, which potentially translates into a greater number of trips generated per length of
street frontage, which in turn means more turning movements into and out of parcels abutting Battlefield
than parcels along Glenstone-north. The street with the highest level of access management (a nontraversable median and a much greater access spacing) was found to have a crash rate that was 20Yo and
40% less than that of the other two roadway sections with a center turn lane. The lower mid-block crash
rate for the roadway with more access management accounted for much of the difference. A comparison
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segments

DaiIy

Length

VoIume
(

rounded)

Vol-ume on

Signalized

Cros s
St

reets

Glenstonenorth

Little access
management; continuous

2.44 km
(1.51 mi)

38,300

10

Gl-enstone south

High level of access
manaqement; depressed
center median, few

2.58

km

31,500

66,100

2.51

km

center l-eft-turn lanei
frequent street and
driveway intersections ;
abutted by many smaller
commercial tracts;
access density : 46.3/km

(1 .

61 mi )

,200

median crossings; very

few intersections; some
continuous frontage
roads; abutted by large
commerciaf tracts;
access density : 2.1 /km

Batt Ie fie ld

Some but not much access
management; continuous

center left-turn l-ane
with raised median at
intersections; fewer
intersections and
driveways; abutted by a
mixture of J-arge and
smafler commerciaf
tracts;
access density : 21.1/km

Note: vol-umes in vehicles per day

(1 . 57 mi

28

,900

9'7

,900

)

(vpd)

of the two center turn lane roadways found that the difference in driveway spacing did not produce a
lower crash rate. The safer access-managed roadway also had an average travel speed of 33 mph, over
50% higher than that of the other two roadways, which translates into less delay (Gattis and Hutchison).
Harwood (1986) compared the safety, operational, and cost characteristics of selected multilane
design alternatives for suburban highways. He combined the findings from the literature with data
analyses to describe the advantages and disadvantages various design alternatives. He reviewed the

following elements: median width and type, shoulder presence, access to roadside development, right-ofway requirements, capacity, operational characteristics, and accident experience. For the purposes of the
study, the following criteria defined a suburban arterial highway.
. Traffic volume over 7,000 vpd.
. Speeds between 56.3 and 80 km/h (35 and 50 mph).
. Spacing of at least 0.4 km (0.25 mi) between signalized intersections.
. Direct driveway access from abutting properties.

a

.
.

aA
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No curb parking.
Location in or near a populated area.
Harwood concluded that the four-lane undivided (4U) design alternative is the most effective for

residential and light commercial areas on suburban highways classified as collectors and minor arterials.
The four-lane divided (4D) and five lane with center two-way left-turn lane (5T) design alternatives, if
physically feasible, would be more desirable than the 4U design alternative on highways that have dense
commercial development, have heavy left-turn volumes, or are classified as, or could become, major

arterials. The 4U design alternative may also be appropriate as the first stage toward construction of a
wider roadway with a median treatment.
The 4D design alternative is best suited for use on major arterials with high volumes of through
traffic and less than 45 driveways per mile. The 4D design alternative is operationally preferable to the
4U design alternative only for sites with peak hour flow rates over approximately 1,000 vph in one
direction, although this alternative could be used at lower flow rates where offsetting benefits, such as
improved safety, land use control, or preservation of through traffic capacity, are expected. The 4D
design alternative is not well suited to highways with sirip commercial development and may be used to
discourage such development from occurring. However, the 4D design alternative is better suited than
the 5T design alternative to serve suburban highways with isolated major traffic generators having widely
spaced, high volume driveways.

The 5T design alternative is most appropriate for suburban highways with commercial development,
driveway densities greater than 45 driveways per mile, low-to-moderate volumes of through traffic, high
left-turn volumes, and/or high rates of rear-end and angle accidents associated with left-turn maneuvers.
The installation of 5T design alternative on an undivided facility is expected to reduce the accident rate

by 19 to 35Yo, on the average, with even greater reductions possible for highly congested facilities.
Before-and-after crash rates on two TWLTL roadways posted for 45 mph converted from five-lane
(with I I and 12 ft. wide lanes) to seven-lane cross sections (with 9 and l0 ft. wide lanes) were compared.
On the roadway with 30,400 vpd, where the density of development was lower and speeds were higher,
the total accident rate increasedby 57%. On the roadway with 48,500 vpd, where the density of
development was higher and speeds were lower; the total accident rate increasedby 6% (Harwood 1990).
The Highway Safety Research Center compared crash rates on four-lane undivided and divided
(non-freeway) roadways in California. For ADTs ranging from 5,000 to 20,000, the crash rates on the
undivided roadways averaged about twice that of the divided roadways. For over 20,000 ADT, there
were no undivided roadway data presented (Council and Stewart).
The authors of NCHRP Report 420 stratified access densities and then compared urban and
suburban crash rates for the three cross section types. Over a range of access densities, Exhibit2-24
shows that non-traversable medians are associated with the lowest crash rates, followed by TWLTLs and

undivided (Gluck et al. 1999).

A study of

with a speed limit of 40 mph or
more and volumes ranging from 1,888 to 25,667 vpd observed a correlation between cross-section types
and land use and surroundings. Findings from safety studies may be skewed if these correlations are not
taken into account. The comparison in Exhibit 2-25 was structured to present crash rates in a visually
scaled manner.
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EXHIBIT 2-24 Representative crash rates (accidents per million VMT) by Epe of median

Totaf access points
per mile (1)
<20

20.01,-40
40.01-60

Median Tvoe (urban and srrhrrrLran a rea.s )
Non-traversable
Two-way Ieft
median
turn lane
Undivided
)9
3.4
3.8
9.4
10.6
9.0

>60

A]-I

tro

tr1
J.f

't .9
q)

6.8
8.2
5.6

6.9

(1) Includes both signal-ized and unsl-gna llzed access points.
from Gluck et al., NCHRP Report 420

RURAL AND SUBURBAN CRASH RATE (PET
2.O
0
1.0

MVM)

3.0

4

0

ACCESS DENSITY

(access/mile)

<20

Sample size

Crash rates

20-40
Sample size

Crash rates

>

40

Dep

N on e

Nar

l1

6

7

0.71

1

Nar
10
N

'E

33

1.35
N on

TWLTL
L1

9

t.23

2

Sample size

Crash rates
NOTE: Medlan

type

13
TWLTL

None

22

10

2.33

3.58

Nar : Narrow None : No Median
DeP : DePressed
:
Lane
TWLTL : Two-Way Left-turn
Rais Raised or Curbed

EXHIBIT 2-25 Ordered effects of median type and

access

For the "20-4Ou access density group, the comparison was skewed because in this grouP, 9 of the l0
"narrow" (i.e., flush median less than 8 ft wide) roadways had an ADT between 3,000 and 10,000, while

all but 3 of the 17 TWLTL roadways had ADTs above this range. When confined to this same volume
range, the crash rates were as follows.
Narrow = 0.64 crashes/MVM
TWLTL = 0.57 crashes/MvM
When confined to the same range of volumes, the three TWLTL roadways had a lower crash rate than
did the narrow median roadways (Gattis et al. 2005).
Volume Thresholds
Some reports either imply or recommend threshold traffic volumes for determining when a nontraversable median is preferable to a TWLTL.
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A Des Moines study stated that two-way left-turn lanes should not be used on facilities with over

a

25,000 vehicles per day (Reish and Lalani).

Exhibit 2-26 presents the findings from Bonneson and McCoy (1997), who took a number of crash
prediction models developed by different researchers and compared the different outcomes. A

a

composite finding suggests that as daily traffic volumes exceed about 15,000, a raised median is
safer than a two-way left-turn lane median. Both are safer than no median (i.e., an undivided

roadway) for volumes at least as low as 10,000 ADT.

EXHIBIT 2-26 Expected annual crashes per mile by median treatment
ADT:

Median type:

20,000
None TWLTL Raised

30,000
None TWLTL Raised

126
na

85

728
125

12

54
52
43
31
58

'72

190
na
109

na

oor

oor

32
56

na
na
na

58
69
78

40,000
None TWLTL Raised

Source
Bowman

Chatter;

ee

Harwood

oor

McCoy

Parker
Squires
Walton

na
na
na

90

50
81

na

15

253

170

101

116

na
145

oor
108

oor
t44

oor

oor

na

na
na
na

108

94

98

na

108
na

8L

45
AE

na

"t3

59

749
r99
1L2
100
s9 58
90
84
Average number 99
4L
13 L2
L6
18
9
54
Std. Deviation 21
NOTES: na : model- not availabfe or developed for this treatment type
oor : traffic volume exceeds the data range used to cal-ibrate the model
from Bonneson and McCoy, NCHRP Report 395
a

In Transportation Research Record 1581, Bonneson and McCoy presented a graph which showed
raised-curb sections having fewer crashes in business and office areas than either undivided or

a

TWLTL sections for volumes as low as 10,000 vpd.
Gluck et al. found that over a range of access densities, and even for volumes as low as 10,000 vpd,
the nontraversable median was preferable (1999). The undivided roadway had the worst
performance of the three alternatives compared (see Exhibit 2-27).

EXLITBIT

2-27

Estimated total accidents per mile per year on the basis of an average of seven
accident prediction models

Accidents Per Mil-e Per Year
ADT

10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000

Undivided

Two-Way

Hlghway

Left-Turn

Lane

Non-t rave rs abl- e
Median

48

39

32

126
190

60

55

92

18

253

1,12

85
from Gluck et al., NCHRP Report 420
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a raised median when daily volume was 24,000 or more (O'Shea et

al.)
Missouri's 2003 access management guidelines recommend a raised median instead of a TWLTL in
urban areas when the current and projected volume exceeds 28,000 vpd (MoDOT).
An Ohio manual mentions the use of TWLTL for volumes up to 20,000 (ODOT).
The Texas design manual states "Where ADT exceeds 20,000 vehicles per day or where
development is occurring, and volumes are increasing and are anticipated to reach this level, and the
demand for mid-block turns is high, a raised median design should be considered" (TxDOT).
A Washington policy for class II (arterial) roadways allows a non-restrictive median or a two way
left-turn lane when special conditions exist and mainline volumes are below 20,000 (WSDOT).

Synthesis of Studies

Exhibit 2-28 displays the findings from over four decades ofresearch that considered urban and/or
rural multilane non-freeway roadways. These studies explored the safety of various median types as well
other variables.
The arrows in the table show the relationship between the variable in the column and the crash rate.
For instance, in the column "Volume and Crash rate", an arrow pointing straight up indicates the study
found that as the volume went up, the crash rate also went up. Downward arrows show that an inverse

relationship was reported; for instance, a downward arrow indicates that as the volume went up, the crash
rate in the study went down. The numbers in the columns on the right side indicate the relative safefy
reported for different median treatments, with a "1" indicating most safe and a "5" indicating least safe'
The findings from these papers is summarized as follows'
1. as the volume increased, the crash rate usually increased
2. as the speed increased, the crash rate usually decreased

3. the relationships between an increase in lane width

and changes in crash rates were mixed

4. as the outside shoulder width increased, in all of the comparisons the crash rate decreased
5. as the traffic signal density increased, in allof the comparisons the crash rate increased
6. as the access density increased, in most of the comparisons the crash rate increased
Comparing multilane roadway cross section types, the categories labeled divided, depressed, nontraversable, and raised were the safest. The undivided cross-section came out worst, with the TWLTL
cross-section slightly better than the undivided.

When analyzing data, finding a relationship between a dependent variable and an
independent variable does not automatically mean that a causal relationship exists
For instance, the findings in many studies that the crash rates were higher on roadways with
lower speed limits does not necessarily imply that lower speed limits cause more crashes.
Additional information about the data that were analyzed and additional study would be
required to identify other potential causal factors that were present, and to assess the
relative impact of the various factors.
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EXHIBIT 2-28 Summary of studies
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IMPACTS OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT ON ABUTTING PROPERTY
One of the main concerns expressed about access management is the projected economic impact
upon businesses along the roadway. It is not uncommon for business owners to react negatively when

they hear about an upcoming access management project on their street, fearing that access restrictions
will cause a decline in business. These owners may be failing to recognize that the access management
also increase the capacity of the street, reducing congestion. As the street handles more
traffic, more motorists are exposed to their business. Access management advocates also point out that
what really matters is not the number of driveways but the design of access and circulation systems that

project

will

can safely accommodate the volume and not create congestion at the entrance.

How Much Access Is Needed?
At a community and at a regional shopping center where planned roadway modifications would
inhibit access, over 4000 shoppers were interviewed to ascertain what percentage entered the center on
impulse while passing by. Impulse traffic accounted for 6%o of those surveyed at the community
shopping center and3Yo at the regional center. The author noted that unless extreme circuity of travel
resulted from changes, loss of impulse traffic would be more than offset by the increased pass-by traffic
resulting from decreased congestion and increased roadway capacity (Box 1994).
The fear that implementing access management (especially reducing the amount of access) will
adversely impact abutting businesses gives rise to one of the chief sources of opposition to access
management. This raises two questions:

L
2.

how much access does a site need; and
how much access is a transportation agency obligated to provide?
There are many extant and observable examples of properties that remain economically active, and
no party is liable for damages, even though some policy or design on the part of either the government or
a private party has increased the separation between a business building and the source of traffic.
Examples range from creating a bypass around a traditional downtown to an office park, which by design
locates buildings so that they cannot be reached directly from the abuffing major roadway.

This can be also be seen with the Cracker Barrel@ restaurants, which became common in many parts
of the country in the 1990s as a result of corporate expansion. Many of these stores are not located on
the main arterial,but instead on side streets visible from the main arterial. These stores appear to be

thriving without direct access to arterial streets. What these businesses do need is a combination of signs
and a road layout that allow drivers to figure out how to get from the arterial street to the business site.
Exhibit 2-29 shows a number of different scenarios where businesses along the access-managed
roadway appear to be doing well. The bottom photo shows an access-managed through road in the
background. The businesses in the area do not have driveways to the through road, but rather get access
via the short side street in the foreground.
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EXHIBIT 2-29 continled Businesses can succeed in an access-managed environment
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Case Studies About Impacts On Abutting Property

It is difficult to adequately assess the economic impacts of access management because reliable
business income data can be difficult or impossible to acquire. In NCHRP Report 420, a national
research effort, the authors concluded that "destination-type businesses such as certain restaurants and

specialty stores appear to be less sensitive to access changes then businesses that rely primarily on passby traffic, such as gasoline stations or convenience stores." A Colorado study concluded that "older-style

small businesses on small lots suffer the most" from increased access control. The study went on to
observe that some of the businesses in the study were losing their competitive edge to new stores in the
area. In general, access management was well-received by local residents, because through traffic on
neighborhood streets decreased (Colo).
There are a few published case studies of the economic effects of access management upon abutting

properties. These studies, presenting objective numerical data, offer some insight into the economic
effects of access management.
Arkansas

In one of Metroplan's pioneer access-managed corridors in the central Arkansas area, the owner of
a large tract found that access management led to more development and profits. Instead of developing
only the strip abutting the highway, the developer created commercial sites in the interior of the tract that
were a better fit with the access and street patterns. Exhibit 2-30 shows a view of part of the interior that
was commercially developed.

EXHIBIT 2-30 Access management allowed more land area to be developed
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Colorado

In an access management study corridor, no decrease in property value was reported over a six-year
period. In one area, land value quadrupled. It should be noted that traffic volume in the corridor jumped,
and was continuing to grow (Colo).
Florida
After closing several median openings on a Florida roadway, the majority of merchants along the
boulevard reported no adverse effect on truck deliveries, no change in business activity, and that they
favored the median changes. Among those traveling along the corridor, 8070 favored the project (CAM
2003).

Along Oakland Park Boulevard in Fort Lauderdale, the old full median openings spaced at 330 ft.
intervals were closed or redesigned to become directional openings spaced at 660 ft. A survey after the
project was completed found that 62oh of the businesses reported no change, and 27%o teported a loss
(Stover 1998).
A consultant for the state examined five roadway corridors where the existing median had been
made more restrictive over a five year period. Corridor lengths ranged from 1.25 to 2.08 mi' The gross
square footage (gsf) of buildings with frontage on the street ranged from 877,800 to 4,385,215. The gsf
in the corridors ranged from 29Yo to 84Yo commercial. Exhibit 2-3 I lists an analysis of changes in the
assessed property values in the

five corridors.

EXHIBIT 2-31 Changes in assessed values from 1991 to 1994

Corridor
sR

600
436
SR

SR 423W
SR 520
SR 423E

%

change in corridor

+

33U

+ 3%
- 162
- 3Z
0%

? change in county
not avaifable
+ 10%
+ 4eo
- 30%
+

4Z

In two of the five corridors (SR 436 and SR 423W), assessed property values along the access-managed
corridors suffered in comparison to those of the county as a whole, in one (SR 423E) there was liffle
difference, and in one (SR 520) and perhaps in two (also SR 600) situations the values along accessmanaged corridors fared better than those of the overall county. The businesses tended to be offices,
banks, sit-down restaurants, and miscellaneous retail establishments, with 860/o atthe same location for
two years or more. About 2/3 of business owners said that the changes had not adversely affected truck
delivery. At 57% of the establishments, business was reported as having stayed the same or increased

within the past two years. These percentages varied among corridors; in the SR 520 conidor, where the
greatest decrease in business was reported, tolls on a parallel route had been eliminated and traffic
volumes on SR 520haddecreased by l5%. Asked how the median changes had affected their
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businesses, 69Yo reported either minor or no impacts. Drivers in the corridors were also surveyed to

plurality of respondents gave "business"
as their trip purpose, and73o/o of the respondents had either an origin or destination adjacent to the
roadway. Over 314 of those drivers surveyed thought that the roadway was safer and the traffic flow had
improved after the median was changed , and 82Yo were in favor of the median restrictions (Ivey et al.;
Dickens).
assess their views of the changed medians. In the surveys, the

Iowa

Along corridors where access management had been implemented, about 80% of businesses
reported no decline in sales and no customer complaints after project completion. Surveyed motorists
had favorable opinions 90 to 100% of the time (CAM 2003).
Another Iowa study examined a number of measures in communities where access management had
been implemented on community corridors (Plazak et al.). Data sources included:
I community-level business market share "pull factors" and business survival rates, developed from
original source data made available by the Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance (IDRF);
2. detailed "before and after" business profiles along access management project corridors;
3. detailed retailsales trends for selected businesses along access management project corridors; and
4. extensive personal interviews of business owners, managers, and customers in each of the case
study corridors.
In all but one case studied, the five-year business loss rate for the access-managed corridors was
substantially lower than that for their overall communities (see Exhibit2-32). Retail sales grew at an
average annual rate of 7.3% in the access-managed corridors, compared to only 3.3Yo in the overall

community. Once projects were completed, sales growth in the study corridors exceeded that of the
overall community by 10 to 20%o. Over 85% of the business owners and managers reported their
after-project sales were either the same (53%) or greater than (33%) their before-project sales; only 5%
of businesses reported a sales decline after completion of the project (see Exhibit 2-33). Customers (who
are usually also motorists) overwhelmingly (between 90 to 100%) supported the corridor improvements
and the access management. The business persons' perception about access management projects was
often worse than the reality. The findings indicated that business customers were almost always more
supportive of the projects than the owners and managers of the businesses they patronized.
Kansas

Recounting the history of the K-150 corridor in Overland Park offers interesting insight.

A

development moratorium was lifted after the corridor study was released. Those proposing developments

reluctantly accepted access restrictions: in retrospect, it has been speculated that the early developers
were more interested in obtaining rezoning approvals and then reselling the land than in actually
developing the property. After a period of land development proposals that never came to fruition,
serious development finally began. This group of developers wanted exceptions to the access restrictions
spelled out in the K-150 study. A major challenge was mounted by a developer proposing rezoning for a
shopping center anchored by a supermarket. The developer employed different approaches to obtain

additional access, such as claiming that the proposed shopping center was a unique case. The developer
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also convinced nearby residents that they would endure additional traffic

if his

access request was not

met, thus enlisting the residents to voice support at hearings. When a developer proposing another
shopping center within two miles of the first learned of the request for additional access, he submitted a
letter to the City Council making it clear that he expected equal consideration.

City staff thought that the Council might approve the developer's request, and argued against the
proposed deviation from the K-l 50 access guidelines. The staff responded with an extensive written
report containing a review of the history, an analysis of the anticipated traffic patterns, and a response to
the applicant's assertions about traffic impacts on nearby residents of not approving the driveway. The
most effective tool was an audio-visual presentation at the public hearing. The Council eventually voted
to support the staffls position, and sent a strong message to developers that the City would support the
access management policy. In spite of threatening to develop elsewhere if the extra access was denied,
and a second request for extra access, the developer eventually constructed the project. However, a
subsequent development in the corridor requested and received an unplanned median break, asserting that
high volumes would result at other points if the median opening were not granted (Stuechelli).
In 1999, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) studied l5 businesses that in the past
had filed access-related inverse condemnation lawsuits against KDOT. An examination of the actual
impacts after some passage of time found that two gasoline stations, now located where drivers had to go
about two miles out of their way, had gone out of business. In all but one of the other cases, either the
claimant was still in possession of the property and operating the business, the property was being used
for the same use by a different operator, or the property use had been upgraded (Williams Jan. 2000).
Texas

A research project evaluated the effects on business from reconstruction that added a median to the
road. Examining data from three Texas cities, the study found that there was a negative economic impact
during the construction period, but after construction ended the total business volume began to recover,
and within ayear exceeded the preconstruction levels in two of the three corridors. In the two smaller
cities, there was an increase in right-turn customer traffic after the median was built; however, in San
Antonio there was a reduction in right-turn traffic. Comparing the sales at locations with and without
median openings, there was a distinct advantage for "traffic-serving" businesses (service stations, motels,
restaurants) located at median openings, but not for businesses in general. It should be noted that in each
of the three areas there was a rapid influx of new businesses after the median project was finished. Some
of the older businesses may have lost customers to the new businesses (Flora).

In a study conducted after left-turn restrictions were imposed on a roadway, most business types
reported increases in the number of customers per day and in gross sales; the exceptions were gasoline
stations and automobile repair shops. In several of the corridors, the number of employees increased.

With a few exceptions, property values remained the same or increased. Negative impacts seemed more
severe during construction than after the project was completed (CAM 2003; Eisele and Frawley).
Washington

A Washington study surveyed perceptions from businesses along six corridors in King County. A
slight majority (52%) felt that access management negatively affected both patronage and business
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revenue. Two-way left-turn lanes (TWLTL) were more accepted by businesses than were other access
treatments.

Nearly 213 of respondents thought that pedestrian and bus issues were "not a concern" to them. The
authors surmised this might be because pedestrian and transit users were not viewed as potential sources

of customers (Vu).
Comments About Effects on Property
Proponents assert that access
management does not stop growth, but rather
reshapes

growth. For instance, strip

development can cut offaccess from back

lots and make them less viable. Access
management tends to cause more property
depth to be developed than would be with the

typical strip development approach. This
results in actually more acres being
developed.
Access management may positively or

negatively affect businesses along the

"A common sticking point in the implementation
of access management projects, particularly
those that involve dramatic changes such as
installing raised medians, is strong skepticism
and fear on the part of adjacent business
owners and managers. This fear can easily turn
into political opposition that can lead to
counterproductive changes in projects or
abandonment of attempts to manage access.
This sort of problem has been encountered
often in lowa as access management has
become a more common strategy for safety
and congestion management..."
Plazak et al., "The lmpact of Access
Management on Business Vitality"

roadway and their customers, and it may

affect the value of land in the immediate area. Although applying access management to a particular
route may not adversely affect the overall or general economic viability of businesses or abutting land, it
may affect some types of businesses or some tracts along that route.
Access management may enhance the economic viability of some land uses, such as shopping
centers that thrive by attracting customers from a large area, because improved traffic flow will allow
customers from farther away to reach the destination in an acceptable amount of travel time. In general,

destination businesses are not adversely affected when access management is implemented.
There may be some negative impact on some convenience or pass-by businesses, where many
competitors offer a similar product at a similar price. . Businesses that are more "convenience based" and
less "destination based", such as gasoline stations or fast food restaurants, may be adversely affected if
implementing access management makes them more difficult to get to than other nearby competing sites

(Gluck et al. 1999).
Retail trade is an extremely volatile endeavor. An access management study in lowa found that half
of all businesses that required a sales tax permit turned over during a five-year period (Plazak et al.).
Local business persons can be alarmed by access management projects, particularly those that involve
major changes such as installing raised medians or closing large numbers of driveways and median
openings. They often view them as one more thing that could adversely affect their sales or put them out
of business.
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OTHER EFFECTS OF ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Although effects on safety, traffic flow, and business first come to mind, access management also
can produce other benefits and help achieve other community objectives. The following sections present
some of the other effects associated with access management.
Aesthetics

With the combination of nontraversable (raised or depressed) medians and fewer driveway
openings, access management can create more space for landscaping and a more favorable appearance.
An NHI (National Highway Institute) manual states that aesthetics were a major consideration in the
following conversions.
. converting continuous left-turn lanes on Wadsworth Boulevard into a raised landscaped median in
Lakewood, Colorado
. converting a two-way left-turn lane to a raised landscaped median in Seatac, Washington
. replacing a two-way left-turn lane on Texas Avenue with a raised landscaped median during
widening in College Station, Texas

Community Goals
If the through roadways (arterials) are able to accommodate traffic well, then the incentive for
drivers to cut through neighborhoods is reduced. By reducing the number of driveways, the number of
places at which vehicles can conflict with sidewalks, bike lanes, and bike paths is reduced. This should
improve the quality of travel for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Fuel Consumption and Pollution
Reducing the elements that cause traffic to repeatedly slow down and accelerate reduces fuel
consumption and the amount of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere. Some traffic noise from
acceleration and braking should also disappear.
Public Budget
Managing the access along the roadway helps preserve and extend the useful life of the roadway.
Since the capacity of an access managed roadway is greater than that of an otherwise similar roadway
lacking access management, access management reduces or at least postpones the need to widen
roadways.

Managing the access of through roads reduces the need to spend large sums of money to purchase
new corridors for new "replacement" roadway, and to construct new roadways to replace congested

roadways. In particular, it forestalls or eliminates the need to replace a bypass with a new bypass.

IMPACT CALCULATOR
Software to estimate the impacts of access management was developed as a part of the NCHRP

Report 420,Impacts of Access Management Techniques project. The software modules apply the
research findings to estimate the effects of changing the access conditions along a project or a highway

section. The software allows two conditions to be compared, such as "before-and-af\er", or "existing and
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proposed." Inputs vary by module and could include segment length, speed limit, area type (i.e. urban
and rural), traffic signal information, traffic volume data, existing crash rate, and access frequency (see
Exhibit 2-34).
Outputs can include projections of future traffic
conditions or suggested design values. For example, in
the Unsignalized Safety Analysis module, the change

in crash rates is projected based on an increase or
decrease in access in access density for a highway.
The software also includes an economic impact
analysis module that applies a simplified approach to
estimate the maximum effects on commercial sites

of

installing a raised median.

Hf,HFP Fepo*

il20 Example: Fewel signal*. no progretsion

Example: Fewet
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EXHIBIT 2-34 Access management impact calculator
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WHAT HAPPENS WITHOUT ACCESS MANAGEMENT?
The history of engineering includes the history of learning from failure. Many of the current
practices in traffic planning, design, and operations (including access management and corridor
preservation) have been learned from observing that "something isn't working." The consequences

of

not taking steps to preserve corridors can be seen in the many examples of roadways where over time, the

mobility or safety markedly declined because the corridor was not preserved.
The absence of corridor management or access management programs can lead to the following
undesirable outcomes. (CAM 2003)

.
.
.

buildings are constructed in locations that will be needed for future transportation facilities
buildings are constructed in locations that limit the ability to widen the roadway in the future
tracts of land abutting a major roadway are subdivided into small parcels, leading to an undesirably

high number of driveways
Often a number of years transpire from the time that opportunities to preserve the roadway are missed

until the resulting traffic and safety problems begin to appear. Therefore, the consequences of failing to
act are too often not clearly seen. A couple of the more common scenarios are described in the following
sections.

Urban Scenario
Perhaps the most common scenario involves the roadways radiating from a downtown; new

developments tend to cluster along the highway and create an endless strip of driveways. Over time, this
is accompanied by more traffic congestion and crashes. Exhibit 2-35 shows examples.

EXHIBIT 2-35 Examples of urban strip development with degraded operation
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Sometimes the developed strip along the highway is so continuous that there are too few streets
connecting the highway with the land back from the road (i.e., behind the strip), eventually making it
difficult for this property to be developed and be adequately served with connections to the highway. An
often-heard corollary to access management is the emphasis on developing an adequate network

of

supporting streets.

Rural Scenario
This phenomenon of "losing the highway to development" is not confined to urban and suburban
areas. A case of rural corridor degradation can be seen along US 62-412 in Baxter County, east of
Mountain Home. Development occurred along the most prominent high-quality paved road in this rural
area, probably influenced by the proximity of Lake Norfolk. Now, due to the strip that has developed
along the highway, many miles of what should be unencumbered travel -- given the overall rural nature of
the land -- are restricted to speed limits of 40 and 45 mph. This location is shown in Exhibit 2-36.

EXHIBIT 2-36 Example of rural strip development degrading the service of the highway to the public

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT REACTIONS OF BUSINESSES
When trying to implement new or maintain existing access management techniques at a particular
location, it is not uncommon for a prospective developer to tell the governing transportation agency that
unless access restrictions are relaxed, the developer will go elsewhere. Although certainly each case is
unique, it is interesting to observe the site developments shown in the following photos. These photos
compare similar types of developments and contrast the amount of access to each. In each case, it would
certainly appear that the imposition of more restrictive access did not deter a national company from
constructing and operating a store.
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Case 1 - National Drugstore Chain
The top photo (Exhibit2-37) shows a newly constructed national drugstore chain on a site with a
moderate degree of access management. Even though two of the three site driveways are on the major
streets, at least they are set back from the signalized intersection. The bottom photo shows a store of the
same chain with much less access, The driveway on the right serving both left and right turns is to a

minor street. The second access (on the left) is via a shared site drive that functions like a minor street;
this second drive has only right-in and right-out access from the main roadway.
Even though the practice in the first photo is certainly an improvement over what is often seen, from
both a safety and an operational perspective, it would have been even better
located on the two side streets, not on either of the two major streets.

EXHIBIT 2-37 Showing different level of access to same drugstore chain

if driveways had

been only
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Case 2 - National Restaurant Chain

According to newspaper reports, the restaurant in the top photo (Exhibit 2-38) insisted on having
three driveways, one from the side street and two from the major roadway. One of those is quite close to
the intersection. In contrast, the following photo shows a store of the same chain in another state, with
no direct access from the main roadway in the foreground of the photo; access is from the side street.

EXHIBIT 2-38 Showing different level of access to same restaurant chain

Case 3 - National Fast Food Chain
Photos (Exhibit 2-39) of the same national fast food chain in different places show significantly

different levels of access. The first photo shows a site that has three driveways, one from the main
roadway, and another in a highly undesirable location, immediately downstream of the intersection and
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turning lane. Yet in the other photo showing a store belonging to this same chain, there is only one drive,
and that drive is not

off of the main thoroughfare but rather off of a side street.

ffi

EXHIBIT 2-39 Showing different level of access to same fast-food chain

From these contrasting photos, one could infer that developers may sometimes overstate how much
access is needed for a business to survive. And as Exhibit 2-40 shows, when traffic is healy, even a
continuous TWLTL does not guarantee quick entry into a business. In the top photo, the two vehicles in
the turn lane waited quite a while before they found usable gaps in the oncoming

traffic. In the lower

photo, the driver after a long wait gave up trying to turn left to enter the business, and instead drove on
ahead.
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Even $rith t TWLTL,
the tnaffic qusue blocks
and prevsnts lefr-turn
movsment into driveway.

EXHIBIT 2-40 A TWLTL does not always guarantee quick

access
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WHY HAS ACCESS MANAGEMENT NOT BEEN ADOPTED EVERYWHERE?
Access management has an interesting history (Demosthenes 1999). In 1902, New

Jersey enacted a

statute allowing county boards to establish "speedways" for horses and light vehicles. No public street
was allowed to intersect the speedway without the consent of the county. In 1914, Westchester County,

New York began establishing "parkways" in urban areas.

Within a couple of decades, both the number of vehicles on the roads and the number of crashes
were becoming sources of concern. In 1937, New York and Rhode Island enacted laws authorizingthe
state to acquire full or partial access rights from properties abutting the roadway. The Pennsylvania
Turnpike opened in 1940, offering the American public its first modern freeway with full access control.
A Federal proposal in 1944 for what eventually became the Interstate System recommended limiting
minimum. By the end of the 1940s, most states had statutes allowing some
degree ofaccess control and court decisions had backed the government's ability to control access rights
to preserve public safety.
The importance of access management has been recognized in AASHO/AASHTO policies since at
least the mid-I950s. A Policy on Arterial Highways in Urban Areas by AASHO (1957) stated:
access to the practicable

"Control ofthe access increases efficiency operation, reduces accidents, and avoids the experience
of needing to provide new parallel highways as capacity drops on existing ones due to roadside
interference....some degree of access control should be included in the development of any arterial
highway."
As time passed, transportation agencies increasingly recognized that considering cost alone did not serve
the public well, so when making decisions and setting policies they gave increasing emphasis to safety
and efficiency. Modern comprehensive access management programs began with the Colorado
legislature enacting a controlled access law in 1979. A 1989 survey found that eight states reported
having an access management program, with a ninth about to begin and a tenth program under
consideration. The most comprehensive programs were in Colorado, Florida, and New Jersey (Koepke
and Levinson). More recently, a number of states and local jurisdictions have adopted or begun to
consider access management programs.

Informal observations and formal research have led to the conclusion that in appropriate settings,
access management can provide a number of benefits to the traveling public. That raises the question:
"why haven't all transportation agencies implemented access management?"
If a transportation agency adopts access management, it will face new roles and challenges. An
access management program will impose additional demands for staff time and resources. It will entail
greater level of interaction and coordination among certain branches within the agency, and more
detailed coordination with other levels of government. The program will probably create at least some
resentment and opposition from those who feel they are adversely affected by access management, such

of abutting properties and businesses. This can in turn cause political pressures to be
exerted on the agency, if leaders focus more on the complaints of those who perceive or actually have
experienced negative impacts, rather than considering the safety and operational disadvantages to the
overalltraveling public which result from not having an effective access management program.
as some owners

a
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In short, while access management can produce real
benefits, it also introduces new administrative challenges.
It some cases it is certainly easier not to incorporate access
management into the planning and design of roadways.
However, a convenient design may not always be the best
design, in terms of safety and service to the traveling
public, and in terms of long-term financial sustainability.
The political feasibility of implementing a challenging
policy is something only the leaders and top officials within
an agency can evaluate.
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No system or program is perfect.
Dwelling on the few negatives
which will arise can cause one to
miss a great opportunity and
overlook the many benefits which
would accrue.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
Simplified, access management is focused on two questions.
. Where can access safely be allowed?
. How much and what type of access is needed to adequately serve a given tract?
In order to manage access to public roadways in a way that increases safety, decreases congestion, and
preserves the public's investment in roadways, a transportation agency will find it is necessary to
establish a number of administrative policies and procedures. Public agencies can and do use a number
of different means to manage access to public roadways (Levinson).
. Driveway regulation: control the number, location, and the design of driveway connections allowed

.
.
.
.

Geometric design: incorporating design features such as medians, islands, frontage roads, etc.
Police power: the fundamental authority to protect public safety and welfare
Deed: purchasing properfy rights

Land development regulations: subdivision, zoning, and building permit authority usually exercised
at the local level

This chapter includes discussions of both the principles of access management and how the principles are
applied.
Reports that discuss establishing or operating an access management program were reviewed and
then summarized in this chapter. Also, state department of transportation engineers, consulting
engineers, and researchers having experience with access management were interviewed to document

their experiences and observations about starting and operating an access management program.

ESTABLISHING AND STRUCTURING THE PROGRAM
Establishing an access management program is no minor task. It requires

a commitment

within the

agency and enthusiastic support at the top levels.
Perhaps somewhat oversimplified, the personnel and job functions needed to carry out an access
management program might be grouped into three categories:

1.
2.
3.

establishing policies and standards,
establishing where and how these policies and standards will be applied (i.e., scope), and
access permit administration,

The structure and even the place in the organization to which access management staff are assigned
varies among the states. These differences are somewhat affected by whether the state transportation
agency operates in a centralized manner, or in a decentralized manner at the district level. The location
of the access management coordinator position in the organizational chart of a few states is as follows.
(note that the group to which access management is assigned can change due to agency reorganizations).

Colorado traffic engineering
right-of-way
Iowa
Missouri traffic engineering
New Mexico traffic engineering
South

Dakota

planning

Florida
Kansas
New Jersey
Oregon

planning

traffic engineering
planning
engineering

?)
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The access management (or in some states, corridor preservation) staff serve as the access management
consultants to others in the agency. No matter what division access management is housed in, there
need to be close interaction with other divisions. For example, roadway design teams

that all aspects of a proposed design

will

will

need to verifu

will conform to the applicable access requirements.

Designating a specific person or group of people to administer an access management program can
help focus adequate resources toward the program, create a group of knowledgeable specialists, and lead

to more consistency in the application of the program. This, in turn, can strengthen the legal standing

of

access management policies and regulations.

In some states, a single person or a small group of people have access management as their full-time
or near full-time responsibilities. In other states, a section will have access management as one of many
responsibilities. There are pros and cons to either method. One advantage of having access management
as one of many tasks within a section is that the staff may be more aware of other aspects of a project
besides the access management, and can interrelate and integrate them better. Conversely, advantages of
the single focus are the potential to develop a higher level of access management expertise, and not
dividing time among so many responsibilities.
Some states establish advisory committees to help create a program or to provide guidance to an
ongoing program. Such committees should include representatives from both the central office and the
district offices. Other members may include representatives of metropolitan planning organizations
(MPOs), city governments, county governments, or consultants.
Access Program Scope
The scope of existing access management programs varies among state transportation agencies.
Agencies have applied the access management programs to either the entire roadway system, certain
categories within the roadway system, or to specified corridors.
Access Classifi cation Systems

In order to apply access management regulations and practices in a systematic and uniform manner,
transportation agencies have established access classifications systems that differentiate among roadway
types and establish varying levels of control according to the needs of a given roadway class. Many state
classification systems differentiate among roadways to reflect differences in characteristics, such as
proportion of through traffic, volume, speed, and the density of development in the environment or
surroundings (urban, rural). NCHRP Report 348 discusses a process to establish access categories, and
presents a"generalized approach" ofseven classes: freeway, expressway, strategic arterial, principal

arterial, other arterial, collector, and local/frontage road (Koepke and Levinson). Example systems from
three states follow (Exhibit

3-l).

identiff various roadway categories, but also establish the
frequency at which access to a roadway in a category will be allowed. Access classification systems are
These classification systems not only

usually not the same

as the

functional classification systems.
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KANSAS ACCESS CLASSES --ROUTE CLASSES

A Routes: AII routes on the Interstate Highway System.
B Routes: . . . all- non-fnterstate routes designated on the National Highway
System ... Further, this category applies to all segments identified as
"growth corridors" in the District PIan.
These routes are to be protected by allowing for direct access only when
al-ternative access is infeasible. When direct access is necessary, shared
access will- be required wherever possibJ-e... Such routes shoufd be
protected by purchase of access rights whenever feasibfe.
C Routes: ... routes not on the National Highway System and not designated as
a "growth corridor. "
Al-ternative access will be utilized wherever feasibfe, however. direct
access is not an optlon of last resort, and shoufd be utilized wherever it
proves more effective. Shared access wiIl be util-ized wherever possible.
D Routes: . . . routes not on the National Highway System and not designated as
a "growth corridor."
These routes are to be protected by a modest l-evel of management. ' .
E Routes: . . . routes are to be protected by a minimum l-evel- of management.
* Each class is further divided by "Developed" or "Undeveloped" and by
type of dri-veway
NEW MEX]CO ACCESS CLASSES

Controlled-Access, non-Interstate Hlghways
Urban Principal Arterial
Urban Minor Arteriaf
Urban CoIlector
Rural- Principal Arteriaf
Rural- Minor Arteria]
Rural Coll-ector
* Each class is subdivided one of four Speed groups:
30 mph, 35 to 40, 45 to 50, 55 mph
SOUTH DAKOTA ACCESS CLASSES

Interstate
Expres sway

Free-Elow Urban

Intermediate Urban
Urban Developed
Urban Erinqe
Ruraf

EXHIBIT 3-1 Example state access classification systems
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Training Programs
Staff training should accompany the startup of an access management program. Different groups,

will have different training needs. A program may reap
benefits by offering training to local government staff and to consultants. At certain intervals, training
will need to be repeated, both to inform new employees and as a refresher for veteran employees.
such as roadway designers and permit officers,

Permit Administration

In a recent survey of states, only one responded that the majority of its driveway permitting
functions were handled in the central office. One-half responded that the entire permit process is
decentralized (Williams 2002). In the states where interviews associated with this project were
conducted, the permit application and review functions tended to be performed at a county, multi-county,
or district level.

More than half of the agencies responding to the recent survey had minimum education or training
requirements for the staff who review driveway applications and issue permits. The majority of these
indicated that permit reviews are mainly performed by a technician, with some oversight or approval

authority by higher level engineers (Williams2002).
One mechanism that states employ to consider situations where an applicant is appealing a decision
or wanting an exception to the general practice is establishing an access review committee. Access

review processes are handled at different levels in different states. In states with decentralized
transportation departments such as Florida, these committees are at the District level, and are comprised
of higher-level managers from the affected divisions, such as design, operations, maintenance, and rightof-way.
ACCESS PERMIT PROCESS

"owner" or
the "applicant") must first apply for a permit, and the transportation agency then reviews the request to
determine whether the proposed access is acceptable. The requested access may be for a median opening
or a street, but the majority are usually for driveways serving a proposed or existing development on

If

access to a roadway is managed, any party wanting access (referred to herein as the

private property.
The Access Management Manual

(CAM 2003) lists the following five general steps to the

permitting process.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

applicant makes initial inquiry
the agency determines what information

will

be required from the applicant

applicant prepares and submits formal application for an access permit
the agency reviews the permit application
the agency either approves/issues or denies the permit

The permit application process is where the public comes in contact with access management, so from a

public-relations standpoint, it is important for the state to devise and operate a permit application process
that does not generate unnecessary frustration on the part ofthe applicant.
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Varying Thresholds of Complexity
The simplicity or complexity of a proposed or existing development to some degree affects the
needed complexity of the access permit application and review process. A number of agencies do not use
a one-size-fits-all-approach, but rather have different procedures and fees according to the complexity

of

the development. For instance, access permit applications might be classified into one of three groups:
single family residential, public street, and all others. It is more likely that a simple development (such
as farms or residences) are reviewed by a trained technician, whereas a commercial development review

might also involve a staff engineer.

In addition, some schemes would have two or more tiers of complexity for "other", such as
generating less than 100 trips in the peak hour, or more than 100 trips in the peak hour. When the
expected site traffic volumes will exceed minimum threshold values, the developer must conduct a traffic
impact analysis. States with this type of requirement include Florida, Kansas, and New Jersey.
Pre-application Meetings
Before the design of a proposed development begins, the owner should meet with the state to
conduct an informal "concept review" or "pre-application" meeting (Williams 2002), where the parties
can discuss how the general rules apply to a particular development in the given context, and what
specific data and analyses will be required. When a given site is subject to access management standards
of both a state agency and a local government, a common practice is to allow the more restrictive of the
two (either state or local) to govern.
During a pre-application review, the agency will inform the owner of constraints on the proposed
design, so the owner can avoid spending time and money on a design that

will

need substantial

modification to comply with the access management rules. For a complex development such as a
shopping center, it may be beneficial to have a series of meetings as the development design progresses,
so that through a series of iterations the owner can arrive at a final design that will comply with the
access management rules. The transportation agency should clearly inform the applicant of all of the
requirements and expectations at the beginning, because an applicant can with good reason become more
frustrated and less cooperative when new requirements keep arising incrementally.
For a basic, straightforward situation such as a single-family residential drive on a remote rural
highway, it may sometimes be possible to combine the pre-application discussion with the actual permit
application process.
Access Permit Application and Review

Typically, the owner (or owner's agent, such as an engineer or architect) submits an application for
access to a tract of land. The application form requests the owners name and contact information,
information that locates the property and the requested access, and a description of the use of the
property (e.g., residential, commercial, etc.).
Appendix A presents example state access permit application forms. Appendix B contains internal
documents used by states to help process access applications. Exhibit 3-2 shows a decision making flow
chart from the Colorado Department of Transportation, used to evaluate an access management permit
application.
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In order to determine whether the proposed location is suitable for a new access connection, the
state will examine the proposed driveway width, gradient, curb return radius, and distance from the edge
or side property lines. The state will conduct a field inspection at the site of the requested access
connection(s), checking for, among other things, spacing to adjacent access connections and available
sight distance. At some time during the process, a field inspection needs to employ global positioning
systems to record the location of each driveway and enter it into a database. For more complex
developments, a traffic engineering review of projected impacts will be performed.
The review process is not the same in each state. In one state, for all but the simplest of
applications, the lower level review will result in a denial if the application appears unacceptable. But if
the application appears to be acceptable, it is forwarded to a higher level before the final approval is
granted to the applicant.

When a permit is approved at any level, personnel at other levels need to be notified of it.
Access Permit Fees

A user fee can help cover the cost of administering a program. Twelve of the 28 states responding
to a survey charged a fee for a driveway application (Williams 2002). The fees for residential
developments ranged from $10 to $50 per driveway. The reported range for commercial developments
was from $50 per entrance to as much as $12,000. The schedule in one state was reported as follows
(Levinson).
single family homes or field entrances = $50
small use driveways: Sl00
larger use driveways

:

$300
One question that arises is whether to base access connection permit fees and traffic impact analysis
fees on actual counted or on projected traffic volumes. While at first glance basing requirements on
actual counted volumes sounds appealing, remember that volumes from a development projected for the

future cannot be counted in the present. Transportation agencies often employ a source such as ITE's
Trip Generation (2003) to estimate the number of future trips from a proposed development. All
applicants are treated equally

iftrip

projections are based on one reference source.

Inspection
Inspection and enforcement are required to ensure that driveways are not installed in violation of a
permit. Exhibit 3-3 shows states' responses to a national survey as to how they enforce rules when
driveway permit requirements are violated.
Keeping Records
Keeping records is a challenging yet necessary aspect of access management. Obviously, an
application is more likely to be mishandled and not processed in a timely manner if the records are
misplaced. But there are also other reasons for keeping a good record of the application and
documenting how the application was processed.
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N

No

Yes
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No

No

Yes
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Yes

Request to lhe
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Yes

Yes

Yes
No
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Approve
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Approve
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Will Denialof Request
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No
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Requested

Yes
Try to Find a New
Solution That Meets
Reasonable Access,
Design and Safety
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from Williams, NCHRP Synthesis 304

EXHIBIT 3-2 Colorado access permit flow chart
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revocation of driveway permit
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58o/o

monetary penalites

19o/o

other

420/o

Ao/o

20%

40o/o

60o/0

80o/o

100o/o

from Williams, NCHRP Synthesis 304

EXHIBIT 3-3 Driveway permit enforcement methods (by state)

l.

Ifan application is denied,

a good set ofrecords can help the agency document that the proper

processes were followed and that the agency treated the applicant fairly.

2.

If in the future

an application

it is made at the same or a nearby location, good records help the

agency maintain a consistent evaluation and response. This can be especially important when new
personnel, who are not familiar with the history of an area, assume permit responsibilities.

3.

An agency needs accurate and easily retrievable records to determine where it already owns access
rights, in order to avoid mistakenly allowing access.
The records and documentation for each application need to be in such a condition that another person
who is not familiar with the case can determine why access was approved or denied, or if an application
was made but then withdrawn.
The Kansas Department

of

Transportation (KDOT) has developed
an access application record process

that is entirely computerized. The
software allows KDOT to view all
aspects of the application and review.

One of the program administrators
stated that personnel who had never

before used a computer were easily

trained and were comfortable with it.

"The Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT)
developed a totally-computerized access application,
review, and documentation process. The software (an
Adobe@ suite of products) allows us to develop
electronic forms, automate workflows, and transfer
permit packages to a document management system
so the records can be preserved. This process also
automatically updates and maintains KDOT's
statewide geo-located inventory of intersections and
access points."
Chris Huffman, Kansas Dept. of Transportation

A state agency should identifl, all
property owned by the state and
attempt to add access restrictions to the deeds, so if the property is sold as surplus in the future, the
access restrictions

will perpetuate.
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Permit Conditions and Future Changes
The transportation agency gtants an access permit to an owner with certain understandings. The
permit should state these conditions so the owner can know what is expected and what is allowed. It is

unrealistic to expect property owners to either know or fully appreciate all of the concerns that a
transportation agency has when trying to protect the public's interest.
To the extent that the agency expects the owner to pay for maintenance, the permit should be
granted upon the conditions that the holder preserves and maintains the integrity of the driveway surface
and curbs, culverts, ditches, and other physical components. Once gtanted, a permit should expire if the
access is not constructed within a stated amount of time, such as one year; there may be a provision

for

granting one extension. To remain valid, the permit should not only require the owner to remove growth
and other obstructions in order to maintain adequate sight distance (NM), but also inform the owner as to
just what area is to be kept clear of anything that can obstruct a driver's visibility.
The permit should stipulate what happens if some change occurs, such as the property changes
ownership or there is a change in how the land is used (e.g., change from agricultural to commercial use).
Typically, a permit allowing access is linked to or conditional upon a given use of the property, and if the
use changes, the permit is no longer valid. One state's provision is the permit will be reevaluated if

traffic volume increases by 25oh, or the percent trucks of the total volume increases by more than ltYo'
Another example is if the volume rises by more than 25%;o andby more than 100 daily trips, then
repermitting is required. Where applicable, the permit should inform the property owner of the
requirement to remove a driveway from the through route and relocate it should alternative access (e.g.,
side street) become available in the future, and which party will bear the cost for such a relocation. The
permit should also state that the granting of access conveys no rights, title, or to interest in the state
highway rights-of-way to either the permit holder or to the properly (NM).
ACCESS MANAGEMENT CONNECTION AND DESIGN CRITERIA OVERVIEW
Two significant components of an access management program are establishing standards for
connection (i.e., driveways, streets, etc.) spacing and for geometric design elements related to access
management. The standards are established in order to effect the principles of access management.
Some of these design criteria will not be the same for all access classes or all types of roadways.
Philosophy for Connection Spacing Criteria
Experience suggests that it is better to establish standards and make exceptions as needed, rather
than establish only guidelines for access management design. Establishing only guidelines is more
conducive to inconsistency and a series of unwarranted exceptions.
One impetus for establishing low standards for spacing between connections is the observation that
it will be impractical to enforce high standards on the many pre-existing nonconforming driveways. This
concern can lead to standards that are so low as to be ineffective (CAM 2003). An alternative
perspective is to establish high standards and accept that many existing properties will be
nonconforming. Pre-existing nonconforming properties can be allowed to have conditional access which

tract. When the tract is redeveloped, the access can be
modified so that is comes into conformity to the access policy, to the extent that it is practical.

will

be revoked upon redevelopment of the
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Access Management Design and Spacing Principles
The Access Management Manual lists the following ten principles needed to accomplish access

management goals (CAM 2003). Some of these principles are related to the design of the overall
roadway network or to connection spacing, while others are related to more discreet design elements.
Some of these principles have the effect of reducing the need for vehicles to decelerate. By reducing or

eliminating the need for vehicles to slow down and then accelerate back up to normal speed, crashes can
be eliminated,

traffic flow can be improved, pollution can be reduced, and the driving experience can be

enhanced.

Principles # 1,2,3: Differentiate among different types of roadways, Limit to direct access to major
roadways, Recognize a hierarchy of intersections

In a well-planned roadway network, freeway interchanges will connect with higher volume, higher
speed arterial roadways. Arterial roadways will intersect with collector roadways. The collector
roadways will in turn intersect with lower volume, lower speed local roads and streets. Establishing this
pattern allows access to occur mainly on the local and collector streets, thus preserving the arterial
roadways so that they can provide an adequate level of mobility for the traveling public. When there is
too much access along the arterial, traffic becomes bogged down and vehicular conflicts are more likely
to occur.

A roadway intended primarily to move traffic should have few access points. On the most
important roadways, the only access may be to public streets spaced at l/2 mile intervals (CAM 2003).
Principle # 4:Locate traffic signals in such a way as to not impede through movement
Closely spaced traffic signals can restrict the flow of traffic and increase the number of stops,
sometimes contributing to rear-end collisions and always contributing to poorer traffic

flow. Planning

the roadway system in advance so that signalized intersections can be spaced at l12 mile intervals can

greatly improve the flow of traffic, even during high-volume periods.
Principles # 5, 6: Limit the number of conflict points, Separate conflict areas from each other

A driver faced with an elevated number of conflicts (such as turning paths crossing through traffic -see Exhibit 3-4) has to cope with an increased workload, which can increase the likelihood of errors
leading to crashes (CAM 2003). Reducing the number of points at which traffic paths conflict also
reduces the complexity of driving and gives road users (drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists) a better chance of
avoiding collisions.

/

Rear-end Diverge

Merge

EXHIBIT 3-4 Traffic conflict patterns schematic

x

Weave Cross

F
Head-on
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Separating conflict areas simplifies the task of driving and reduces the chances of driver error by

allowing motorists to deal with only one set of conflicts at a time, rather than overloading motorists by
forcing them to evaluate multiple conflicts simultaneously. Exhibit 3-5 illustrates just one example of
how allowing too many traffic movements in too little space creates too many conflicts, which overtaxes
a driver's ability to monitor and avoid collisions.

EXHIBIT 3-5 Trying to monitor too many conflicts in too little

space

Principle # 7; Preserve the functional area of intersections
The "functional area" of an intersection, depicted in Exhibit 3-6, includes not only the physical area
where two roadways cross, but also the approaching roadway and the departing roadway areas in which
drivers are decelerating, accelerating, or otherwise maneuvering in response to the intersection.
Allowing features such as driveways or median openings within the functional area of the intersection
can adversely affect both safety and smooth traffic flow.

Principle # 8: Remove turning vehicles from through traffic lanes
Vehicles traveling on major roadways with signals often proceed down the roadway in platoons
(i.e., groups of vehicles). In these conditions with higher volumes and speeds, any vehicle slowing and
stopping to make a turn from the through lanes can cause a major disruption to many other drivers. Even
when vehicles are not grouped in platoons, those vehicles turning left from through traffic lanes at best
impede the other vehicles behind them, and at worst contribute to rear-end collisions.

Principle # 9: Use nontraversable medians to manage left-turn movements
Employing nontraversable (raised or depressed) medians to prohibit left turns at less-than-desirable
locations improves both safety and the flow of traffic.
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Principle # 10: Establish a supporting street network for traffic circulation
A number of traffic problems can be traced to overreliance on a single prime (i.e., arterial) roadway
and the failure to develop a traffic circulation network. An examination of city street maps will too often
reveal an absence of minor arterial and collector streets. Without a supporting system of interconnected
streets, and circulation within and between private tracts, local traffic circulation is severely impaired.

Trips that should be made exclusively either on local streets or directly between two sites are forced out
onto the arterial for lack of a better alternative. This has the effect of unnecessarily increasing the
volume on the arterial, and adding more conflicts in the form of turning movements.
On the other hand, misapplication of this principle can result in overloading the local streets with
through traffic. If a network of minor arterials and collector streets has been provided, drivers will have

little impetus to use local residential streets for through trips,
These principles influence both access connection standards and roadway geometric design
standards.

CONNECTION SPACING ELEMENTS
As a general rule, driveways are on privately owned land, while streets are

Driveways are
publicly owned rights-of-way. But from a driving and traffic perspective, it
intersections.
makes no difference: intersections with either driveways or other streets are all
the same - they are access points or connections. For the benefit ofthe general
public, all types of connections need to be managed (see Exhibit 3-7).
Although different sources may not have identical wording, there is general agreement among
sources about what connection spacings should be addressed in an access management policy.
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intersections
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minimum spacing between ramp-crossroad
junctions and other access points

minimum spacing between median openings
Spacing between connections is managed in order to
achieve smoother traffic flow, less delay to travelers,

will

sometimes require coordination between the state

.
.
.
.

highway agency and local government agencies that
regulate land development.

An important but often overlooked aspect of
spacing is defining from which point spacing will be
measured or referenced: from centerline to centerline,
or between the two nearest edges. The ramifications
of both methods will need to be evaluated, and the
chosen method clearly communicated in policies and
publications.

Schematic of
various access
management
"separations"
Provide adequate
separation of
the following
elements from
each other

.

and improved safety. Managing spacings
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EXHIBIT 3-7 Some locations at which to manage

access

Spacing of Unsignalized Access - Background
Spacing controls apply to a number of different types of unsignalized access points.

.
.
.
.
.

spacing between successive driveways along the roadway
spacing between driveways and streets intersecting the roadway
spacing between median openings and other access points
spacing between successive streets intersecting the roadway
spacing between freeway ramp terminals on the frontage road and other access points

A number of rationales for determining the spacing between unsignalized points-of-access (NHI, CAM
2003) along a roadway have been developed over the years. These rationales attempt to reflect driver
behavior and vehicle performance, particularly acceleration and braking.
Spacing Based on Sight Distance
Access spacing can be based on either stopping sight distance or intersection sight distance.

Providing sufficient stopping sight distance in advance of a driveway intersection allows a driver in the
through lane to bring the vehicle to a stop before crashing into a vehicle that is either entering or exiting
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the driveway (this assumes that the driveway vehicle began its maneuver far enough in advance of the

through vehicle approaching the driveway so that the through vehicle driver could react). Intersection
sight distance is intended to provide the vehicle on the driveway with adequate time to either cross or to
turn into the through traffic stream and accelerate, and is usually greater than stopping sight distance.
Spacing Based on Right-turn Exit from Though Roadway Influence

It is desirable to avoid spacings so close that the through street driver has to monitor more than one
successive connection (e.g., driveway) at a time for traffic in front turning right. Spacings based on this
criterion assume that the preceding right-turn vehicle begins to decelerate at a certain "impact distance"
in advance of the driveway, and a following driver needs a certain perception-reaction time to slow in
order to avoid colliding with the rear of the right-turn vehicle (CAM 2003).
impact distance + perception-reaction distance

:

influence distance

A variation of this is the undesirable weaving that results when a freeway exit ramp intersects a
frontage road too close to another access off of the frontage road (see Exhibit 3-8). No access (either
streets or private driveways) should be allowed in the vicinity of the intersection of a freeway ramp with
a frontage road.

EXHIBIT 3- 8 Frontage road-street intersection too close to upstream exit ramp

Spacing Based on Right-turn Entry into Through Roadway Overlap

It is desirable to avoid spacings so close that the through street driver

has to monitor

traffic entering

the through roadway from more than one successive access point (e.g., driveway) at a time. Spacings
based on this criterion assume the following

.
.

(CAM 2003, NHI).

a vehicle turning from the driveway into the through road accelerates up to speed at a certain rate

to avoid a collision with the vehicle from the driveway, a vehicle in the right lane of the through
roadway requires a certain perception-reaction time, followed by decelerating at a certain rate

Different sources present differing right-turn conflict overlap spacings, based on different values for
reaction, deceleration, etc.
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Spacing Based on Egress Capacity

From observations of traffic, Major and Buckley concluded that traffic interactions subsided and
traffic flow improved when driveways were spaced at 1.5 times the distance needed for a vehicle to turn
from the driveway into traffic and accelerate up to speed (NHI). At this spacing, the street has more
ability (i.e., capacity) to absorb traffic entering from the driveway.
Spacing Based on Left Turn Driving Task

This criteria is applicable only in locations where vehicles from an intersecting road- or driveway
can turn left into the subject road. One source recommends that these left-turning drivers have at least
2.0 sec of time after finishing the left turn before they would encounter vehicles entering or leaving the
road (Gluck et al. 1996).

Spacing of Unsignalized Access - Application
The just-discussed rationales provide a basis for managing the spacing between many types of
connections, such as between successive driveways, or between driveways and street intersections.

Of

course, the spacing of unsignalized access must be coordinated with the spacings of other connections
(CAM 2003, NHI). The following unsignalized access spacing distances in Exhibit 3-9 were compiled

from various sources.

EXHIBIT 3-9 Example unsignalized spacings for 40 mph roadway

Rationale

Right-turn entry overlaP
Stopping sight distance
Right-turn exit influence
fntersection sight distance
Egress capacity
a
Functional

stance
185 - 300 fr
301 fr
340 ft (for 10?
382 - 44L f.t
630 fr

Di

VA

failure)

ries accordinq to

vofume (also speed)

from AASHTO Green Book, NHI class manual, TRB Access Management Manual

Spacing Between Driveways

Driving experience and structured studies indicate that
when the separation distance between adjacent driveways is
inadequate, traffic flow problems and conflicts result. Exhibit 3l0 shows one example of a conflict.
In addition to spacing requirements between connections on
the same side of the street, there is a need to regulate spacing
between connections on opposite sides of the street, unless a
permanent non-traversable median is in place (see Exhibit 3-11).

Adequate spacing is
needed not only between
access points on the same
side of the road, but also
between access points on
opposite sides of the road,
unless a nontraversable
median divides the road.
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EXHIBIT 3-10 One of the many problems that results from driveways too close together
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EXHIBIT 3-11 Unregulated connection design can create offset problems

Koepke and Levinson recommended that access connections on opposite sides of undivided roads
either be aligned or offset a distance of 150 ft for minor traffic generators and 300 ft for major
generators.
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Corner Clearance
One application of these unsignalized access spacing rationales is that, as the Green Book states,

driveways should not be located within the functionalarea of the intersection (AASHTO 2004). In order
to locate driveways outside ofthe functional area, adequate "corner clearance" is needed, as depicted in

Exhibit 3-12. Driveway corner clearance is the spacing from the intersection to a driveway. Median
opening corner clearance is the distance from the intersection to the median opening.

Corridor Arterial

No access
allowed - too
close to
intersection

Access
allowed
EXHIBIT 3-12 Corner clearance prohibits

Access
allowed

No access
allowed - too
close to
intersection

Access
allowed
access too close to an intersection

Adequate intersection corner clearance standards help preserve both safety and good traffic flow at
intersections. The ability to provide adequate corner clearance is enhanced if local land development
standards ensure that the frontage dimensions of those lots at the street corners are sufficient.

The effects ofinadequate corner clearance are perhaps most noticeable at signalized intersections,
due in part to the heavier volumes that usually occur there. Exhibit 3-13 shows how vehicles queued up
at the traffic signal block driveways that are too close to the intersection, making it difficult if not
impossible to enter or leave the blocked driveway. The lower photo shows an undesirable and unsafe
condition, when the oncoming vehicle wishing to turn left into the driveway blocks traffic in the through

lane. Other traffic operational and safety problems that result from inadequate corner clearance are
illustrated in the following Exhibit 3-14.
Exhibit 3-15 shows an intersection with good corner clearance. The major arterial is in the
background, at the Stop sign. The commercial developments on both sides of the side street have
generous corner clearance distances from the major arterial to the first driveway on the cross street. A
vehicle pulling out from the driveway has enough time to detect and react to vehicles turning off of the
through street. Also, there is plenty of space to store vehicles queued at the Stop sign without blocking
the driveways.
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WHEN DRIVEWAY IS TOO CLOSE TO INTERSECTION:

Witnessed on May 13, 2003, in a NE Texas town:
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EXHIBIT 3-14 Conflicts arise from inadequate corner clearance
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EXHIBIT 3-15 With good corner clearance

To determine just what is an adequate corner clearance, a number of variables are considered. The
needed corner clearance distances are affected by speed, traffic volume, and signal timing. In addition to
the previously mentioned considerations, the following factors should be taken into consideration (CAM

ree6).

.
.
.
.

upstream turn lane lengths
upstream queue lengths
upstream point at which deceleration begins
downstream distance for the driver of a vehicle that has turned left into the roadway to get oriented

(2 sec, or 45 to 60 ft)

.
.

downstream distance to begin deceleration after clearing the intersection and turn into a driveway
length of downstream acceleration lane, plus a buffer distance to the first driveway

Spacing of Signalized Intersections
Travel speed, signal cycle length, and signal spacing are not independent ofeach other -- they are
interrelated. In order to provide the best possible two-way traffic progression between traffic signals
along a primary highway, the spacing between traffic signals

will

need to be controlled.

In general, long spacings between signals increase the chances that the signal engineer can devise
signal timing plans that are adequate for both the peak and the off-peak volumes, and substantially reduce
stop-and-go operation (NHD. Long spacings increase capacity, and reduce fuel consumption and
emissions (NHD. The more the signals deviate from a long, uniform spacing, the greater the reduction in
the roadway capacity.
The ranges of speed and cycle length combinations more commonly found on suburban arterial
streets are better accommodated by uniform l12 mile spacing than by shorter spacings. Sources

recommend l12 mile as preferable to

ll4 mile spacing between

signals (CAM 2003). The following

Exhibit 3-16, which has appeared in many publications, illustrates why (Gluck et al. 1999). This figure is
for two-way progression along a roadway with evenly spaced traffic signals.
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EXHIBIT 3-16 Relationship between signal spacing, cycle length, and speed

For peak period volumes, a uniform l12 mile spacing between signals provides progression at 30 mph

with a 120 sec cycle. For off-peak periods, this same spacing will allow good progression at 45 mph for
an 80 sec cycle, and at 55 mph for a 65 second cycle (CAM 1996).
Spacing ofsignalized locations should take precedence over unsignalized spacing, because by their
very nature, signalized intersections are more critical for traffic flow, and because the laws of physics
(i.e., that make velocity times time equal distance, and thus affect signal timing) are unchangeable.
Signalized intersections should not be planned at locations where a signal would interfere with the
through-band along the corridor. When a corridor is being planned, first identifr where future signalized
locations may be, then begin to identifu where acceptable unsignalized intersections can be sited.
When locating driveways that may need signals now or in the future, other factors being similar,
give preference to locations that can

.
.
.

serve the most tracts;
serve tracts on both sides

ofthe road,

as opposed to only one side; and

serve the greatest volumes.

Exhibit 3-17 shows how locating driveways at the property line (driveway on the right) can serve traffic
to and from four tracts instead ofjust two (driveway on the left).
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EXHIBIT 3-17 Locating access points

More desirable
(4 owners can use it )

-tOwner D

so that more tracts can share access

Spacing of Ramp-Crossroad Junctions
Interchanges are a vital link between freeways and other major roadways. When traffic flow at an
interchange breaks down, there is a major disruption to the movement of people and goods.

Exhibit 3-18 shows just one of the many problems that can occur when there is not enough space
between a ramp terminal and downstream access points. Applying access management to the crossroads
in the vicinity of freeway interchange ramps is a strategy to eliminate one source of traffic problems at
interchanges. (Although some access management reports do discuss the spacing of interchanges along
freeways, that issue is outside the scope of this report.)
On crossroads in the vicinity of freeway interchanges, techniques such as installing a nontraversable median and providing sufficient spacing along the crossroad from the junction of a freeway
ramp to the first allowable access points (shown in Exhibit 3-19) need to be considered. These
techniques are needed so that the drivers in vehicles coming off of the ramp onto the crossroad are not
surprised by a vehicle turning immediately in front of them, and so that the additional weaving
maneuvers often found in these areas can be safely accommodated.

Recently completed NCHRP Synthesis 332 (Bfiorac and Wen) stated:
"Thirfy-one of the 36 responding agencies actively manage access to and from crossroads in the

vicinity of interchanges. However, the way in which these agencies manage access varies ... In
addition, the level of sophistication that the agencies have developed is highly diverse. Those in
[six states are named] have adopted legislation and regulations, and have well established planning,
operation, and design criteria...."
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The report noted that:

"Many states rely on the guidance provided by AASHTO in an earlier publication, the 1991 A
Policy on Design Standards - Interstate System. This publication recommends that access control
be extended beyond the ramp terminal for minimum of 100 ft in urban areas and 300 ft. in rural
areas. AASHTO recommends greater spacing for areas in which development has the potential to
create traffic problems."

EXHIBIT 3-18 Traffic conflict with close spacing at ramp-crossroad junctions

,1
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I

I
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EXHIBIT 3-19 Access spacing at ramp-crossroad junctions

Ramp-Crossroad Spacing Factors
Consider the different traffic situations that a vehicle coming off of the ramp and onto the crossroad
might encounter. Obviously, the vehicle exiting the ramp needs to merge into crossroad traffic. But
downstream from this merge point, drivers can be faced with varying levels of complexity, including
right-turn maneuvers, backup queues from stop-controlled or signal control intersections, or left-turn

maneuvers. It would seem that when considering how much separation there should be from the merge
point to the first downstream access point, one size does not fit all. For instance, the spacing from a
ramp-crossroad junction to a signalized intersection will typically need to be greater than the spacing to a
right-in/ri ght-out only driveway.
The following factors help determine how much separation distance from the ramp-cross road
intersection to nearby access points is needed (Butorac and Wen).
Interchange

form: cloverleaf, diamond

Roadway classification of the crossroad

Type ofaccess: right inlright out; left in/left out
Traffic control: unsignalized or signalized (consider cycle length)
Speed on the crossroad

Volume on the crossroad
Cross section: number of crossroad lanes

Vehicle storage requirement: to accommodate queuing at signals, left-turn lanes, etc.
When establishing standards for spacing between ramp-crossroad junctions and other access points, it is
important to clearly define the point from which the spacing will be measured: the ramp centerline, the

curb line, or an island nose.
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Ramp-Crossroad Spacing Examples
The following descriptions summarize two of the many examples given in NCHRP Synthesis 332
(Butorac and Wen).
I-65 Interchange with County Line Road,Indiana
The area was undergoing a transition from agricultural to suburban use, so the state evaluated the
need for constructing an interchange (see Exhibit 3-20). Commercial and residential subdivisions had
begun to develop nearby. The southbound ramp terminal had been signalized; little development had
occurred to the east ofthe interchange.

The state established full access-control lines to maintain the operational integrity of County Line
Road in the vicinity of the interchange. The state provided access roads to serve land locked parcels in
order to avoid having to allow access to County Line Road near the interchange ramp terminals.

im

{NO SCALE)

1500'

I

1

I

I

from Butorac and Wen, NCHRP Synthesis 332

EXHIBIT 3-20 Indiana example ramp spacing

I-26Interchange with Piney Grove Road, South Carolina
This was a developing rural area, occupied by commercial and residential development. Ramps
were connected to the two-way frontage roads. Properties in all four quadrants had full access to the
frontage roads.
In the early 1990s, South Carolina determined the need to convert a partial interchange into a full
interchange. This retrofit also afforded an opportunity to improve access management (see Exhibit 3-21)
The state relocated the frontage roads, and constructed a raised median on Piney Grove Road. The new
design separated what had previously been overlapping frontage roads and ramp terminals.
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from Butorac and Wen, NCHRP Synthesis 332

EXHIBIT 3-21 South Carolina example ramp spacing

Spacing of Median Openings
One report stated that as a minimum, the separation between successive median openings needs to
be long enough to accommodate the distance required for a vehicle in the through lane planning to turn

left to decelerate from normal roadway speed to a stop, plus the length required to store the queue

of

vehicles waiting to turn left, plus the length of the opening itself, plus some minimal separation between
successive openings (Stover et al.).

In a slightly different vein, a later report about channelizing intersections recommended left-turn
lane bay taper lengths. These lengths were based on a 3 sec deceleration, followed by comfortable

braking (Neuman). Although this is not exactly the same situation as is a median turn lane, it is
interesting to note that the absolute minimums in NCHRP Report 93 are of the same order of magnitude
as the desirable distances in NCHRP Report

two sources.

279. Exhibit 3-22 shows recommended spacings from these
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EXHIBIT 3-22 Minimum spacings between successive median openings

Arterial
Speed

NCHRP 93

(mph)

Absolute Minimum (ft)
190 + queue length
240 + queue Iength
300 + queue length
360 + queue length
430 + queue Iength
510 + queue Iength

30
35
40
45
50
55

NOTE:

NCHRP

NCHRP 93

NCHRP 279

Desirable Minimum (ft)
370 + queue length
460 + queue length
530 + queue length
670 + queue length
780 + queue length
910 + queue length

Desirable ( ft)
235 + queue length
315 + queue length
435 + queue Iength

93 Absolute minimum based on 8.0 fl/secz decelerationi Desirable

based on 6.5 fl/sec2 deceleration
from Stover et al., NCHRP Report 93; and Neuman, NCHRP Report 279

In some situations a full median opening would be unacceptable, but apartial opening - allowing
some but not all possible movements -- can be allowed. Exhibit 3-23 shows a common application,
where a left turn into the big-box store site is permitted, but left turns out are denied.

ignalized intersection ahead
EXHIBIT 3-23 Partial median opening allows only left turn into the site

Where U-turns are allowed at median openings, care needs to be taken to make sure that the U-turn
movement will not conflict with other movements. Driveways may need to be prohibited in the vicinity

of the median opening. Of course, medians opening should be allowed only where sight distance is
adequate.
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Example Access Spacing Criteria
Access spacing criteria from three states (Kansas, New Mexico, South Dakota) are presented in
Exhibits 3-24,25,26 as examples of what other states have implemented. Each of these three standards
differs from the others, yet all share the common theme that the more important the road in terms of
volume and speed, the greater the minimum spacing between access points.
Exhibit 3-27 displays a composite of access spacing as a function of speed. This graph was created
by averaging the access spacings of l4 state transportation departments that use speed as one ofthe
spacing determinants. The information was gleaned from web pages and manuals. Some states list
multiple spacing values for different situations. For instance, Nevada lists one set of values for public
access and another for private access (i.e., driveways). Therefore, two separate regression lines were fit,
one for the average of the lower values and one for the average of the upper values. Note the consistent

relationship between the increase in spacing as the roadway speed increased.

(is continued on following pages)

EXHIBIT 3-24 Example access spacing - Kansas
ACCESS
TYPE

AREA
TYPE

ROUTE

L,2,3, 4

DEVELOPED

E

CLASS

POSTED HIGHWAY SPEED

25

30

35

40

LIMIT (mph)
45 50 55

60

65

"2" in feet
65 80 90 100
85 105 t20 740
115 135 160 180

115
160

725

140
195

15s
215

170

L'7 5

205

230

250

275

300

110
135
185

205

2't 5

340

225
215
375

250

atrn

305
475

335
455

300
365
495

500
660

500 500
660 660

s00

500

660

660

SPACING
C

&D

B

5,6

DEVELOPED

E

&D
B

I,2,3, 4

UNDEVELOPED

135

16s
220

160
195
260

*
*
*
*

E
D
C

B

5,6

UNDEVELOPED

E
C

B

185
225
300

&D

135
190

165
225

235

280

195
265
330

230

L320 1320 L320 1320 L320
2640 2640 2640 2640 2640

zz5

250

280

305
380

345
430

385
480

305
420

520

330
460
565

355
500
610
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Adjust access spacing when adjacent Access Types (1 through 6) and
Type of Area (Developed & Undeveloped) are adjacent to each other,
EXAMPLE: Route Classification B, 45 mph speed, Access Type 4
Developed Area, adjacent to Type 5, Undeveloped Area. (60 m +130m
190 m divided by 2 : 95 m)
Property Cl-earance (U) is l/2 the vafue of Access Spacing (Z) as
on this page (except for joint-use access.)

shown

*: Low-speed, Types J-, 2, 3, & 4 access in Undeveloped Area are
unlikely occurrences. I f they do occur, use Type 5 & 6 Undeveloped
Area spacing criteria.
**: Routes on the District Pfans and the National Highway System are
managed as "B" corridors regardless of route classifications.
***: Direct access to the State Highway System is not necessarily
permanent grant. Where necessaryf access may be limited at its
inception to a specific duration.

a

ACCESS TYPES
(a)
LOW VOLUME (MINIMUM-USE)

, O-49 VPD, maximum two-way access trafflc
count. TYPES 1, 2, 3, & 4.
TypE 1: Non-commercial: Farm, agriculture, field, timber, cuftivated,
pasture. duplex, single family residential/home, apartment building
contaj-ning five (5) or fewer dwelling units.
TYPE 2: Special-use: City water treatment plant, micro wave station,
(efectric,
pipeline checkpoint, telephone repeater stations, utilities
gdsr telephone and water) check/maintenance stations and Corp. of
Engineers dike roads.
TYPE 3: Eire station and,/or paramedic emergency facii-ity.
TypE 4: Commerciaf: Farm, or residential, which generates ]ess than 10
two-way vehicul-ar movements during the peak hour of the facifity or the
highway and/or generates 49 VPD or l-ess. If sald property generates more
than five (5) trucks per day the access driveway sha11 have adequate
geometric and sufficient hard surface of concrete or asphalt.
(b)
MEDIUM VOLUME, 50-499 VPD, and/or less than 50 vehicles per peak hour
of the highway (two-way vehicufar access count) .
TyPE 5: Commercial, industrial- or l-ocal road connections. Includes
joint-use/shared access.
(c)
HIGH VOLUME. 500 VPD and over, and/or 50 vehicles per peak hour of the
highway or more.
TYPE 6: Commercial, industriaf, or local road connection. Incfudes
j oint-use/shared access .

ROUTE CLASSES

A Routes: A1l- routes on the Interstate Highway System.
B Routes: . . . aII non-Interstate routes designated on the National- Highway
System ... Further, this category applies to all segments identified as
"growth corridors" in the District PIan.
These routes are to be protected by allowing for direct access only when
al-ternative access is infeasible. When direct access is necessary, shared
access wil-l be required wherever possible... Such routes should be

3.30
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protected by purchase of access rights whenever feasible.
routes not on the National Highway System and not designated as
a "growth corridor."
Al-ternative access will be utifized wherever feasible, however, direct
access is not an option of last resort, and should be utilized wherever it
proves more effective. Shared access wil-l be utilized wherever possible.
D Routes: . . . routes not on the National Highway System and not designated as
a "growth corridor."
These routes are to be protected by a modest level of management, . .
E Routes: . . . routes are to be protected by a minimum levef of management.
C Routes: ...

(Example

route classification map from

KDOT

Dist.
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EXHIBIT 3-25 Example access spacing - New Mexico

Posted

fntersection spacinq (ft)

Drivewav Spaci ncl

{feet)

Non-T rave rs abl- e
Median

Median

Speed

Cateoorv

(mph)

Controlfed-

A11

Access,
Non-

Speeds

5,280

2, 640

2,

:30 mph
35 to 40
45 to 50
:55 mph

2, 640
2, 640
2, 640
5,280

1,320
7t320
1, ,320
1,320

:30 mph
35 to 40
45 to 50
:55 mph

1,760
L,160
2, 640
5,280

Urban
Col Iector

:30

mph
40
55

Rural-

Si onal

i zecl llnsionalized

Partial

EuII

Access

Traversabl-e

s

C(] c s s

640

2, 640

-NA-

7,320
1" ,320
7t320
L,320

200
325
450
625

200
325

660
660
660

660
660

175

115

2't 5

1,320

L,320

400
600

215
400
600

to
to

1,100
L,320
L,7 60

330
330
650

330
330
660

150
225
350

150
225
350

:30 mph
35 to 40
45 to 50
:55 mph

2, 640
2, 640
5 ,280
5,280

7,320
1,320
2, 640
2, 640

,320
1,320
2, 640
2, 640

225
350

ZZ3

:30 mph
35 to 40
45 to 50
:55 mph

t ,'7 60
2, 640
2, 640

660
660

660
660

200

325

200
325

1,320
2, 640

1,,320
2, 640

450
125

450
125

330
660

330
660

200
300
425
550

200
300
425
550

Acce

s

Interstate
Highways
Urban

Principal
ArterialUrban

Minor

Arteriaf

35
45

Principal
Arterial
Ruraf
Minor

Arterial-

:30 mph
35 to 40
45 to 50

Rural
Cof

lector

5

,280

,320
L,760
2, 640
2.640
1_

7,320
:55 moh
1.120
2OOl Access spacing standards for

660

1"

1,320
1 .320

s00
775

450
625

350
500

"t15

intersections and driveways
in
feet)
(centerline to centerl-ine spacing
"Intersection" means a public street are other access serving a large area or
a major traffic generator where ful-f access is typically provided.
"Driveway means" a pubtic or private access serving a li-mited area where
traffic signal control is not required.
,'Traversabfe median" incfudes highways with no median or a painted median.

NOTES: Sept

.

1

1a
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EXHIBIT 3-26 Example access spacing - South Dakota
Minimum

Signal
Spacing
Distance
(mile )

Access Class

Tnterstate

N/A
L/2

Expressway

Free-EIow Urban

t/2

Intermediate Urban

1/2

t/4

Urban Developed
Urban Fringe
Rural

1/4
N/A

Median
Opening
Spacing

(mile

Uns

(

)

N/A
1 /'
\7 Ft ta D
tt<D
,F,

feet

Access Density

)

N/A
2, 640
L,320

N/A

aL l/2 mil-e i-ncrements
at L/4 mile increments
at 1/8 mile increments
2 accesses/block face
5 accesses/side/miIe
5 access/side/miIe

660

7/2

lti Ft t<
N/A

ignal i zed

Access
Spaclng

100

1,000
1,000

D

NOTES:

1. F : full movement; D : directional only
2. For all categories, direct access is denied when other access is avaifable
3. May defer to stricter local standards

1600

r
r

Lower-value spacing
Upper-value spacing
(Upper-value spacing

o
o

1

)

Y=40.779x-963.19
Rz= O.W

-Linear
Linear (Lower-value spacing )

200

-

E)

'6
(E

CL

o

800

v=?q,lqgrrq99,?q

(E

R2 = 0.9864

o
=

o

a

400

0

30

40

50

Speed Limit (mph)

EXHIBIT 3-27 Composite access spacing based on roadway speed
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ROADWAY AND DRIVEWAY DESIGN ELEMENTS
The various geometric design treatments that are employed to manage access also make traffic flow
smoother and safer. Street design details and driveway design details are one component of an access
management program. In addition, a transportation agency

will mandate the installation of design features

will

establish warrants (or conditions) which

such as medians and left-turn lanes.

Sight Distance
There are a number of different types of sight distance, such as stopping, passing, decision, and

intersection. Of course, all roadways are supposed to be designed so that stopping sight distance is
always provided. Designing the road with adequate intersection sight distance (ISD), so drivers entering
or leaving side streets and driveways can view through traffrc and determine whether or not an adequate
gap exists in the through traffic stream, is essential for good management of roadway access. Design
plans for major roadways should be checked to make sure that adequate intersection sight distance is
provided at all connections. New connections should be allowed only at locations with adequate ISD.
Exhibit 3-28 shows two photos taken near a newly-constructed side street to a state highway. The
top photo is the view from the side street. The lower photo, taken a few months later, is a view from the
state highway toward the intersection with the new side street. The tire skid marks tell the story.
Medians
The benefits of providing a place out of the through lane for left-turn vehicles to wait for a gap in
oncoming traffic are well established. Decades ago, roadway designers learned that inserting a
continuous two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) in a problematic four-lane roadway could eliminate around
l/4 ofthe crashes. Other safety research has indicated that a nontraversable (raised or depressed) median

TWLTL section.
In areas with pedestrian traffic, raised medians offer a safety advantage (Bowman and Vecellio).
The raised median provides a refuge for the pedestrian in the middle of a busy street.
With today's traffic volumes, the need for a double left-turn lane is becoming more common. To
accommodate a double left-turn lane in a nontraversable median section, a median width of at least26 ft.
to 30 ft is needed.
It is not uncommon to find landscaped medians. If medians are landscaped, then plant installation
can be safer than a

and maintenance criteria need to be established to ensure that the landscaping does not create a safety
hazard (see Exhibit 3-29) by blocking drivers' needed lines-of-sight. Queries to a few states indicated

that the states do not assume responsibilities for watering landscaping; that is left to local entities.

Turn Lanes
Experience shows that separate left and right-turn lanes improve safety and traffic flow by removing

slow moving or stopped turning vehicles from through traffic lanes. Some transportation agencies have
established warrants or conditions which will mandate the installation of separate left or right-turn lanes.

Exhibit 3-30 presents the left-turn lane installation warrants used by one state.
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EXHIBIT 3-28 Limited intersection sight distance at a street intersection
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EXHIBIT 3-29 Landscaping in median blocks drivers' view of oncoming traffic

EXHIBIT 3-30 Example criteria for left-turn deceleration lane on urban multilane highways

Turning
Volume

(vph)

<5

in the Adjacent Through Lane (veh/lane-hr)
(lnc1udes through vehicles and turning vehicles)
45 to 55 mPh
</: 30 mph
35 to 40 mph

Minimum Volume

Not Required
Not Required

q

Not Required
490
370
290
230
190
160
130

30

420
360
310
210
240

35

2t0

40

180
160

720

L40
120

Required
Required
Required

10
15
20
25

45
50
55

>/=

56

Required

110

Not Required
420
300
220
160
130
110
100

Required
Required
Required
Required
Required

Left-turn deceleration fanes are required on urban mult1-l-ane highways for
the following left-turn volumes:
< 30 mph : 56 vph or more
35 to 40 mph : 46 vph or more
from NewMexico StafeAccess Mgmt. Manual
45 to 55 mph : 36 vph or more
An adequate left-turn lane will include both length for deceleration (as vehicles shift out of the
through lane into the turn lane) and length for storing vehicles queued while waiting to turn left, as
shown in Exhibit 3-31.
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,}.t:

STORAGE

DECELERATION
EXHIBIT 3-31 Turn lane deceleration and storage

"Large speed differentials between through vehicles and maneuvering driveway vehicles
create traffic inefficiency and its by-product, increased accident potential. Well-designed
acceleration and deceleration lanes ... can minimize this factor by allowing driveway
vehicles to enter and leave the arterial roadway at close to average running speed."
Azzeh et al. Evaluation of Techniques for the Control of Direct Access to Arterial Highways

NCHRP Report 2Tg,Intersection Channelization Design Guide, contains equations and drawings to
determine the total length for a left-turn lane.
length for deceleration and breaking

+

length for storage

= total left-turn lane length

The needed storage length is a function of a number of factors, including left-turn volume. The
suggested length for deceleration and braking, as a function of speed, follow.
30 mph

:

235

ft

40 mph = 315

ft

50 mph

=

435

ft

A turn lane length design can fail when either traffic queued in the turn lane backs up into the
through lane, or when through lane traffic backs up and denies entry into the turn lane. Therefore,
locations with high volumes or long traffic signal cycles may require in much longer turn lane lengths.
U-Turns
Because nontraversable medians

limit left-turn access into and out of some tracts along the roadway,

states such as Michigan and New Jersey have used 'Jug-handle" or other designs to accommodate

indirect left-turns. Perhaps the more commonly used roadway design approach is one that makes
provisions for accommodating U-turns at certain locations (see Exhibit 3-32). The U-turns allow drivers
to, with a little more indirection, get to and from sites that otherwise would not be accessible because
direct left turns were prohibited.
In order to facilitate U-turns, one design treatment that may be called for is a localized widening or
flaring of the roadway where the U-turns are to be allowed, to supply enough width for a vehicle to make
the U-turn without striking the curb on the far side of the road, or running off the road. Of course, sight
distance should be checked to make sure it is adequate before making provisions for U-turns at a
location.
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EXHIBIT 3-32 Yehicle making a U-turn on road with raised median

Continuous Ri ght-Turn Lanes
Where a number of low- to moderate-volume driveways intersect the roadway, and the spacing
between driveways is not long enough to install separate right-turn lanes for each driveway, then one way
to remove right-turning vehicles from the through traffic lane is to install a continuous right-turn lane. A
problem with continuous right-turn lanes is that they can be mistaken for through lanes, causing through

traffic to unintentionally be trapped where the continuous right-turn lane finally terminates.
The NHI manual suggests that a continuous right-turn lane may be appropriate where the following
conditions exist.

.
.

maximum length less than

ll2 mile

no more than one moderate- or high-volume access within the length of the continuous right-turn
lane

.

a nontraversable median

with no median openings

The lane should both begin and end with triangular right-turn lane islands. The lane line marking
separating the continuous right-turn lane from the through the lane to the left should be shorter than the
normal lane line. A continuous right-turn lane should not extend through signalized intersections.
Improved Definition of the Border
Continuous, undefined driveways are created where the parking lot surface extends out to the
roadway, and the parking lot is not physically separated from the roadway. One report recommended that
some treatment be installed at the roadway edge for the purpose of physically defining where the

driveway

is. This treatment could be either a curb or a guardrail.

These treatments would better define

the driveway and therefore reduce the area of conflict between street and driveway traffic, improve

driveway visibility, and make the area more pedestrian friendly (Dye).
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Frontage or Service Road Design
Roadways that are generally parallel and adjacent to the main lanes of a route, and provide access to

abutting properties while separating the abutting properties from the main lanes, have been called
"frontage roads", "service roads", or o'access roads."
One reason the frontage road concept was created was to restore access to tracts that would
otherwise be landlocked or cut off from access after a controlled-access roadway was constructed. But
experience has shown that some frontage roads can be problematic. With at-grade frontage roads, the
close proximity of a crossroad-frontage road intersection to a crossroad-main lane intersection (as
depicted in Exhibit 3-33) can create both congestion and safety problems. To address these problems,

vicinity of the crossroad, and street networks
have been either initially laid out or retrofitted with "reverse frontage" or "backage" roads, as Exhibit 3some frontage roads have been realigned in the immediate

34 shows.

Photo: courtesy Phil Demosthenes

EXHIBIT 3-33 Frontage road intersection with cross street too close

Exhibit 3-35 shows a frontage or service road parallel to and at the same elevation with a through
arterial (far left edge). In the background to the right, the frontage road alignment curves right, away
from the main arterial, in order to create more separation between the cross street/arterial intersection (on
the left) and the cross street/frontage road intersection (on the right). Although a relatively small
realignment like this is certainly an improvement, it may not be adequate in some cases.
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Realigned
Frontage Road

ffi
ffi ffi ffi

g ru

Reverse Frontage OR Backage Road
EXHIBIT 3-34 Frontage road treatments

EXHIBIT 3-35 Minor frontage road realignment

Exhibit 3-36 shows a frontage road that had been realigned (to the right) from its original position
on the left. This major realignment was constructed in order to create sufficient distance between the
cross street/ramp intersection (on the left) and the cross street/frontage road intersection. Although
frontage roads can certainly improve traffic flow in some situations, frontage roads alone may not be
sufficient. Many cases can be found where an interconnected grid of local streets is needed to provide
good traffic circulation to properties in an area.
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Photo: courtesy Phil Demosthenes

EXHIBIT 3-36 Major frontage road realignment

Driveway Design Details
Driveway design standards are needed to ensure that drivers can easily and safely maneuver into and
out of driveways, avoid pedestrians and other vehicles, and minimize the negative effects to drivers on
the main roadway. Any design feature that unnecessarily impedes the flow of vehicles into or out of the
driveway not only reduces the driveway capacity, but also possibly introduces a safety hazardby
unnecessarily prolonging the exposure of driveway vehicles to the vehicles in the through traffic stream.
Design standards should call for an asphalt- or concrete-paved driveway surface at least within the
limits of the right-of-way. This will reduce the tracking of dirt and other debris onto the through
roadway, and the good surface will help drivers more quickly enter and leave the through roadway.
Driveway Cross Section
The width of the driveway affects the capacity of the driveway. Also, a driveway so narrow that
vehicles entering and leaving are impeded can be ahazard, in that the exposure of slower turning vehicles

to faster through traffic is unnecessarily prolonged.
For those driveways where vehicles can turn left out of the driveway,

with
one entry and two exit lanes should be considered (see Exhibit 3-37). This is so that drivers wanting to
turn right out of the drive are not backed up behind and delayed by vehicles waiting to turn left. One
source (NHD stated that the ability to turn left out of the driveway is restricted even with volumes of 300
to 600 vehicles per hour (vph) on the through roadway, and that a three-lane cross-section should be
a three-lane cross section

considered when the driveway volume exceeds 30 vph.

For wider driveways, adding a median that separates entering traffic from exiting vehicles may help
motorists. Questions have arisen about using a median in a three-lane driveway, with one entry and two
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EXHIBIT 3-37 Many driveways need two exit lanes
exit lanes. Some think that drivers are confused by this, and will drive the wrong way on the wrong side
of the median, a situation which may be addressed by signs or pavement marking arows. There have
been reports of locations with these designs having problems with oversize vehicles not being able to
enter without running over the curb. A properly designed driveway will have been checked with turning
templates such those found in Chapter 2 of the Green Book, to determine whether the combination of
radius and width are adequate for the vehicles expected to use the drive. When there is only one entry
lane, it may need tobe 12 to 14 ft wide. Also, the median can be paved and constructed with a low,
sloped-face curb that allows vehicles with a larger turning radius to drive over it. New Mexico requires
that driveways have medians when there are two or more lanes for both entering and exiting vehicles
(NM).
Driveway Radius
Driveway design attempts to balance competing needs: while a radius that is too small will result in
vehicles running up over the curb or destroying the grass and making ruts the dirt (see Exhibit 3-38), an
excessively large radius unnecessarily lengthens the path of pedestrians crossing the driveway. The
driveway radius needs to be coordinated with the driveway width, so that the combination of radius and

width can accommodate the vehicles that are regularly expected to use the drive. The design should also
be checked to make sure that infrequent larger vehicles, with some encroachment into the adjacent
driveway lanes, will also fit.

EXHIBIT 3-38 Inadequate radius
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as the

ones to the right (Exhibit 3-39) to cause real problems.

A driveway profile gradient that is either too steep or
has an abrupt grade change can impede the flow of
vehicles into and out of the driveway,

as vehicles

slowdown to lessen the jolt.

Even the l " to 2" high
formed
with a 2x4 laid on
bumps at some driveways,
its side at the gutter line, are an impediment that
should be prohibited. When vehicles have to slow

to a crawl to enter or leave driveways' they not
only reduce capacity but also increase their

EXHIBIT 3-39 obvious driveway grade problems

exposure to collisions with through street
vehicles.
When designers do not pay attention to the combination of roadway cross slope and driveway grade,
o'hang
up" and block not only the driveway but also the through street, as shown in Exhibit
vehicles can

3-40. The combination of driveway grade and street cross slope needs to be controlled.

Cross slope

lP

marks in the road,
first time that a vehicle
up in the moteldriveway.

EXHIBIT 3-40 Driveway grade and roadway cross slope problems
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In order to ensure adequate sight distance, New Mexico requires that the driveway grade not exceed
ZYo for a distance of 20 ft. back from the road edge (NM). Behind this, the maximum allowable grade is
80/0,

except that low-volume residential driveway grades may go up to 10%.

Driveway Connection Depth
Connection depth, also called throat depth or length, is the distance measured along the driveway
from the roadway edge to the first point at which there is any traffic movement that conflicts with the
driveway. The connection depth should be long enough so that traffic can have an uninterrupted and
smooth transition between the main road and the parking lot.
If the connection depth is inadequate, traffic problems can occur in the driveway. Experience has
shown that without regulations to ensure adequate driveway connection depths, traffic tie-ups in the
driveway can even adversely affect traffic on the through street (see Exhibit 3-41). Exhibit 3-42 is an
example connection depth requirement from one state.
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OR "Throat" Depth
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EXHIBIT 3-41 Traffic problems with inadequate connection (throat) depth
EXHIBIT 3-42 Example access connection depths
Land Use (s) Served by Access

Connection Depth

Regional- Shopping Centers (mal1s)
Community Shopping Center (supermarket, drug store, etc
Small- Strip Shopping Center

250

Regional Offi-ce

250

Complex

Office Center
Other Smaller Commercial Developments

80
30
80
30

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

from New Mexico Sfafe Access Mgmt. Manual
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Gated Intersecting Driveways and Streets
Gates and guard houses on driveways and side

traffic problems when they are
placed too close to through roads. Gates, guard
streets can cause

houses, and similar features on driveways and side
streets should be set back or recessed far enough

in an article about gated subdivrsrbns...
"[new subdivision] promises to compound
the [traffic] problem with the entrance set
so close to the intersection..."

from the through road edge so that a vehicle or a
queue of vehicles turning into the driveway or side
street

will clear the main road

Roberts, Stacey. (Feb. 13, 2005) "Haven or hell?"
Arkansas Democrat-Gazetfe, p. W-8,9. Lowell, AR.

and not protrude out

into it while stopped at the gate.
The needed setback distance is affected by the number and type of vehicles expected to turn into the

drive. The types of vehicles to design for may range from farm tractors pulling machinery to moving
vans. For industrial sites, it may be a multiple trailer combination.
Driveway Triangular Islands

"pork chop") in a driveway
where it connects with the main road, as a way to allow only right-in and right-out driveway movements.
Triangular islands, especially smaller ones, are not fully effective: a certain fraction of drivers will drive
around or over a small triangular island in order to make a desired left turn into or out of the driveway, or
they may make use the right-turn out lane to make a left turn into the site, driving the wrong way.
Exhibit 3-43 shows a small triangular island in the driveway. Islands like this one, which have
neither the size nor the shape to be of any significant benefit, should not be used in an attempt to manage
Some designers

will place a triangular island (sometimes known

as a

access. A non-traversable median is much more effective.

An AHTD District Engineer noted that in the vicinity of a triangular driveway island, they had
installed pylons along the roadway centerline to further discourage wrong-way entry and egress. This
installation to some degree replicates the effect of a non-traversable median.

EXHIBIT 3-43 Ineffective small triangular island
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A triangular island may be more effective if a larger turn radius is used. A report prepared for the South
Dakota DOT (Dye) recommended an alternative (shown in Exhibit 3-44) to the small, ineffective pork
chop triangular island to discourage prohibited left-turn maneuvers in and out of a driveway.

o
o
=
t-

o
Channelizing
lsland

Street

EXHIBIT 3-44 Modified triangular channelizing island to discourage left turns

Driveway Angle
The angle at which a driveway intersects the roadway needs to be regulated, because some

driveway angles can create sight distance problems. In certain cases when streets and driveways intersect
at angles much less than 90o, the driver's ability to observe oncoming traffic from the right can be
adversely affected. One study pointed out problems with angles of less than 70o to the right of the driver
on the driveway or side street (Gattis and

Low). New Mexico dictates requires that the driveway extend

perpendicular from the state highway for a minimum distance of 40 ft. Acute angles of between 75o and
90o may be allowed if significant physical constraints are present (NM).
On the other hand, angled driveways have been used as a device to discourage some turning
movements, usually left turns, into or out of a driveway. Angled driveways may not be fully effective at

discouraging certain movements, because some drivers will make a greater than 90o turn in order to use
them. A non-traversable median would probably be more effective.

APPLYING ACCESS POLICIES
A major aspect of applying access management policies is making sure that intersecting streets,
driveways, and median openings are not installed in locations or in ways that violate the policies. To
have an effective access management program, agency staff will have to review and evaluate access
locations.

The following sections of this chapter and the related appendices discuss and show examples of how
locations for present and future access are assigned.

3
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Applying Access Policies to the Functional Intersection Area
It is desirable that no access be taken within the functional area of an intersection. It is undesirable
to have a driveway intersect the roadway within a turn lane. New Mexico does not allow access within
50 ft of either the beginning or the end of a speed change lane (NM).
Allowing a driveway opening within the limits of a right-turn lane can lead to situations where a
driver in the right lane slows to turn into the driveway, but the driver in the following vehicle thinks the
car ahead is not turning until it reaches the intersection farther down the road. The following vehicle
rear-ends the car ahead.

Applying Access Policies to Corner Lots
Normally, tracts at the intersection of two streets (i.e., corner lots) take access only from the minor
street and have no access to the major roadway. As a general rule, the driveway should be placed as far
as possible from the intersection.

Applying Access Policies to Adjacent Lots
One technique to help implement access management is for two adjacent tracts to share a common
access driveway. This technique ofjoint or shared access is especially applicable where a number of
small-frontage lots exist.
Joint or shared access agreements should be recorded as legal easements, with both of the adjacent
owners granting driveway easement rights on the property of the other. The easement should be wider
than the physical driveway, and extend from the right-of-way of line to beyond the first cross-circulation
driveway (NHD. The easement should clearly state the responsibility and authority for maintenance

of

the driveway.

initial stages of development, then temporary driveways may be needed until
tracts on both sides ofthe shared property line are developed.
Appendix C displays Overland Park, Kansas access easement forms, and Appendix D shows shared
driveway forms from the Utah DOT. One of the Utah forms is used when one party is presently
involved, and future development will create a second parfy. The other form is used when two parties are

If

an area is in the

involved at the present time.
The state can strongly encourage local governments who have authority over site designs to require
developers to install roadway, driveway, and sidewalk connections between adjacent commercial tracts
when they are developed or redeveloped. This is so that bicycles and motorized vehicles can travel
between adjacent tracts without having to pull out on the through street. Sometimes the design can also

facilitate pedestrian travel.

Applying Access Policies to Subdivided Lots
When an owner subdivides or sells part of a tract abutting the state route to another owner, access
problems can arise, as the following scenarios illustrate.
. An existing tract bordered by both the state route and a local road has access solely to the local road.
The existing owner sells a portion of the tract along the highway to another buyer. The new buyer
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now wants access to the state highway, since the new buyer's part of the subdivided tract is cut-off
from the local road.

.

An existing tract abuts the state highway, and has one access connection to the highway. The
present owner subdivides the tract into three parcels and sells two of them. The two new owners
each want an access connection to the state highway to serve their tracts.
Before the larger tract is subdivided, the access permit should be applied to the entire tract. If separate
lots are under a common ownership and function as a single tract, the access permit may need to apply to
each lot (see Exhibit 3-45). If the property is subdivided or part is sold at alater date, all parcels will still
retain access via the original driveway, and the access permit will propagate to each subdivided parcel.
This provision should be recorded with the property deed records.
It seems to be generally accepted that local governments, with their authority to control subdivisions
zoning,
and
are better positioned to encourage property owners to share driveways than are state
governments (Williams 2002). Local governments sometime offer minor zoning or other concessions to
encourage owners to share driveways.
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All

3 lots in Tract A are currently under common ownership,

so they are permitted to a single access point (in case the
three lots are not under the same ownership in the future).

EXHIBIT 3-45 Planning for future shared

access

Denying Access
Some access applications

will

be denied. Conditions which

particular location include:

.
.
.
.

appropriate alterative access is available,
the spacing between access points is not adequate,
the sight distance is not adequate, or
the driveway grade is too steep.

will prompt a denial of access at a

?

1A
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if not many, of these denials will be prompted by site designs which place proposed access points
at poor locations. These denials could be avoided if the site designer were better informed and laid out
the site so that the access was taken from a better location.
In a survey of states (Williams 2002), all but one reported that they were allowed to deny access.
Nineteen states mentioned safety (e.g., inadequate sight distance) as a prime reason for denying access.
Other reasons for denial include alternative access being available to another roadway, the driveway
being too close to a traffic signal, or the state owning the access rights.
Where access is denied, the reason(s) need to be well documented -- do not just state "does not meet
Some,

standards." The denial should record the applicable rules, the facts of the situation, and how the
combination of the rules and the facts led to the conclusion of denial. A complete record that presents an
understandable analysis can be helpful both in the present, if the denial is challenged, and in the future, if
the issue is revisited after memories have faded.

Alternative Yet Reasonable Access
One reason to deny access to a tract is ifreasonable alternative access is available on a side or lesser
street. This raises the question of what constitutes reasonable alternative access.
In New Jersey, an existing access can be revoked without compensation if reasonable alternative
access is provided. The alternative access does not have to be from a state highway. For alternative
access to be considered reasonable, it must pass five tests (NJ).

l.

The alternative access is provided via a parallel or perpendicular street, highway, easement, service
road or common driveway.

2.

The alternative access is of sufficient design to support commercial traffic to and from the business
or use.

.
.
.
.
3.

4.
5.

The path can carry the size and type of traffic for the commercial use
Capacity to handle the anticipated volume of traffic, as of the date of the notice to the owner
Pavement strength to handle the weight of the anticipated traffic

Driveways must handle anticipated volume, size and type of vehicles

The alternative access is convenient.

.
.
.

The access fits with the site
The access lines up with traffic circulation aisles
The access serves loading areas, drive-up windows, etc.

The alternative access is direct.

.
.

Relatively straight
There are limited choices along the path

The alternative access provides a well-marked means of reaching the site and returning to the State

highway.

.

Signs are provided to direct motorists from the existing ingress to the alternative ingress, and

from the existing egress back to the highway

r

I

sign

will

will

be provided at each place where a motorist

will

have to make a decision. Sign size

be 8 square feet, consist of a white message on blue or green background, and be

maintained for at least one year.
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Commercial Property
Access onto any parallel or perpendicular roadway which is of sufficient design to support

commercial traffic and is convenient, direct and well marked.
o

Industrial Property
Access onto any improved roadway which is of sufficient design to support necessary

truck/employee access as required by the industry.
a

Residential/Agricultural Property
Access onto any improved public street or highway.

Applying Standards to Existing Situations

Factors which will prompt the closing of an
existing driveway include:
the driveway was installed in violation of a
permit (or had no permit);
the driveway is causing safety or operational
problems.

Many existing roadways -- in particular,

.
.

older commercial strip developments -- tend
to be dotted with undesirable access design
features. A project tliat applies access
management design principles to existing,
already built-up street corridors is sometimes

called a "retrofit" project. Common
techniques in these retrofit projects include installing non-traversable (e.g., raised or depressed) medians,
eliminating redundant driveways, relocating driveways, improving or widening driveways on side streets,
and modifuing driveways. Exhibit 3-46 presents a before-and-after retrofit schematic of a retrofit project
that reduces and redirects access from the main thoroughfare to the side streets.
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EXHIBIT 3-46 Objectives of a main thoroughfare retrofit project
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During the design of a retrofit project, the engineer needs to envision how alternate access and
circulation can be developed for each tract along the roadway. When the time arrives to present
proposals to property owners, the engineer should be prepared to solve problems in order to help
overcome objections to the retrofit project. In some jurisdictions, the state's consultant

will help private

owners figure out suitable alternative traffic circulation plans for the site at no charge to the property
owner.

Retrofit projects can be complex and challenging. Along roadways where the property lines,
buildings, and driveways have already been established, the benefits from any access management
modifications have to be weighed against the costs and any disruptions that would be caused by
modifuing, moving, or eliminating driveways and median openings. While bringing such roadways into
compliance may not always be a sufficiently high priority to pass the threshold for effort and funding,
access management policies and standards can be applied when land along existing roadways redevelops,
to keep the situation from further deteriorating.
Interviews with governmental agency staff indicate that retrofit projects tend to be combined state
and local efforts, with an added degree of property owner cooperation. A retrofit access management
project may be accompanied by other incentives from the local government to the property owners, such
as beautification or minor discretionary code variances. The government pays the cost of modiflring
existing driveways, and may also pay for parking lot modifications to accommodate changes in on-site
traffic circulation patterns necessitated by the driveway modifications.
It is not uncommon to find that a retrofit project cannot fully accomplish all access management
objectives. Those with experience in this area offer that installing or modifuing a median is commonly
done. Unneeded multiple driveways can be eliminated, provided the onsite circulation pattern will
accommodate the reduced number of driveways. But if lot frontages are small, some driveway spacings
may remain less than desired.
Retrofit Example 1: Corridor Retrofit
Exhibit 3-47 shows a corridor extending from an outlying freeway to the downtown. It is lined with
tourist-oriented and other commercial establishments, and carries 60,000 vpd. When this segment was
reconstructed, nine median openings were closed. Note that in some places, the driveway spacings
remained less than optimal after the recent roadway reconstruction project was completed.
Retrofit Example 2: A Spot Retrofit
Exhibit 3-48 shows a retrofit to a small shopping area on the left side of the arterial roadway.
Vehicles turning left in to or out of the driveway in the foreground were interfering with traffic flows at a
nearby signalized intersection (not visible, behind the viewer). A raised median was installed that
prevented left-turn movements to and from the driveway in the foreground. The driveway in the
background still serves left-turn ingress and egress movements to and from the shopping area.
Retrofit Example 3 - Modifl, Existing Raised Median
This example retrofit shows a roadway with an existing raised median (see Appendix E-1). The
median opening spacing was modified to improve traffic safety, as the following listing describes.
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Existing: State Highway 520,4-lane divided, - 0.9 mile, 35 to 45 mph, 26,500 vpd, 3 traffic signals.
Separate left-turn lanes not present at all the median openings. Abutting land use is primarily
commercial, with residential uses along the side streets extending north and south from SH 520.
Problem: rear-end collisions near signalized intersections.
Analysis: median openings too close together, left-turn lanes lack adequate deceleration and storage
length.

Proposed: after conducting traffic counts to determine need, recommended modifuing or eliminating
some median openings, providing additional and longer left-turn lanes.

Notes: The distance between the full median openings at Blake and Washington Aves. is slightly
less than the standard of 1320 ft.
The distance between the full and partial median openings at Wilson and Washington is less
than the standard of 660 ft.

Retrofit Example 4 - Replace Existing TWLTL with Raised Median
This example retrofit shows a two-way left-turn lane being replaced with a raised median (see
Appendix E-2).
Existing: State Highway 434,S-lane (TWLTL), -2.4 miles,45 mph, 21,000 to 36,000 vpd, 8 traffic
signals. Abutting land uses include commercial and professional, multifamily residential, single
family residential, school, golf course.
Problems: high occurrence of rear-end, angle, pedestrian and bicycle crashes; two signalized
intersections operating at LOS D.
Analysis: unsatisfactory traffic signal spacing; need to address the crash problem.
Proposed: Traffic volume counts (including peak period driveway turning movements) and traffic
simulation were performed. Most of the project length was converted from 5-lane (TWLTL)
design to 4-lane with a raised median. The new median includes both

full

and directional

(partial) median openings.

Notes: A written summary of the public meeting stated that the residents did not want medians; they
feel the proposed median treatments will negatively impact their businesses and homes without
providing substantial benefits. A 0.46 mile segment in the middle of the overall project
remained 5-lane (TWLTL).

VARIANCES AND APPEALS
It is difficult if not impossible to write a set
of rules that will always fit all situations -somewhere there is an exception. Implementing
access management, especially after the land

"The willingness of upper management and
elected officials to enforce the standards is
critical to maintaining consistency."
Williams, NCHRP Synthesis 304

along the roadway has been developed, may in
some cases produce an unreasonable outcome.

For instance, adhering to the rules may totally deprive a property of access. To deal with such cases, an
agency will need to develop procedures for an applicant to receive a variance (also referred to as a
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deviation, exception, or waiver). When an initial application for access has been denied, there should be
a process for the applicant to appeal the decision to a higher level, without having to directly go to court.
However, for both variances and appeals, the responsibility falls to the applicant to demonstrate that
valid grounds exist for making an exception to the rule.

Variances
Obviously, one justification for a variance is the existence of some unique situation. However, to
successfully withstand legal challenges, an agency needs to be consistent in the application of the rules.
Some have noted the irony here, since on one level uniqueness and consistency are mutually exclusive.
What is desired is consistently applying the rules to unique situations. To strive for consistency in the
application of the access management rules, some agencies have established a staff review committee to
deal with variance requests.

At least one

state has differentiated between "major" and

"minor" variances. If the driveway

location would deviate from the desired spacing by less than l0%o, the deviation is termed minor, and can
be approved by staff. When a major deviation is requested, there is a more stringent committee review
process. In another state, variances can be handled at the district level. However, the District can,

if it

chooses, forward the variance request to central administration.

The following situations which may

justiff

a variance are based on material in the

NHI

access

management class manual.

.
.
.
.

of a rule would deny reasonable access
the site straddles some a boundary, such as a dividing line between two access categories
conflicting rules among different agencies have created an impasse
existing social, economic, or environmental constraints
Another situation which may warrant a variance is when the access restriction would deny the necessary
a strict application

vehicular circulation within the site.
Appeals
Having a process for appeals within the transportation agency can both help prevent some cases

from going to court, and make those that do go to court be more defensible. An appeal process may
somewhat buffer agency administrators from political pressure. Appeals are often handled by a panel of
higher-level personnel.
When an initial application for access has been denied, the denial should also inform the applicant
of the right and the process to appeal. There should be a set time limit for an appeal, and the appeal
should be in writing.

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
Private property owners who believe that some aspect of a proposed access management project

will

adversely affect their property might petition the courts to enjoin the agency from proceeding. An owner
also may sue the agency to recover damages alleged to have been caused by access management.

A combination of some advice from lawyers and many comments from access management
administrators leads to the conclusion that:
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have their own particular interpretation of the law relating to access

management, and

2.

the law dealing with certain aspects can be unclear and unpredictable.

Much of the legal discussion pertaining to access management addresses the question "at what point does
the exercise of access management no longer constitute a legitimate exercise of police power and become
a taking?"

Legal Principles and Terms
Any legal discussion about access management is likely to involve four terms: police power,
eminent domain, reasonable access, and inverse condemnation.

Police Power and Acquisition

Two of the means to regulate access to and from private property are through
1. the exercise of police power, and
2. the acquisition of access rights.
Huntington defines "police power" as:
"The authority of the governmental agency that owns or manages the roadway to regulate or restrict
individual actions for the protection of health, safety and general welfare of the public, including
restrictions on access for adjacent property owners and the requirement that any and all persons
seeking a driveway to the roadway go through an approval and permitting process."
When exercising police power, the state is asserting that managing access is a legitimate application of
regulations and policies to fulfill its responsibility to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the general
public.
The state can acquire access rights either through negotiation with the property owner and purchase,
or by exercising the power of eminent domain. Access rights acquisitions are recorded in the county

property records.
Reasonable Access and Takings

In most states, owners have the right

of

"reasonable access" to their property, while in a few states

offull

access. In a "reasonable access" state, access management practices cannot
deny the property owner "reasonable access" without compensation. This leads to the question "what is
reasonable access?" Ifthe private property owner feels that the access restriction has denied them
owners have the right

reasonable access to their property, they may take a legal action against the government called "inverse
condemnation," essentially suing the government for taking property without just compensation.

At some point along the continuum between unlimited access and no access to a tract, courts may
rule that the access restriction has affected the private owner to such an extent that it becomes a "taking"
of property, and therefore the private owner is entitled to compensation from the public agency. The
government may take private property through the process known as "eminent domain," defined as:

"A legal power that allows

a public agency to take property for

compensated for his/her loss" (Huntington).

public use, provided an owner is
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The U.S. Constitution allows a governmental agency to take private property, but the government must
pay the property owner the just compensation of what was taken.

Applications of the Legal Principles
The dispute between the government agency and the private property owner can be centered around
the questions

of "what

is reasonable access" and "was there a denial ofreasonable access?" The

following interpretations were gleaned from a review of access management publications and discussions
with access management managers.
l. Leaving a tract with no access would constitute a taking, and would require compensation.
2. At what point does regulating access become a taking, requiring compensation? If access
regulations destroy the total usefulness of a property, compensation will be required (Azzeh et al.).
In some jurisdictions, the test is whether the access to the property has been substantially
diminished or impaired. A famous U.S. Supreme Court decision stated that a taking occurs when
the regulation "denies all economically beneficial or productive use of land", indicating that the

3.

threshold for loss of value may be as high as95Yo (CAM 2003).
The degree of change in the market value due to access restrictions can affect whether a restriction
is considered reasonable.

4.

Loss of access may be less or more compensable depending upon whether it is deemed a "general

burden" or a "specific burden." A general burden is a loss to a group, which all must bear as a
consequence of some policy, and is less likely to be compensable. A specific burden is a loss to a
very few or one, and is more likely to be compensable. For example, if the number of driveways
serving all tracts along the roadway were reduced to one, then all tracts along the roadway were
affected equally.

5.

Damages may be claimed due to the increased circuity or indirection of travel resulting from the

application of access management. However, a certain level of indirect or circuitous access does
not constitute

a

taking.

6.

Courts in various states, including "abutter's rights" states, have ruled that a property owner is not
entitled to access at every point along every frontage (CAM 2003).

7.

The right of access is not the right to traffic

flow.

Courts have generally held that the private owner

traffic flow on the abutting street. Courts have generally held that the
private owner's right of reasonable access does not preclude installing a median which allows traffic
to enter and leave the property only by making a right turn, denying left-turn ingress and egress.
has no right to a specific

8.

Some courts may weigh the inconvenience or harm to the property owner against the benefit to the

general public in determining what access is reasonable. The right of access is not paramount to the

9.

public's right of safe and efficient movement on public roadways (Azzeh et al.). Therefore,
presenting crash history or traffic problems in the immediate area or a nearby similar area can affect
what access is considered reasonable. For instance, case law allows Colorado to close driveways
that might reduce the value of the property because case law also recognizes the value of the safety
benefits. These cases tend to be successful ifthe attorneys for the state have clearly presented the
facts showing the benefits to the public in terms of safety and mobility.
Inherently separate issues can become mixed and muddled when a change in access occurs at the
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same time as right-of-way taking, such as a temporary easement or a permanent purchase. Then
becomes more

difficult to determine what if any damages were the result of applying

it

access

management. The cost to cure any damages from access management can become mixed with costs

of the easement or the taking.
Jurors and judges are likely to think that access is valuable, and the property owner should be reimbursed

if

access is taken away. Courts are not likely to be aware of the benefits of managing access, so the

public agency will need to go to some effort to educate the court about this so the court can understand
and appreciate the government's perspective of looking out for and trying to protect the general public.
To the extent possible, present evidence that is
specific to the route or to similar situations.
Before constructing a new roadway on a
new right-of-way, an agency should determine

ifthe applicable law creates any access rights
for abuffing property owners, even though
none existed previously. When applying
access management practices, the agency

should be able to demonstrate that access

restrictions were consistently applied to all
properties abutting the roadway which had
similar circumstances or were in the same

Possibly a Parallel?
The Michigan Court of Appeals ruled against
landowners, who claimed that an arbitrary
exercise of governmental power had denied
them substantive due process. The Court
determined that zoning property to avoid
overcrowding and to preserve open space is
clearly rationally related to legitimate
government interests, and therefore not
arbitrary.
Stiegler, M. H. (Feb. 2005) "Court Decisions", Civil Engineering.
American Society of Civil Engineers, p. 74.

class.

Experiences with the Police Power and Purchase
Opinions differ as to whether it is preferable to manage access through the exercise of police power
or by the outright purchase of access rights. Informal sources report that one state which has historically
used regulations to manage access recently purchased access rights on a project, while another state that
had historically purchased access rights is now shifting to the use of police power. One of the stated

it is less likely that
political
pressure.
The
obvious disadvantage of
undesirable access will
outright purchase is the cost. In rural farmland, nominal purchase amounts of $100 per farm have been
reported. At the other end of the spectrum, denied or removed access has been valued at hundreds of
thousands of dollars. In some urban areas the cost to purchase access rights alone may not be much less
advantages of outright purchase is that once the state owns the access rights,
be later allowed as a result of

than the price for the entire property.
One state redesigned an interchange in the 1990s, and did not purchase access in one quadrant.

After the reconstruction was completed, the owner of an undeveloped large tract in that quadrant
requested access, which would have cost the department $2 million. The department purchased the entire
tract.
Those who advocate purchasing access rights think that purchasing access makes it much less likely

that access will be inappropriately granted to the tract in the future. Purchasing access also makes it less
likely in the future that the frontage along a large tract will be broken into small tracts, each demanding
access. Instead, the owner

will have to develop internal circulation to subdivided parcels.
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A report prepared for one state noted that purchasing access control is expensive, and in some

cases

a similar outcome can be achieved in a less costly manner. Although purchasing access rights may be

appropriate on occasion, and can be effective "when done before development has occurred" (Dye), the

report recommended that purchase be used only selectively, as a secondary strategy. Another state
usually purchases access only on selected corridors and on urban bypasses. A study for the state of
Florida noted that police power may not be particularly effective to restrict access in areas with high
poverty value, and included a benefit/cost analysis that demonstrated the advantages ofpurchasing access
rights in the vicinity of interchange ramp terminals (Williams et al. Nov. 2004).

Misunderstanding the Intent of Purchase
An access rights purchase agreement may designate intermittent "openings" in the access line.
There are reports that property owners have misunderstood the intent of the openings in an access rights
purchase. Although the state's intent may be to simply designate places where an owner could apply for
and possibly receive access, the owner's interpretation may be that the state had guaranteed a right of
acaess at the opening into the future. In some cases, the courts have upheld the owner's interpretation.
Access purchase agreements need to clearly state the intent, and in general avoid jargon whose meaning
is open to interpretation.

For decades in Oregon, the opening in the access line was construed as only the right to apply for
access. The State often denied applications for access at these openings. In one case, the owner of an
upscale new house applied for access at one of these openings. Since the time of the original access
purchase, a passing lane had been installed. The State said this opening was no longer a safe site for
access, and denied the application. The court ruled that the state could deny access, but also required the
state to compensate the owner $70,000, to compensate for the planned view of the driveway leading to

the house, which the owner could not have.

INTERACTION WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
A few states have given the state transportation agency some authorify over land

use or

development. While it might be desirable for all state transportation agencies to have some control over
abutting development, in most states the state law gives local governments exclusive authority for many
land use planning, subdivision, and zoning regulations. Some of this authority given to local
governments can be administered in ways that either enhance or detract from the ability to implement
access management (Williams and Forester).

Access management programs are enhanced when corridor land use activities are coordinated and
made to complement the transporlation system. Given the legal structure and the authority granted to

local governments in most states, it is highly desirable that
a state or a local transportation department's efforts to
manage access be coordinated with the local government's

review and regulation of land development and use.
Unfortunately, the cooperation between various
departments that is needed to ensure a safe and efficient
transportation network is not always there.

"A major problem that often exists
in access management today is the
lack of coordination among the
various levels of government."
Flora and Keitt, Access Management
for Slreefs and Highways
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Background: Transportation and Land Use Interactions
Roadways (traffic) and abutting properties (development) interact with each other. Factors that
affect the operation ofa roadway that is adjacent to tracts or parcels ofland include:
1. the number of trips produced by or attracted to the various tracts of land,
2. the number and location of the driveways, and
3. aspects of driveway design that affect traffic on the street.
A comprehensive access management program will consider not only what happens within the right-ofway, but also the land development patterns in the roadway corridor.
At numerous locations, one can observe a seemingly never-ending cycle of property development
followed by roadway improvements followed by more property development, eventual[y leading to more
traffic congestion and crashes, and eventually the need to reconstruct or replace the roadway. Stover and
Koepke (2002) have called this cycle that can lead to premature obsolescence of the roadway and a drain
on public funds the "transportation and land use cycle." Obviously, land development patterns on
properties abutting the highway have the potential to significantly affect safety and traffic flow on the
roadway. To prevent the transportation and land use cycle from evolving into a downward spiral,
development of both the transportation system and the adjacent land needs to be managed so that the two
will complement rather than conflict with each other.
Land Regulation Practices to Enhance Access Management
Local governments have the authority and should have the familiarity to perform the "micro-level
planning on a parcel-by-parcel basis" (Ferranti and Benway) that is sometimes needed to address the
details associated with employing access management and finding suitable access solutions for the
abutting property owners. Adequate and competent local oversight can avoid cases of inadequate lot
frontage, unworkable site plans, and other outcomes that conflict with the implementation of access
management practices.

Subdivision and Site Plan Review

A site plan should show both where access will be taken and verifu the distances from other nearby
existing or already proposed access points. To help prevent access at undesirable locations, the local
government can require the developer to dedicate access rights as a condition ofapproval.
A thorough review as property is subdivided and developed can catch potential problems and keep
them from happening. Staff who review subdivision and site plans should check for the following items
. the number of proposed access points is kept to a minimum
. the spacing between access points does not fall below minimum
. the plan allows for an interconnected system of internal roadways, so local traffic is not forced to
use the arterial roadway network

.

when applicable, the site takes access through another development rather than directly to the

arterial

.

the plan has no residential lots fronting (i.e., facing) arterial roadways

Access management

will work better if abutting land parcels

supporting street system is developed in the corridor.

are interconnected and an interconnected
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Regulating Lots Splits or Minor Subdivisions

It is not uncommon for local governments to allow one or a very few lots to be carved out of a larger
tract without filing a formal subdivision plat. One common situation is when a relative of the original
owner purchases a portion of the land upon which to build a house.
These unregulated minor lot splits can lead not only to substandard access spacing, but to squabbles

among subsequent property owners over locations of access easements. Local subdivision ordinances,

while making exceptions for small subdivisions, should exert enough regulation to make sure that
unwanted consequences do not result. To prevent the need for future owners to ask for direct access to
the abutting roadway, dedicated easements should be required, along with a statement describing how the
easement will be maintained. It would be desirable to prohibit minor lot splits on land that abuts a state
highway.
Adequate Lot Frontage, Size, and Shape

Minimum lot frontages are needed to effect minimum driveway spacings, and minimum lot sizes are
needed so that after subtracting the building footprint, enough area remains for adequate on-site
circulation and driveway connection length. Local governments can establish minimum lot frontages that
reflect access spacing standards, with further subdivision along the highway frontage allowed only when
the individual lots have internal access.
In order to avoid the costs of platting and constructing a roadway, some land developers have
platted lots stacked behind other lots, with each lot connected to the main roadway by a narrow strip.
The resulting tracts of land are shaped like a flag on a pole, and therefore have been called "flag lots" or
"panhandle lots." Flag-lot platting produces very closely spaced access. Sometimes, it results in
substandard private roads and property owner disputes that local governments are called on to settle.

Flag-lot plating should be prohibited.
Flag Lot Layout
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EXHIBIT 3-49 FlaglPanhandle lot layout contrasted with better layout alternative
Corridor Overlay Zones
Some communities apply corridor overlay zones to control and direct development patterns in high
priority roadway corridors. These overlays zones can speciff not only aesthetic elements, but can also
include access management elements.
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State and Local Coordination
To facilitate the implementation of access management, states establish relationships that allow
them to work with local governments to influence land use decisions. There are a number of means by

which state transportation agencies coordinate efforts with local governments. Perhaps the most common
means is through informal interagency review arrangements that allow the state to have input during the
local subdivision or building permit review process (Williams 2002). Some have made arrangements so
that both the state and local governments must sign forms before various types of land development
permissions are approved and can become effective. An alternative to this is granting a conditional

approval, which makes the permit valid only when the other party (i.e., state or local agency) has also
granted an approval.
Incentives to Encourage Cooperation
Kansas DOT sets aside a pool of funds for access management projects. These funds can be used

for a range of purposes, such as planning studies, right-of-way acquisition, and construction. This pool
serves as one incentive to encourage good corridor management practices at the local level.
Lack of Cooperation

of
in, or even object to, the application of

State and local agencies do not always have good working relationships. There are a number

possible reasons that a local government may not be interested
access management.

.

lack of knowledge of the problems caused by failure to manage access -- it may take years for the
problems to accumulate and become obvious, so there may be a disconnect between cause and effect

.
.
.
.
.
.

lack of understanding of access management techniques
being overwhelmed by the perceived complexity of an access management program
lack ofstaffor expertise
roadway safety and mobility is not their concern or responsibility
perceived conflict with other priorities
not interested -- other priorities fully occupy the agency

In some cases, staff and design professionals may be more supportive than elected officials. Joint
workshops between state and local officials can help promote an understanding of the issues and
cooperation.
One national survey reported one state's observation that larger cities and counties tended to support
access management, but smaller communities feel that access management interferes with a more

important goal of economic development (Chowdhury et al.). When a design cannot be found that serves
both through traffic needs as well as local traffic needs, one obvious approach is to construct a bypass

with a high level of access control (CAM 2003).
Median Maintenance
An informal survey of a few states found that for non-traversable medians in urban areas, some state
transportation agencies will construct either paved or grass medians, while others will only pave the
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median unless the local government assumes responsibility for maintaining the vegetation. Median
maintenance responsibilities vary from state to state. However, no state reported that they would irrigate
the median; in all cases, this is considered a local responsibility.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT COORDINATION

A report prepared for the Florida Department of Transportation (DOT) identified a
number of access coordination issues.
. Coordinating land development approval conditions
When a local government approves a development subject to the developer meeting certain
access conditions (such as sharing a driveway with an adjacent property), these conditions
need to be conveyed to the state transportation department so that the state will not issue
access permits that allow the developer to circumvent the local rules.
. Coordinating access management plans
lf a local government has developed an access management plan for a corridor, the local
government needs to inform the state transportation of this so the state will not unknowingly
issue driveway access permits that conflict with the local plan.
. Coordinating access standards
Problems can arise when the state and local agencies have different access standards.
[Note: some states address this with a rule that calls for the stricter standard to apply.]
Establishing both a procedure and a rapport between local and state authorities who
review plans for proposed subdivisions and developments not only helps to eliminate
inconsistent or conflicting positions, but also reduces frustration and costs for developers.
Procedures for a joint review can allow both levels of government to review a project
concurrently and reduce the review time for the applicant.
The state DOT asks local governments to designate a local staff person as an access
management contact for the state DOT. Some DOT districts conduct monthly or other
regularly scheduled meetings with local governments to review access permits and discuss
other access management issues. One observation was that over time, local participation
would decline, until a controversy arose, at which point the state again invited the affected
local government to participate in the meetings. Differences of opinion or interpretation
about roles and regulations between state and local agencies can produce uncoordinated if
not differing approaches or positions to a given situation.
The report noted that in some areas the local government has a binding agreement with
the state DOT to not issue an occupancy permit untilthe developer has complied with all of
the state access conditions. ln some instances in these locales, the developer is not
required to post a bond with the state DOT before construction begins, saving the developer

money'
Marshall and williams, lntergovemmentat coordination in Access Management
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CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT
Managing access to and from a roadway is one
component of the broader subject of managing the
transportation corridor in order to preserve and

utility of the corridor for the public. A
discussion of access management sometimes evolves
enhance the

into a discussion of managing other related aspects
a roadway
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"Contributing to the need for corridor
management is the historic disconnect
between land-use and transportation
decision making."
Williams, NCHRP Synthesis 289

of

corridor. One document defines the

practice of corridor management as o'the application of multiple strategies to achieve specific land
development and transportation objectives along a transportation corridor" (Williams 2000). Corridor
management recognizes that given today's political and funding constraints, transportation agencies

will

not only need to make capital improvements but will also need to employ transportation system
management strategies if they are to maximize the ability of the roadways to safely and efficiently
accommodate the public's demand for travel.

Corridor management and corridor preservation are accomplished through a combination of
planning, design, and operations techniques. These techniques can include advance acquisition ofrightof-way, exercise of police powers to control access, and designs that reduce or eliminate traffic conflicts.
Conditions which may indicate the greatest need for a corridor management project include the

following.

.
.
.
.

the pace of land development is about to accelerate
the price of land is escalating

failure to protect the corridor now could result in many relocations later
failure to protect the corridor now could severely limit or totally preclude needed roadway design
options in the future

Corridor preservation is applied to both two-lane and to multilane roadways.

In a 1999 survey, l6 state DOTs responded that they had established a program or policy supporting
corridor management, and nine more indicated they were in the process of establishing one (Williams
2000). Brief attributes from a few state programs follow.
. Delaware: has a Corridor Capacity Preservation Program
. Kansas: views access management as a component of the corridor management program, and has
o'corridor
renamed and broadened their "access management" program into their
management" program. An additional access management category called "Protected
Route Segments" allows the DOT to assign higher than minimum access management
standards to segments of greater importance and which are experiencing growth pressures.
. Kentucky: the state has engaged in several corridor management plans, and received a Federal
transportation grant to develop a corridor master planning handbook

.

Wisconsin: does not have a comprehensive access management program, but instead manages
access on individual corridors (Frawley and Eisele)
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Intergovernmental Agreements
A corridor management plan can involve not only the state transportation agency but also one or
more local governments. The cooperation of the various parties produces a plan that addresses the

roadway design and the location of access in both the median and the margin (i.e., border). To record
and finalize the plan, the state transportation agency and the local governments enter into an
"intergovernmental agreement. "
An NCHRP synthesis on cooperative agreements for corridor management listed a number

of

elements normally contained in intergovernmental agreements (Williams 2004).

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

a list of the participating government entities

the geographic area covered
the need for and purpose ofthe agreement
the authority to enact the agreement
the roles and responsibilities of the participants

afly provisions for renewing, amending, or terminating the agreement
the adoption and duration of the agreement

funding and financial arrangements

Appendix F displays example intergovernmental agreements for corridor management. The Colorado
example includes a detailed listing that explains how the access to individual sites will be treated.
In addition to a state and a municipal government, a regional metropolitan planning organization

(MPO) may be a party to a corridor management plan. It has been observed that when an MPO is a party
to an intergovernmental access management agreement, it can be better positioned to "take the heat" and
not sacrifice access management principles and practices in the face of political pressure (Williams Oct.
2004).

Corridor Management Plans
A corridor management plan will focus on the planning and design of a specific highway segment,
perhaps including multiple municipal and even county jurisdictions. The plan will address questions
such as will additional lanes be needed, or will a bypass be needed? Corridor management plan elements
may include traffic signal coordination, traffic control device inventorying and evaluation, and rightofway preservation.
Corridor Plan General Process
After agreeing to examine a given corridor, the following steps are taken to develop a corridor
management plan.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

define the study area
determine the functional class and the access category
catalog and quantif,z existing roadway design access features
analyze land use patterns: ascertain the property boundaries, existing and proposed zoning

obtain and analyze pertinent traffic data (existing and future traffic volumes, crash data and patterns,
travel time and delay studies)
inventory the access and circulation characteristics of abutting sites

3
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finally a plan is
chosen. Other planning concerns such as number of lanes needed, or replacement of structures may also
be considered. After adopting aplan, the agency should notifo all local governments that are affected by
the plan. The agency then plans and programs any near-future construction that will implement part or
all of the corridor management plan. Corridor management plans will need to be reexamined and
Based on this information, alternative access management plans are evaluated, and

modified or updated as conditions change over time.
Access Management Aspects of a Corridor Plan
The corridor management plan can include and apply access management techniques to a particular

corridor, incorporating those elements that are appropriate for the particular context (CAM 2003).
Example tasks include the following.

.
.
.

Prepare a map showing the location of existing and future driveways.

Identiff driveways that are too close to each other or to intersecting streets.
Identiff situations that would benefit from shared access or "cross access" (access across adjacent
parcels).
One application of access management techniques that the corridor management process can include

of

o'access

windows" (i.e., where access can be allowed). For a given corridor, an
imaginary boundary line is drawn along the right-of-way line at areas that are too close to intersecting
streets, interchange ramps, and existing driveways - at these locations, access is to be prohibited. Other
locations at which, for some reason, access needs to be denied are also marked. The remaining unmarked
right-of-way lines will constitute those locations or "windows" that are suitable for access (see Exhibit 3is the designation

s0).

Property Under Consideration
Window for both
and Rig ht Turn
Windour
Right Turn

Window for Left

EXHIBIT 3-50 Identifuing access windows

One small state has a program in four corridors that restricts the number of trips that sites

will

generate, in order to keep the highway volume below capacity. If the state DOT anticipates that trips

from a site will overload the road in the future, the DOT will pay for development rights for highest-andbest use of the tract, and then the owner is limited to a lesser use that will not produce more than a certain
number of trips.
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Corridor Planning Examples
Presenting a few brief examples taken from actual state corridor management projects helps to

illustrate how access management has been implemented. Some state programs allow the use of state
funds on streets that are within the corridor but off the state system, if so doing would benefit the state
route.

Delaware Example

CORRIDOR PLAN ILLUSTRATION
LIST OF BASIC FACTORS

Responding to existing congestion on State

Route 1 (SR 1) between I-95 and Dover, the state
began developing a controlled access reliefroute

in the mid-1980s. At that time, the remainder

of

the four-lane SR 1 from Dover to the ocean (about
30 miles) did not have serious congestion, but
there were pockets of residential and commercial
development in the predominantly agricultural
roadside.

Not wanting to sit back and watch continuing
roadside development diminish the roadway
capacity, the state initiated a corridor preservation
project. Goals included:
. maintain or improve capacity;

.

accommodate adjacent economic
development;

.

eliminate the need to build a replacement road
on a new alignment.

Access is managed by combining the exercise

of

police power (to restrict access) with acquisitions.
Types of acquisitions include the purchase

of

access rights, the purchase ofdevelopment rights,

or fee simple acquisitions. The state retains a
consulting firm to help property owners identifu
alternative access schemes, at no cost to the
property owner.
The state feels that the cooperative effort
between them and local planning agencies has been

quite successful in preventing the loss of roadway

State Highway 26
Done many years in advance of an
expected 7 year construction period
Expansion from 2- to 4-lanes
Extends 48 miles, over 3 counties
Provides for limited access bypasses
Noted that interchanges act as both
traffic magnets and as funnels

.
.
.
.
.

Fortney, Darren. (undated slide presentation) "Corridor
Planning: Thinking Beyond the Pavement." Short Elliott
Hendrickson, Madison, Wl.

CORRIDOR PLAN ILLUSTRATION:
ACCESS MANAGEMENT AS ONE
ELEMENT IN THE OVERALL PROJECT
RUTLAND, VT-The city of Rutland has
selected the Vermontbased engineering
firm Dufresne-Henry to lead a $4 million
improvement project for the U.S. Route 7
... corridor that runs through the city.
The project involves slightly widening
the Main Street section of Route 7 to allow
for a center turn lane, as well as

combining and reducing existing
access and enhancing the street lighting,
crosswalks, and sidewalks along the road.
These improvements will ease traffic
congestion, improve safety for turning
vehicles, and provide safer means for
pedestrians to travel along this urban

capacity. The concept ofprotecting the corridor to
route....
[highlight added]
preserve capacity makes sense, and little
www.dufresne-henry.com (March 22, 2005)
opposition has been seen. Land owners and
developers have seemed willing to make
adjustments in order to accommodate the corridor preservation program (Kleinburd).
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Kansas Example

Hays, Kansas, with a population of about 20,000, is at the junction of Interstate 70 and US Highway

83. US 183 is a major north-south corridor in the region and is called Vine Street within the city of
Hays. The 4-lane roadway serves a commercial area, and has many signalized and unsignalized
intersections. The following description was excerpted and condensed from Effective Strategies for
C ompr e h e ns iv e C oru i d or M ana g e m e nt (W illiams and Se ggerman).
In 1998, city, county and state officials developed and adopted the Corridor Master Plan
(US-183/US-183 Alternate Corridor, Ellis County, Kansas) which augmented a previous Memorandum
of Understanding by "defining parameters for transportation management, access management, land use
and development characteristics." General corridor management standards were laid out for defined
I

segments of the corridor, specifically addressing planning aspects (through zoning and site plan

requirements) and operational aspects (through retrofits and improvements). The Corridor Master Plan
called for the creation of alternative access for existing and future development, and obligated the City
and County to "adopt all necessary ordinances and/or resolutions and to take such legal steps as may be

required to give full effect to the terms of this Plan."

In

1999, the City and the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) constructed improvements

to a one-mile segment of US 183 from 27th Street to I-70, such as curb and gutter replacement, concrete
pavement, median landscaping, storm sewer installation, street lighting, and the addition of three traffic
signals. State and local officials concluded without some retrofitting and a higher level of management,
greater development pressure would "jeopardize operational efficiency and would likely increase the
magnitude of safety issues."

In May 2000, KDOT, with support from city officials, identified the corridor as a "Protected
Corridor" within the agency's Corridor Management Plan. The designation defines corridors "in need
an increased level of management to preserve capacity and functional integrity." To formalize

of

coordination efforts, KDOT implemented Kansas Statute (KSA) 68-169 that authorizes the Kansas
Secretary of Transportation "to enter into written agreements with political subdivisions of the State for
highway purposes, including establishment of access control." This agreement establishes a mutual
commitment to manage access and right-of-way issues in the corridor. The US Highway 183 widening
from I-70 north to 55th Street was funded as part of the state's System Enhancement Program, in which
projects are selected based on potential economic impact, traffic volume, safety, and design. Funding
responsibilities are shared by both state and local agencies. In 2003,the Hays City Commission passed a
resolution authorizing the City to participate in KDOT's Corridor Management Grants Program that
would outline funding sources for acquiring additional right-of-way and associated improvements to US

Highway 183.
Concurrent with the U.S. Highway 183 System Enhancement project, the City of Hays, Ellis

County, and KDOT also worked to create alternative access along the corridor. Development pressures
on the corridor north ofI-70 required the City to devise alternative access approaches.
Using KDOT Corridor Grant funding, the City will construct a reverse access road between 45th
and 55th Street (Roth Avenue) and extend 48th Street to the east to intersect with the extension of
General Hayes Road (see Exhibit 3-51). The few businesses abutting US Highway 183 will gain
temporary access through frontage roads along the roadway. By 2006, KDOT plans to remove the
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frontage roads and allow access solely from the newly constructed reverse frontage access roads. Roth
Avenue, General Hays Road, and 48th Street were designated "main trafficways" by the City of Hays to
comply with Corridor Grant guidelines.
In order to provide the ll3local match required by the Corridor Grant, the City persuaded property
owners to dedicate public right-of-way across their property for the purpose of constructing reverse

City's $515,000 share of the $4.6 million project cost would be offset by the dedicated
land value combined with some inspection services the city provided. Although there is a cap of
$250,000 per grant, the City made numerous grant applications to obtain the necessary funding. Another
alternative access road located further south along the US Highway 183 corridor is the extension of
General Hays Road from22nd Street to Cody Avenue and is also funded through Corridor Grants.
These improvements were important to Hays because of traffic congestion and safety, and from an
economic perspective as well. Based on this experience, the City has embarked upon smaller corridor
management projects along other roadways within the City.

access roads. The

I

R*{n&1errqts

Resd

NOTE: right is North

EXHIBIT 3-51 Hays corridor

PROBLEM AREAS, LESSONS LEARNED, AND ADVICE
Challenges and obstacles to administering an effective access management program can come from
the general public, political leaders, other agencies, or within the administering agency.

Public Concerns
Although this may be an oversimplification in some cases, there are two general classes of the
public: those whose travel patterns may be affected by access management, and those whose property or
business may be directly affected by access management. The former class is more of a "general" public
-- examples include motorists and area residents. The latter class

will include property

developers and
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business owners. The different classes and groups within the classes may be expected to have somewhat

differing concerns. For instance ,large developers and business owners with successful experiences
along access managed roads in other communities may be more supportive than a local business person
with no knowledge of access management practices in other locales.
One trait that may be found in many groups is the desire that all are being treated equally: for
instance, that a business competitor or a neighbor is not getting some advantage (such as a median
opening) that they were ineligible for. Those administering an access management program should be
conscious of the need to not even have the appearance that someone is getting preferential treatment.
Since the benefits of access management are known as a result of study, these benefits may not be

obvious to the public, elected officials, or transportation agency staff. Pointing out the benefits that

offset or even outweigh some of the perceived disadvantages may cause some opponents to rethink their
positions and view access management more favorably. This highlights the need for

a transportation
public
process.
agency to incorporate education into the
involvement
One lesson that has been learned the hard way is to either avoid using engineering jargon or make
sure the audience understands it. One interviewee recounted where the technical team explained the
proposed installation of a raised median to the public as a "barrier median." The team had to deal with
an intense negative reaction from the community, who thought the engineers were wanting to put up a

vertical concrete wall which would divide their neighborhood.
Developers
The developer typically wants to maximize profit from the property. It is not uncommon for a

profit. The developer may initially
not care one way or the other about traffic engineering concerns such as safety or improved traffic flow.
Demonstrating how the following traffic engineering questions can affect the development may help ease
developer to believe that more driveways are necessary to maximize

concerns from developers.

.

Does decreasing the travel time to and making your site easier to get to make your site more
attractive?

.

Do concerns about hectic traffic and crashes or near misses make your tract more or less valuable?
One outcome of applying access management to a roadway system layout can be that some traffic

movements which previously were accommodated on the public streets system are instead directed onto

traffic circulation system within a site. One illustration of this is the requirement that adjacent
parking lots be interconnected: without the interconnection, vehicles traveling between the two lots
would have to use the public street, but with an interconnection in place, the movement is made without
entering the public street. Adding features such as the interconnection of adjacent parking lots slightly
increases the cost of construction to the developer, and this cost may be another cause for opposition.
Developers opposed to access management regulations may try to pit state and local agencies
against each other, hoping that the friction will create a political climate that allows the developer to
the

evade the regulations.
Some developers recognize the benefits of access management and perceive the implications. These

developers understand that increased safety, roadway capacity, and long-term roadway viability only
enhance the long-term value of their property.
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Business Owners
Business owners and managers may fear any action that affects or changes traffic flow patterns, and

viability of their establishment. Past
studies have indicated that businesses can and do often fail for a number of reasons, and it is not always
easy and straightforward to determine what effect, if any, access management has on a given business.
The Access Management Manual states that to arrive at solutions for individual tracts, it is more
effective to meet with concerned property owners individually rather than to hold public meetings (CAM
2003). When meeting with a property owner, listen to their specific concerns about the effects of access
management on their site, and try to devise workable traffic patterns to serve the site after access
management has been implemented. If possible, try to mitigate any adverse impacts by means such as
joint or cross access easements with adjacent property owners. The willingness to negotiate can help
therefore view access management as

a threat to the continued

reduce opposition to the project.
Even though customers (who are also motorists) may generally favor changes that improve access
management, business owners may be concerned with and oppose these changes. Ways to address such

opposition to access management projects include the following (Butorac and Wen).
. Involve business owners and managers as early as possible in access management project planning
and development.

.
.
.

Inform them ofthe experiences ofother businesses.
Let businesses know that they may experience temporary disruption of sales during construction.
In instances where peak-period traffic is a concern, emphasize the improved flow of traffic and
increased capacity in front oftheir business.
. Be innovative in finding alternative access solutions.
. Institute measures to help direct motorists to businesses where access is changed during and after
the project.
Even when a transportation agency does its best to inform and work with business owners, opposition to
access management from business owners may not go away.

Illustrating the principle of working with individual landowners, one interviewee described a
situation where left turns into the business were allowed, but not left turns out. The staff emphasized to
the owner that they want its customers to be able to get into the business safely, and customers can leave
to the left with a reasonable amount of indirection by turning right and proceeding to a nearby U-turn
location.
Another interviewee stated that talking one-on-one with people in the corridor was the key to
gaining acceptance -- if this had not been done, access management would not have been successful.
This firm has conducted driveway traffic counts, because owners may have inflated perceptions of their
businesses' left-turn volumes. When driveway volumes are low and the line-of-sight is unobstructed, one
technician may be able to count four or five in nearby driveways over a four-hour peak period. The
results may show the property owner that right-turn volumes heavily predominate.

Other Owners
Occasionally, residential property owners will have concerns about the effects of a proposed access
management project. They may object to a proposed median disrupting their established pattern of
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turning left into and out of their driveway, or they may just in general not want any construction
occurring in front of their property.
General Public
The general public is less likely to be upset about a proposed access management project than are
developers, business owners, or others whose property abuts the roadway. Explaining the benefits
access management to public groups can produce support. The absence or presence

of

ofany negative

reaction from the general public almost seems to be somewhat random, perhaps dependent upon the
personalities of those who happen to be involved. Those interviewed during this project reported public
reactions ranging from strong opposition to no one even showing up at a public hearing.

Using Visualization
Again, experience suggests that well thought out and prepared public presentations can help
promote access management plans. No matter what group is being addressed, employing visualization
techniques can help the public beffer understand what the finished project will look like and overcome
unfounded fears. Visualizationtechniques include three-dimensional mockups, and computer-generated
three-dimensional mockups.

Political Opposition and Concerns About Economic Development
Political leaders may support access management if they understand and appreciate how access
management increases safety, improves mobility, and in the long-term saves taxpayer money. Opposition
from politicians may reflect complaints they received from affected developers and business owners, or
may reflect concerns about broader economic impacts and whether access management will stifle
development. Again, experience suggests that political support or opposition may reflect the
personalities involved, and

a

it

transportation agency can do no more than explain what access management

is, why it is important, and relate other actual experiences with access management.
The level of concern about impacts on economic development and possible opposition may to some
degree be a function

ofa particular

area, such as rural versus urban, or an economically depressed area

versus a thriving area. Those in a depressed rural area may consider the access management regulations
as another impediment to economic development,

while officials in an urban area overwhelmed with

development may think the regulations are too lax.

Council approves driveway on 40th
"The City Council approved a driveway Tuesday
night to allow a retailer to open on 40th Street, in part
out of concern for projected shortfall in tax revenue.
The approval came despite a Planning Commission
decision that the entrance will pose safety risks..."
Brad Brannon (September 26,2001) "Council approves driveway
on 40th," Arkansas Democrat-Gazefte, p. 1 B. Lowell, AR.
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Local Government Participation
A state access management program will certainly be more effective and easier to administer if local
government land use plans and regulations complement access management practices. However, there
are many local factors which can work against access management. In a national survey, states reported
the following types of problems (Bxhibit 3-52) when dealing with local access management agreements.

co

Lack of local support or adherence to
mmitments/tumover of elected off icials

54o/o

Legal/political concerns over implementation of specific
elements

23o/o

Need fortechnical assistance on imlpementation methods

23Yo

Lack of state agency

s uppo

rt o r adherence

to

15o/o

commitments
Outdated/ineffective local corrido r management

1SYo

policies/practices
Outdated/ineffective state co nido r management

policies/practices
Lack of fletbilityto address changing needs

No real problems

8o/o

8o/o

23o/o

0o/o 20o/o 40o/o 600/o 80Yo

10Oo/o

Survey question 11: What, if any, problems are you aware of have you experienced related to
implerirenting corridor management agreements with local agencies? [check allthat apply]
from Williams, NCHRP SYnthesis 337

FIGURE 3-52 Problems encountered with implementing agreements

One state engineer noted that when the access management program first began, some cities would
approve something without state input. Also, there were some philosophic differences, as local staff
thought that the state should not be telling the city where to put driveways.
The combination of local concerns about economic development, over reliance on the state highway
routes to serve local traffic, and inadequate local planning practices can work in concert to make access
management more difficult to implement. As previously explained, many local planning practices, such
as those that mandate adequate lot frontage and require access from side streets, can facilitate the

implementation of access management.
Incentives to Encourage Local Participation
Some states have used incentives to encourage local governments to participate in access

management programs.
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a

Colorado will contribute to construction of local streets in order to achieve access management,
such as extending a street in order to affect better spacing of traffic signals (CAM 2003).

a

As previously mentioned, Kansas DOT sets aside funding exclusively for projects that include an
access management component. Cities that agree to participate may receive funding, much sooner
than if they waited their turn through other funding channels.

Enforc ing Intergovernmental Agreements

Intergovernmental agreements should be written in such a way that they can be enforced by any
the parties. Legal council will need to be consulted to arrive at the proper wording. However,
collaboration and compromise are preferable to legal confrontations.

of

Loss of Emphasis Within an Agency
The success of an access management

program is dependent upon enthusiasm and
commitment both at the beginning of the program
and continuing into the future. As time passes

"The agency administration must be
patient and understanding of the time
and resources required to establish an
access management program."

and leaders and personnel change, the access
management program administrator

will

need to

Frawley and Eisele, "Lessons Learned: Access
Management Programs in Selected States"

maintain the program by continuing to educate
politicians, agency administration, and staff, reinforcing what the benefits are, and why the objectives are
important and worth the effort.

A lack of support from top management can weaken an access management program, demoralize the
staff, and render a program ineffective. In a survey of state agencies (Williams 2002), observed
weaknesses in programs included:

lack of understanding by the public,

political interference, and
inadequate staffing, training, and resources.
An interviewee mentioned two factors that contributed to the relative ease with which the second
incarnation of the access management policy was adopted, compared to the first. One was having
experience the second time around. The other factor was that management did not impose time pressures
on the staff, so the program was not rolled out until sufficient time had been taken to address and resolve
most issues.

INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
Access management informational materials can be divided into two broad categories: information

for the public and resources for the practitioner. The public, for the most part, will be served by
materials that explain what access management is, why the program has been implemented, and how they
can apply for permits. Material aimed mainly practitioners

operating an access management program.

will

address issues related to establishing and
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Public Information
Transportation agencies with access management programs have developed information for the
public that explains what access management is, and how to apply for a permit. A number of state and
local transportation agencies have developed a wide array of media to inform the public about access
management. These media include brochures, videos, slide presentations, and Internet sites.
Resources for Practitioners
Since access management has been in existence for decades and has been adopted by a number

of

state and local governments, there are numerous publications, brochures, videos, and web sites that one
can turn to for assistance. Perhaps the single best website is associated with the Transportation Research

Board Access Management Committee.

Website:

www.accessmanagement.gov
(also has links to other university and state transportation agency web pages)

Publication:

Access Management Manual,Transportation Research Board
Access Management, Location and Design, manual for

NHI training class

A national access management teleconference to promote access management implementation and
administration has been conducted since 1991. The teleconference provides a medium for agencies,
mostly DOTs, to share questions, comments, and opinions about anything related to access.
The quarterly teleconference currently usually occurs on the first Wednesday in March, June,
September, and December. To participate, contact Philip Demosthenes
(pdemosthenes@parametrix.com) of Parametrix Consulting in Denver prior to the meeting to register and
receive the agenda and the conference phone number.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY OF CURRENT PRACTICES WITHIN THE STATE
This chapter summarizes current access management laws and practices in the state. Since practices
can change at any time, it is possible that some of the practices reported herein have been revised.

STATE LAW AFFECTING ACCESS MANAGEMENT
In 1953, Act of 123 directed the Arkansas State Highway Commission to adopt reasonable
regulations to control the use of and access to highways. The regulations have the force and effect of law
(ASHC).
A 1983 review of state access control regulations noted that the Department's driveway handbook
was designed to apply primarily to non-urban problems rather than to urban access situations. It stated
that the responsibility and concern for access were not focused in any one unit of the Department, and
that actual access management took place within the Construction Division, a unit that "lacks long-range
planning, traffic engineering or safety monitoring capability." The report recommended that AHTD
develop a statewide access code and disseminate information to local governments through the municipal
league and the Association of Arkansas Counties (Bonner et al.).
Arkansas state laws addressing access management-related topics were previously reviewed and
summarized during work conducted for Metroplan. The following excerpts are from this review
(Williams and Stover Dec. 1999).
State Law Affecting Access Control

Any state or local highway authority can establish and regulate a controlled-access facility provided
that "present or future traffic conditions justifu such special facilities" (Chapter 27-68-104). Arkansas
statutes specifically allow state and local highway authorities to design and regulate, restrict, or prohibit
access to controlled-access highways. These facilities are defined as roadways "designed for through
traffic over, from or to which owners or occupants of abutting land have no right or easement." No
person has a right ofingress or egress between these facilities and abuffing land except at designated
points (Chapter 27-68-105). Local governments are allowed to regulate access (Chp. l4-56-all @)).
The state or "any of its subdivisions" has the authority to eliminate at-grade intersections through a
designated controlled-access highway. Elimination of these intersections can be performed through

roadway separation, construction of service roads, and/or road closures (Chapter 27 -68-105).
State Law Affecting Local Street Plans and Corridor Preservation
State law allows local governments to adopt a master street plan, which can designate the "general
location, characteristics, and functions of streets and highways." In addition roadways can "be reserved
for public acquisition" (Chp. 14-56-414 (d)).
To carry out the Master Street Plan, local governments are granted the right to administer
regulations that address access, subdivisions, and extension ofutilities (Chapter l4-56-417(a)(l-2)).
Statutory language suggests several regulatory techniques that can be adopted to achieve the goals ofthe
Master Street Plan.
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Design standards for lots and roadways, as well as improvement standards for developers, can be
enforced.

2.

Regulations governing the division of an existing lot into two or more parcels, commonly referred to

lot split, can be established.
3. Local ordinances can also provide for the dedication of all rights-of-way to the public (Chapter
t4-s6-417(b)).
To protect future transportation corridors identified in the Plan, several right-of-way preservation
techniques are permitted by the Arkansas Statutes. First, local regulations can "require the reservation
for future public acquisition of land for community or public facilities" indicated in the Master Street
Plan. A reservation can be in effect for no more than one year from the time the developer notifies the
governing body of the intent to develop (Chapter 14-56-417(b)(5XBXii)). Secondly, statutory language
also permits local governments to establish setbacks from roadways identified in the Master Street Plan
and prohibit any new construction or other improvements within the setback lines (Chapter l4-56-418).
Finally, local ordinances can be enacted that "control entry into any of the major streets and highways
as a

shown in the plan" (Chapter 14-56-419).
The provisions regarding reservations and dedications discussed above are not applicable to service
roads along controlled access highways. In these cases, landowners whose subdivisions abut controlled
access facilities adhere to different statutory provisions (Chapter 27-68-105) and would be compensated

for turning over right-of-way along the corridor (Case Notes, Chapter 14'56-419).
State Law Affecting Property Acquisition for Roadways
State and local highway authorities are permitted to acquire private or public property and rights for
controlled-access facilities and service roads. Property can be acquired by gift, purchase, or
condemnation. All property rights acquired under Arkansas Statutes are to be in fee simple.

CURRENT PRACTICES AT THE STATE LEVEL
The Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department for some time has operated a driveway
permit program. This program requires that any party desiring access to a state-controlled roadway first
apply for a driveway permit, and meet certain conditions.
A 1982 handbook of access regulations categorized driveways as either noncommercial or
commercial. The noncommercial category included both private driveways and public (e.g., church,
school, noncommercial cemetery) driveways. Commercial driveway permits required a bond of the 5%
of the project cost, with a minimum of $200. If an applicant wanted a driveway within the limits of the
city that also requires driveway permits, the applicant was required to have a permit from both the city
and the state. Lots with 50 feet or less frontage were limited to one driveway, and no more than two
driveways were allowed for frontages of less than 600 feet (ASHC).
Interviews conducted with District Permit Officers in each of the ten AHTD districts indicated that
the chief focus of the current driveway permit process is drainage, particularly ensuring that drainage in
the ditch along the roadside is not impeded by driveway construction. Other concerns included the
number and location of driveways, the condition of the driveway surface, and not tracking debris onto the
public roadway. AHTD requires a refundable performance bond or deposit from applicants, to insure
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that the driveway is constructed according to the permit requirements and standards.

A minor lack of uniformity in current practices among the ten Districts may not be a problem, or
may in some cases reflect underlying differences in various parts of the state and even permit a desirable

flexibility. However, a noticeable lack of uniformity in aspects of a new program, such as an
access management program if it were to be adopted, could be a source of complaints and not reflect well
upon the Department. If an access management program is implemented, then the Department should
consider either standardizingthe following, or explicitly justifring the differences among the Districts.
degree of

L
2.
3.

driveway widths (maximum and minimum)
number of driveways allowed per tract
bond amount required

Current Access and Median Opening Criteria
By Commission Minute Order on February 18, 1998, the Arkansas State Highway Commission
adopted the following criteria for access control and median opening spacing on full and partial
controlled facilities.
1. Access Control

A' FULL:"-T::s
altowed at interchanges only

B. PARTIAL CONTROL

''-:"'T..{:,'l;;;;;}il:ff
i;'.'.:i:,Tiiffi :Tiff ,T:l::xi1ffiTlrr,.n,ug",
as

follows:
Less than 1200 feet frontage - 1 access
1200 feet or more frontage

.
.

-I

access for each

full 600 feet offrontage

One driveway to be provided for each property ownership

Criteria applies to each side of highway when highway divides a parcel

2. Four Lane Divided Facilities
a' High tH;::::cess

.

provided at selected intersecting public roads/streets
No direct private access permitted

b. Low Type Control
Access control provided as set out for "Two Lane Facilities"

:. Otn.r,
. As established by Arkansas Highway

Commission

2. Median Opening Spacing

A' RURAL
openings to be spaced generally at

llz

milerntervals

B. SUBURBANruRBAN

.

Openings may be spaced generally at

ll4

mile intervals
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In determining median opening locations, terrain, local service needs and location of major public roads

will

be considered.

CURRENT PRACTICES AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
A few municipal governments in Arkansas are considering or have adopted some aspects or
components of access management. The metropolitan planning agency for central Arkansas has adopted
an access management policy for regional roads in the planning area.
Bentonville
The subdivision regulations adopted in 2003 are, with respect to access management, perhaps
among the more comprehensive ones in Arkansas. Section I100.9 (Ben) states:
"This section is intended to implement access management standards of the City of Bentonville as
set forth in the City of Bentonville's General Plan. In addition, this section conforms with policies
and objectives of the NWARPC Metropolitan Planning Organization's long range transportation

plan, the authority to control access to property as derived from Arkansas State Statutes, the policy
and planning directives of the federallntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
and the Transportation Equity

of 1991,

Act for the 21st Century. These regulations apply to all new

development and construction."
The number of driveways is limited to one for properties with a frontage of 200 ft or less, and two for
tracts with a frontage of 201to 600 ft. Widths of nonresidential driveways must be between 24 and 40 ft.
The maximum grade for a driveway to a major arterial is 5o/o.
Centerlines of driveways are to be no closer than 250 feet from the right-of-way line of an

intersecting arterial roadway; for intersecting collector streets, this distance is 100
roadways, the minimum distance between successive driveways is 200 ft.

ft.

On 40 mph

The regulations mandate that the centerlines of nonresidential driveways on opposites sides of the
street shall either align or be offset no less than75 ft. This regulation does not apply where a permanent
median exists without a break for the driveways.
Other design elements addressed include radius, acceleration and deceleration lanes, joint and cross
access, site triangles, and driveway throat length. Property owners with

joint or cross access are required

to record access easements and joint maintenance agreements'

Central Arkansas
Metroplan, the council of local governments and metropolitan planning organization for the Little
Rock-North Little Rock metropolitan area, was established in 1955. In the 1970s and 1980s, a few
access-managed roadways were developed within the Metroplan study area, In the mid-1990s, prompted
by concerns about safety, negative land use impacts, preserving roadway capacity, and the efficient use
of limited transportation financial resources, Metroplan adopted policies that gave greater emphasis to
access management. Although there were provisions for exceptions, the policies strongly discouraged
the extension of continuous two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) roadway sections. Nontraversable medians
were preferred on principal arterials. Metroplan reviewed all project designs for compliance with the
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long-range transportation plan policies and to ensure that the constructed projects reflected the original
concept as proposed.
State Highway (SH) 183 in Bryant, between I-30 and SH 5, was the first road developed under the

new

policy. In 2000, the City of Conway, Metroplan,

and the State Highway Commission entered into a

multiparty agreement to implement access management for the planned upgrade of SH 60, or Dave Ward
Drive. At the request of the City, Metroplan staff met individually with property owners along the
corridor to address specific concerns about the project. In the final project, some tracts did have shared
access. The involvement of the MPO in the central Arkansas area helped maintain consistent application
of the access management policy and avoided unwarranted exceptions.
In2004, the Metroplan Board removed the prohibition against TWLTLs, but roadways with
nontraversable medians remain the preferred cross-section.
Cherokee Village

Along parts of SH 175 and 175-Spur, there is a "common strip" between the state right-of-way and
private property. This "common strip" or buffer is owned by the subdivision and is used for utility
rights-of-way and walking paths. The city asked AHTD not to allow driveways along this strip unless the
city concurred. The city usually denies driveways across the strip where the residential properties have
access to another road (i.e., double frontage).
Conway
Ordinance No. 0-91-54 requires that except for single-family residential driveways, there be no less
than 40 ft of separation between curb cuts.

Fayetteville
According to Chapter 7 of the recent Bucher, Willis and Ratliff Trffic and Transportation Study for
Fayetteville (Fay), the current ordinance (section 166.08) requires 60 ft. ofseparation from a curb cut to
an intersection with a collector or arterial street, and 30 ft between curb cuts. The report proposed a
variety ofgreatly increased spacing distances. For instance, driveway corner clearance along an arterial
street would be 250 ft. For some time, the Planing Commission has required cross access between new
developments.

In

1994, a planning overlay was enacted for the I-540 bypass area. Within this district, driveways

are to be 250

ft from intersections, and 200 ft from each other.

Little Rock
The City of Little Rock's street design handbook shows commercial driveway widths range from 10
ft to 36 ft; the minimum radius is l0 ft, and the radius should accommodate expected vehicle types (LR).
For residential driveways, a 10 ft minimum spacing between the inner edges of two driveways on
adjacent lots (LR).
Unless the driveway falls away from the street (i.e,, downhill), the maximum driveway grade is 11%
or 76%o (depending upon the sidewalk location) between the gutter and the sidewalk, and l9%o for the
first 6 ft behind the sidewalk (LR). The details show a 1.5 inch high driveway lip at the gutter line.
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Maumelle
Maumelle, which began to develop in the mid-1970s, was one of the Federal government's 13 'onew

towns." Most parts of the main thoroughfare, Maumelle Boulevard, were developed with

a high level

of

access control.

Van Buren

ln

1996, Van Buren adopted Ordinance No. 23 for the control of access to streets and highways.

For a commercial subdivision or site, the following restrictions are based on the amount of frontage along
the public right-of-way, with a maximum of 4 driveways for any one subdivision or site.

< 80

ft: 1 driveway

81-500

ft:2 driveways

> 501

ft:3

driveways (minimum of 100 ft spacing)

A TALE OF TWO NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

Some Local Governments Are Beginning to Recognize Access Management ...
Bentonville city planners will unveil a proposed ordinance designed to improve traffic
flow and reduce accidents as the city grows.
By limiting curb cuts, or entrances and exits, on Bentonville streets, planners hope to
reduce the number of conflicting turns, which slowed traffic can cause accidents on major
roads such as Walton Boulevard....
"lt's nothing new there around the country, it's just taken its time to filter into the
Midwest," Galloway said.
To help reduce the number of accidents caused by a conflict and turns, entrances will
be required to be at least 250 feet from major or minor arterial intersections and 100-350
feet from other driveways.
lf the city had such an ordinance twenty years ago, Walton Boulevard would be in better
shape today, Galloway said.
Kelley, Ashley. (Jan. 31, 1999) "Planners unveil traffic-flow ordinance," The Moming News, p. A9.
Kelley, Ashley. (Feb.24,1999) "Council passes rule to limit new developments access," The Moming News, p. 44.

... but Local Decisions Do Not Always Support Access Management
...Commissioners briefly debated whether the development needed one or two curb cuts
to provide access to the property. Commissioner E said he favored two curb cuts to
accommodate the traffic patterns associated with separate structures, but commissioner
H said she thought one entryway would actually be safer for motorists and pedestrians. H
said the commission approved single entrances for ... two other restaurants...[on the
same street], and urged her fellow commissioners to handle new development along the
busy thoroughfare in a consistent manner.
"Access management is something we've proposed to work on this year," said Senior
Planner W.
Commissioners ultimately approved the development with two access points.
Wagner, Matt. (Mar. 4, 2003) "Planning Commission approves Superior
lndustries expansion,"Northwest Arkansas limes, p. A1, A8.
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Survey of Cities and Towns

A survey of representatives from the following municipal governments was conducted at the April
2005 Arkansas Transportation Planning Conference.

Bono
Brookland
Ft. Smith
Jacksonville
Jonesboro
Little Rock

Lowell
MaYflower
Pine

Bluff

SPringdale
West MemPhis

White Hall

The following responses were submitted for questions related to current year practice, not past or future
practices.

I

(a) Does your city currently impose

a

limit to the number of driveways per nonresidential tract?

NO4
(b) If "YES" to Question I (for

YES8

usual cases, when a lot is NOT on a corner) then does the policy

(not the actual practice) limit the maximum number of driveways to .'.?
..
fixed value of I
varies with the size of the tract . . .
varies according to other factors . .
a

2

J

2
5
1

In actual practice, after all factors have been considered, what number of driveways does a typical
more than 2 I
2 4
nonresidential tract NOT on a corner normally get? 1 6
Does your city currently require a minimum spacing between a nonresidential driveway and a

public street?

NO

4.

4

YES

8

If"YEs",whatisthatminimumspacing? 20.25.40.200ft

Does your city currently require a minimum spacing between nonresidential driveways on the same
side of the street?

NO 5
5

YES

7

If "YES", what is that minimum spacing?

25.40"200.200 ft

Does your city currently require a minimum spacing between nonresidential driveways on opposite
sides ofthe street?

NO

6.

7

YES

4

If "YES", what is that minimum spacing?

2s.200.200 ft

For smaller commercial tracts, does your city currently require a connection to the adjacent tracts,
so a driver will not have to enter a public street to go from one tract to an adjacent tract?

NO 7

SOMETIMES

4

YES

1

4.8
7
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someone in your city makes an application to develop or build on a site abutting a US or State

highway, does the City require the applicant to contact AHTD about their proposed driveways
before they can get local government approvals?
YES 10

NO 2

8.

Is your city currently publically considering more restrictive access regulations for new
developments?

NO8YES4

CONTRASTING CURRENT PRACTICES WITH THE STATE OF THE PRACTICE
As chapters 2 and3 explained, access management makes the roadways safer and more convenient
for the traveling public. However, access management is challenging to organize and implement.
As of 2005, access management has been applied to a few roadways in Arkansas, such as Dave
Ward Drive (urban) and US 412 from Siloam Springs to Tontitown (rural). Under the aegis of the
regional transportation authority, Metroplan, access management is promoted on the regional roadways
in the Central Arkansas area. Bentonville has recently taken significant steps to begin to implement
access management on city roadways. But overall, a large gap remains between the state of the practice

in Arkansas and the state of the art.

.
.
.

Raising a number of questions can help one assess how satisfactory the current situation is.
Is the State's current driveway permitting system addressing the safety and congestion problems that
can arise from the accumulated impacts from driveway and side street access?

By allowing a high degree of access to properties abutting arterial streets and highways, does an
agency placate a few and sometimes grant them perceived economic benefits at the expense - i.e.,
more crashes and delay - ofthe broader general public?
Does the current practice wisely manage the public's investment in the roadway system, or does the
practice require repeated reinvestment?

.

Would the implementation of a comprehensive access management program improve safety and
reduce congestion for roadway users, and give taxpayers a better return for their dollars invested in
the transportation system?

Considering questions such as these has led many state and local transportation agencies to implement
comprehensive access management programs.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTING ACCESS MANAGEMENT
This chapter lists and discusses a number of steps that need to be taken in order to establish an
access management program. Although each state's situation is obviously unique, experience suggests

that it takes from one to four years to establish and begin operating an access management program
(Frawley and Eisele).

ADOPT THE GOAL TO ESTABLISH A PROGRAM
When a state transportation agency decides to establish an access management program, the leaders
should lay out a plan to reach that goal. The subsequent steps should be viewed as a somewhat iterative
process. Information gathered and experiences in later steps may lead to the revisiting of some decisions
made in previous steps.

"You won't get it right the first time 'perfection is the enemy of good' you will spend too much time trying
to perfect it and won't ever finish."
Frawley and Eisele, "Lessons Learned: Access
Management Programs in Selected States"

ESTABLISH AN ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Once an agency has decided to adopt access management, the next step is to establish a steering

will
the program. One or two committees will

committee and identift a person to lead the formation of the program. The steering committee
determine how to proceed with the process of developing

need

to develop both the general policy and the technical details. A "two committee" approach would have
the following scopes.
Program Oversight/Policy Committee - broader policy and process

Technical Committee - details

At such time as the oversight committee has established the general direction of the process, it may wish
to adopt a short written policy statement to help guide the process. Throughout the entire process, an
individual or small group will need to review all documents to assure consistency in wording (Frawley
and Eisele 2000).

ASSESS THE

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

One of the first steps should be to assess the legal framework within which the access management
program

will operate. Legal staff will

need to review current laws and pertinent court cases in order to

determine what levels and types of access control are permitted or prohibited under the police powers

of

the state, and what actions might constitute a taking and therefore would require payment to the property

owner. One question to ask is does the state currently have any authority related to the planning,
subdividing, or zoning of property abutting the state highway right-of-way? This review can also identifr
any additional legislation that would be desirable to have enacted.

5.2
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EXAMPLE POLICY
It shall be the policy of the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) to

implement access management techniques and practices on any public highway under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation, and to promulgate policies, procedures and
guidelines for the proper exercise of those techniques. NCDOT will implement these access
management techniques in order to protect the public safety, preserve or improve highway
capacity to expedite flow; to reduce traffic hazards and accident causes; to achieve the best
possible balance of benefits to the roadside landowner, the highway user, and the
community at large; to protect the public investment by preventing premature functional
obsolescence; to improve the appearance of the highway and roadside areas; to improve
air quality; to support local, regional and state land use policies, plans and programs; and to
protect private investment by providing workable ground rules for owners of property
adjacent to highways.
NCDOT will also coordinate with localjurisdictions to ensure that the state's access
policy and criteria are addressed early in decisions affecting land use. The Department will
provide advocacy, educational and technical assistance to promote access management
practices among localjurisdictions. NCDOT will emphasize proactive corridor preservation
through coordinated state/local planning; provide a consistent statewide management of the
state highway system; maintain and apply access criteria based upon best engineering
practices to guide driveway location and design; establish and maintain an access
classification system that defines the planned level of access for different highways in the
state; establish procedures for determining developer responsibilities for paying for
improvements that address the safety and capacity impacts for major development; and
enhance existing regulatory powers and statutory authority to further implement NCDOT
access management policies and procedures. ln addition, in order to protect high mobility
highways such as those identified as strategic corridors, full control of access should be
acquired when the initial transportation improvement is implemented.
This policy is intended to streamline decision-making while promoting statewide
consistency and best practice in the planning, design, and regulation of access to the State
Highway System.
NCDOT May 1, 2003 Board of Transportation Minutes
Approval - North Carolina Department of Transportation Access Management Policy
(accessed Feb.25,20OS)
http://www.ncdot.org/board/minutes/years/03/May/add2_0503.htm1

ESTABLISH THE SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM
The Policy Committee should tentatively establish the proposed scope of the access management
program and some general policies. These decisions

staffing constraints.

will take into account legal, political, financial,

and
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Apptying Access Management to the System
The committee will need to determine how narrowly or broadly to apply the access management
program. The matrix in Exhibit 5-1 presents some of the possible combinations.

EXHIBIT 5-1 Matrix of varying scopes and scales of implementation
implement a few

of the practices

impJ-ement most or

al-l of the practices

implement only as a Pilot
at a few focati-ons
implement only along the
NHS COTT]dOTS

implement only in growing
urban areas
implement on all state highwaYs

Perhaps a state transportation agency responsible for a network larger than most, such as Arkansas' is,

should not immediately try to apply a high degree of access management to every road in the system, but
instead concentrate on those roadways that are more significant in terms of providing mobility to the
state, a region within the state, or an urban area. One possible strategy would be to initially focus the

efforts on:

1.
2.

specific corridors, and

roadways at the fringe of urban development, especially in growing urban areas.
Growing urban areas are especially important to target because as urbanization spreads, what were

simple situations to address either become difficult or nearly impossible to correct without huge
expenditures (and increased public conflict). Later, as an agency gains experience with access
management, it could evaluate the desirability of expanding the scope of an access management program.

.
.

For individual driveways, the following policies are suggested'
Unless an accident or congestion problem exists, the policy does not affect existing non-conforming
connections to existing establishments; these driveways are grandfathered in.
If a site is substantially modified or redeveloped, or the land use changes, then any existing
connections become subject to the access management policies in effect, and must be brought into
conformance with the policies, to the extent feasible.

Other System Policies
Over time, a transportation agency

will find that various

system policies affect the

viability of the

access management program. The following policies can help promote access management.

li
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Earmark a part of the transportation project budget exclusively for corridor management/access
management projects. This will create an incentive for local governments to cooperate with the
state, in order to receive project funding sooner.

Do not construct any additional freeway interchanges unless access rights are acquired and access is
denied to properties abutting the crossroad for an appropriate distance along the crossroad away
from the ramps. This distance might be

ll4 mile in urban areas

andl/z mile in ruralareas.

ESTABLISH A ROADWAY ACCESS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The Department will need to establish a roadway access classification system, and assign each
roadway to one of the several access classes, even if the class is essentially a "does not apply" grouping.
The different roadway access classes will allow different levels of access, and have different restrictions
from the others. In some locations, the state may wish to consult with the MPO or local government
before classifying a roadway.

will probably not be the same as any existing functional
classification system. While there will probably be some co-relationships (e.g., major statewide arterials
The access classification system

are probably candidates for the more restrictive access classes), differentiations are needed to avoid

inappropriate applications of the access policy. Also, consider that a roadway that is classified as an
Arterial from a municipal or metropolitan perspective may from a statewide perspective may be
classified as a Local. When passing through an urban area, these statewide "Local" roadways can easily
carry more traffic and have more traffic conflicts than many statewide arterials in rural areas, and may
warrant a higher degree ofaccess control.
Process to Establish the Classes

1.

A state may follow the following outline to establish an access classification system.
Determine to what extent access management will be applied.
This issue is closely related to the previous "establish the scope" topic. On what
roadways is the need to preserve or achieve mobility more important? Possibly
NHS routes,
roadways leading into/out ofurban areas, and
present or future through routes within or around an urban area.
One issue to address is how to categorize roadways which at present warrant a lower degree

of

access management (for example, presently 6,000 ADT, residential and agricultural) but have

the real possibility of evolving in the future (to perhaps 20,000 ADT, commercial).

2.

What factors does a state wish base an access classification system on? Some factors may be
problematic to administer.
Some states employ speed and surroundings (such as rural or urban, or land use) as

factors which determine access class. One consideration is that when there are different access
criteria for rural, suburban, and urban surroundings, it can be difficult to objectively and
consistently define the boundary between rural and urban surroundings.

3.

Establish the access categories.

Probably six or more access categories will be needed. If there are too few, the scheme
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will not adequately refleet real differences in roadways and surroundings. If there are too
many, the classification scheme will be unwieldy. Since there are a myriad of possible
combinations of roadway and land development attributes, no access classification scheme
address all situations perfectly. But the claSsification system should establish a logical

will

framework by which roadways with related traffic characteristics can be grouped.

WORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS AND THE PUBLIC
At some point in time, the public will become aware of an access management program. If the
program were developed in secret, that time may not be until the first developer comes in to apply for a
permit, but the time will come. At what point in time should the public be brought into the process of
developing an access management program?
Experiences and opinions about bringing the public into the process vary among agencies. In some
states, the state DOT did not engage in an extensive outreach, communication, and consensus-building

program. Although no one interviewed reported making absolutely no contacts and conducting no
hearings, in some cases these were made on a very limited scope. This approach has produced what
seem to be quite effective access management programs.
Others stress the necessity of in some way bringing the public into the process of developing an
access management program. Two avenues of doing this are establishing an advisory panel and holding
public meetings. Perhaps the previously-mentioned Program Oversight/Policy Committee could include
members from the public. Whatever the process, the agency will need to identif, stakeholder groups.

Identify Stakeholder Groups
Stakeholders are those who are likely to be either more interested in or more directly affected by
access management. They are more likely to want to participate in forming or commenting on an access
management program.
Stakeholders within AHTD include those in Planning, Right-of-way, Design, and the District

Engineers. Outside stakeholders may include:

.
.
.
o
.
.
.
.

developers/land owners,
business owners,
development consultants,

community interest groups,
local governments,
school districts,

metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), or
state-level elected officials.

Subject to the limitations of open meeting laws, the agency can communicate with stakeholder groups in

either private meetings, public meetings, or public hearings.

Advisory Panel
A transportation agency may or may not choose to establish an advisory committee, comprised of
members from outside of the agency, when forming an access management program. The National

5.6
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Highway Institute class manual has the following advice for forming and working with an advisory
committee (NHD.

.

Select members for the advisory committee who can work with others and understand points

.
.

view and needs outside of their own.
Assign technical staff to work with and explain technical issues to the group.
The agency, not the advisory committee, must retain ultimate responsibility for the program.

of

ESTABLISH SPACING, DESIGN, AND RELATED POLICIES
Shifting from policy to technical detail, the Department will need to identifu and define the physical
features to be managed -- what elements will be controlled? From the sources reviewed, standards are
preferred over guidelines (CAM 2003).
Guidelines that are administered on a case-by-case basis are too easily compromised and lead to
inconsistent application of the program. Inconsistent application of the rules can be the basis for a
successful legal challenge to the program.

Managing Access at the Edge of the Roadway
For each access class, the access classification system will speciff the minimum spacing between
successive driveways and between driveways and nearby streets (i.e., corner clearance). Normally,
each tract abutting the state highway will be allowed only one access from the state highway. For
properties at intersections, all access usually will be taken from the lower classification or the lower
volume street. In practice, this will often mean that the driveway will be from the side street and not
from the state highway.
Preference should be given to driveways that serve multiple tracts. When the access
signalized, preference should be given to public streets or to locations which

will

be

will serve four tracts (one

tract on each quadrant), or to connections that will serve high volumes.
After obtaining legal advice, a practice for dealing with the number of access points allowed in the
cases

of single ownership of multiple tracts, and future subdivision of single tracts, will need to be

devised.

Managing Access Across the Roadway
The same aspects of the access classification system that establish a minimum spacing between
driveways also establish a minimum spacing between intersecting streets. The spacing of unsignalized
streets should be subordinate to the spacing of intersections with traffic signals, since the combination of
vehicle speed on the primary roadway and signal cycle length affects progression, which in turn affects
traffic flow and capacity of the primary roadway.
In addition, there will need to be adequate spacing from other driveways, streets, or median
openings on the access managed roadway to the point at which freeway ramps intersect. Since ramp
characteristics vary greatly (speeds of vehicles exiting a slip ramp are often much higher than speeds off
of right-angle intersecting ramps), different separation distances for different types of ramps are
desirable.
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access classification

successive median openings on the various classes.

Establish Connection Spacing and Geometric Design Criteria
Policies that create minimum separation between connection points and that address the geometrics
of certain design features are at the heart of any comprehensive access management program. The
policies and design standards should be formulated with a recognition of the needs of all roadway users,
not just automobile drivers. It is likely that some modifications to internal design guides will be required
in order to integrate access management principles into the design process.
Connection Spacing Criteria

In order to manage access, spacing criteria should be established to provide adequate separation
between connections such as the following.
intersecting driveway spacing
spacing from property line (perpendicular to the street) to the beginning of the driveway radius
intersecting street spacing
median opening spacing

traffic signal spacing
interchange lramp spacing from crossroad

Driveway Geometric Design Criteria

In order to improve traffic flow into and out of driveways, and reduce the negative effects that
driveway traffic can have on through street traffic, adequate design criteria are usually established for the
following elements.
driveway cross section (width, number of lanes)
driveway radius
driveway angle
driveway profile gradient
driveway connection depth (throat length)
setbacks for gates across driveways

driveway surface design details
Roadway Geometric Design Criteria

To implement access management principles, the following design guidelines or details will be
needed.

turn lane warrants
turn lane design
U-turn design
frontage road design
median type (what conditions will warrant a specific median type)

5.8
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When establishing a policy to determine when a more restrictive median cross section is called for,
consider the following factors.

.

If a high threshold for mandating

a certain cross section (such as

a

non-traversable median) is set,

then that type of cross section may be rarely employed, and the public

will

be unfamiliar with it.

When that type of cross section is selected for a project, then the local citizens, not being aware of
differences in volumes or safety problems from one town to another, may just think that the agency

.

is treating their area differently and unfairly, because "no one else has it."
When any threshold for mandating a certain cross section (such as a non-traversable median) is
volume-based, it should be recognized that volumes often increase over time. The cross section
selected for a project today needs to be suitable for traffic conditions far into the future, since the
cross section is unlikely to change for decades. Exhibit 5-2 shows projection of a present 10,000
ADT growing at a compounded rate over the years. If a less-restrictive cross section were
constructed and remained in place unchanged for 40 years, it could be entirely inadequate for a
considerable portion of the life of the design.

.

Retrofitting an existing roadway with a non-traversable median can difficult. It may be less
challenging to install a non-traversable median in a lightly-developed corridor now rather than
waiting until volume has risen or a corridor has fully developed.
Taken together, these considerations suggest not setting too high ofa threshold for non-traversable
median, so that non-traversable medians will not be rare and the installed median type will not soon be
outdated.
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Addressing the Details
To eliminate ambiguity that can lead to different interpretations and lawsuits, the inspection
procedure and the subsequent permit document should address a number of issues. Before initiating an
access management program, a transportation agency will need to establish policies addressing these
questions.

Number of and Location of Driveways
The number of driveways allowed per tract

will normally

be one. Situations which may warrant

additional driveways will need to be described.
When a parcel abuts both a state route and an intersecting side street, access to the parcel is usually
taken from the side street and is prohibited from the state route.

Multiple Lots
How should a permit be handled when an owner applies for a permit for one lot, but the owner
controls two adjacent lots? The first question to ask if whether state law allows the transportation agency
to group or "bundle" adjacent lots under a single ownership into one permit. If it does, then the
application form needs to ask whether the applicant owns any adjacent parcels, and then take steps to
insure that only one access is granted to the grouped lots, unless it is otherwise determined that more are

justified.
Sight Distance

Locations proposed for access points will need to be evaluated to determine if adequate sight
distance exists. Granting a permit for access should be conditional upon the property owner maintaining
adequate sight distance at the driveway intersection with the highway, and not blocking sight lines by
placing signs, structures, trees and shrubs, or other obstacles within the sight triangle.
Future Site Modifications
The permit

will

need to state that modifications to the site may be cause to terminate the current

permit and re-evaluate the site. If the tract is further subdivided or apart is sold to another owner, all of
the tract will legally maintain access to and from the state highway via the permitted driveway, and the
owners of each part of the tract are obligated to maintain a usable route from the permitted access point
to parcels within the overall tract.

ESTABLISH A PERMIT AND APPEAL SYSTEM
From the public's perspective, all steps up until now have been relatively academic. Most of the
public will first encounter an access management program during the actual process of applying for an
access permit. The permit application process and the appeals system are the program components that
involve the most personal interaction with the public.
Permit Principles
Any agency operating an access management program will need to prepare information and

5.10
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instructions that the public can reasonably be expected to comprehend, so the public can know that any
person desiring access to a state roadway needs to apply for a permit, where to apply for the permit, how

to apply for a permit, and in general what is expected of them. The instructions need to spell out the
steps in the permit application process.

An agency will need to develop a permit form that is both easy for the applicant to fill out and that
contains enough information for the Permit Officer to sufficiently examine and investigate proposed
access locations, and to make a correct decision. It is desirable to require different amounts of
information for different environments or types of development. For example, it is reasonable to have
more complexity for a commercial development and a simpler application and permit for connections to a
farm or a single family residence.
When an access management program is in effect, the person charged with processing the permit
application and evaluating a particular driveway location will have to consider a wide range of issues.
Additional time will be required to evaluate the spacing from nearby existing access points and measure
the available sight distance at the proposed access location. Some of the common tasks needed to
conduct an access permit review follow.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ascertain that the application contains sufficient information

review highway and a right-of-way plans
conduct a field review
measure and record available sight distance
measure spacing to other nearby access points, signals, median openings, ramp terminals
measure the distances to the side-property lines

obtain traffic volumes and turning movements

review recent accident history
coordinate the application/review with any local governments
issue permits with any stipulations or conditions

If any aspect of a local government's

access management standards is more restrictive, then that aspect

should govern.
Perhaps during the first few weeks of a program, a review panel could help the district staff get

started by examining and critiquing the recommended findings, before responding to the applicant. This

could be done on a rotating basis among the districts, and the start date of the program would be
staggered in each district to allow the panel to devote a few weeks per district before moving on to the
next district.
f,'ees

Some states charge fees to help offset the cost of administering an access management program,

while others do not. An agency will have to determine if fees (i.e., separate and apart from refundable
deposits or bonds) will be charged. It may be worthwhile to investigate the possibility of charging no fee
to single family residences, and a fee for other uses. Those requesting multiple driveways or proposing
large, complex developments may warrant a higher fee.
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Process for Variances and Appeals
Some situations that require an exercise ofjudgment to make exceptions can be addressed with a

written set of guidelines, and administered at the district level. These guidelines should contain guidance
as to what conditions or situations willjustiff issuing a variance (i.e, waiver or exception to the general
rule). One example would be if a lot on a road with a raised median has no other frontage, then right
inlright out will be allowed, even if spacing is less than desirable.
No matter how well thought out a policy or program is, when dealing with complex situations it is
doubtful that one policy will always fit 100%o of the situations that arise. No process is perfect, and even
if one were, there is no guarantee that every applicant will agree with the permit officer's decision. The
Department

will

need to develop processes for granting variances and appeals.

One state differentiates between minor and major variances (CAM 2003).

If the requested deviation

from the specified access spacing is within l0% of the standard, then the situation is handled at a lower
level. If the difference exceeds 10%, then a higher level of review is required before a variance is
granted.

For appeals, using a review panel is preferable to relying solely on one person. It is recommended
that at least at the beginning of a program, a transportation agency establish a single committee to review
variance requests. This will help establish a history of statewide consistency.

Maintaining and Using Records

All applications for access should
be recorded and stored. Obviously, maintaining readily retrievable records will enable the Department to
correctly process an application and respond to requests for information. A good record system will also
The application process needs to be tracked from the beginning.

retain a history in the event that an owner reapplies in the future, even after a change in agency
personnel.
One potential problem that can occur after purchasing access rights to atract is that

ofnot

discovering that purchase when processing an access application years later. This may lead to
erroneously permitting access to the tract. A number of states are trying to find more reliable ways

of

documenting, storing, and retrieving map datathat shows where along the existing rights-of-way access
is to be denied, where access is to be allowed, where there is shared access, or there are other types of
agreements in effect. Geographical information systems can be utilized to record the positions of
existing, proposed, or denied access locations.

DEVELOP SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
Two general categories of documents and supporting materials will need to be developed: those for
guidance and direction within the Department, and those to assist the public. The materials for the
Department will be much more involved and technical than those for the public. A listing of both types
follows.
Documents for Staff
Staff will need both training materials and documents to assist them

as

they carry our their duties.

In-house documents also help reduce the loss of institutional memory. The following types of documents

tr
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need to be created or revised.

Access management policy directives
Access management guidebook
Revisions to construction plan typical detail sheets

Permit application checklists and procedures for field inspections
In-house informational and training documents

Before the program begins, the Department will need to develop and conduct training programs for
planners, right-of-way agents, design engineers, and permit officers. Training for local officials, local
staff, and consultants would be beneficial.
Documents for the Public

A transportation agency trying to inform the public of an access management program will need to
develop non-technical educational materials for the public. Other states have created brochures, videos,
and seminars to explain what access management is, why it is needed, and how it will be implemented.
The following types of documents will be helpful.
Brochures explaining access management to the public
Brochures explaining the application process to the public
Access Permit application forms

Simplified technical drawings for the public, explaining what is expected when they construct their
access

Before finalizing and releasing documents (especially those intended for the public), always pretest them
to a group that has not been involved in developing them, to determine if any part of the document is
confusing or can have an unintended interpretation.
When dealing with the public and their concerns, it is important to not lose sight of the reasons for
having access management. These documents should emphasize the objectives of safety (access
management reduces crash rates and saves lives), mobility (access management makes travel easier and
less stressful), and economy (access management makes more efficient use of the taxpayer's dollars).
Other benefits include aesthetics, increasing the market area for commercial tracts (by shortening travel
times), and the decreased need for repeated reconstruction and the disruption it causes.

ESTABLISH AN ORGANIZATION TO OPERATE THE PROGRAM
To establish and carry out an effective access management program, a transportation agency needs a
skilled manager to supervise the effort and staff trained to carry out the day-to-day operation of the
program, all supported by a committed administration. The program manager

will

need to be a person

who has the enthusiasm to persevere with a challenging program, and has been given the authority to deal
with challenges. Both the supervisory staff and the permit officers should be people who can handle
controversy and conflict. In addition, those who administer the program need to be reasonable and not
prone to exceed their authority. Both the training and the written policies need to make it clear that the
rules are not intended to deny access (unless administrators deem it necessary to purchase the tract), and
a variance is appropriate when not granting

operating the program

will

it would deny access to the property. Abuses by those

generate complaints to higher authorities, who may move to

kill the program
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not because the concept is flawed, but because the operation of the program is flawed.

Responsibilities and authority will need to be delegated, and their limits defined so employees will
know what is expected of them. The Department will need to identifu people to perform these tasks.
Who will be the in-house resource, and the keeper of the policies and procedures?
Who will receive and process permit applications from the public?

will establish and maintain a record-keeping system?
Who will process and rule on appeals?
Who will provide legal advice?
Who will monitor the access related work of others, to insure
Who

that the program is being followed?

Many have stated that an access management program needs to be directed by a "champion," a manager
who

will enthusiastically

support it and carry it out.

OPERATING THE PROGRAM
When the date arrives for actually putting the access management program into effect, many
operations and activities will be regularly affected, including planning, designing, and permitting. The
programming of future projects and the design of current projects will need to consider and incorporate
access management principles and practices. More effort will probably be needed to process an access
permit than is currently needed to process a driveway permit. Three aspects requiring special attention
will be corridor planning, retrofit situations, and interactions with local governments.

Corridor Studies and Plans
Corridor studies are conducted to bring together many different considerations, including access
management, and integrate them as needed in a comprehensive manner along a route. With respect to
access management, corridor studies will designate where access for each tract can be taken. If the
spacing and other criteria are such that a given tract should receive only one access point, then there
should be provisions so that if atract is further subdivided, all access remains via that originally
designated opening, and no additional accesses will be created by subdividing. In some instances it may
be necessary to purchase access rights.

Initially, corridor studies should be targeted at growth areas, where opportunities may soon be lost if
action is not taken, and at roadway segments with elevated crash rates where a significant component is
access-related crashes.

Retrofit Situations
Any state which undertakes access management will quickly identifr many miles of roadway in the
state network which do not conform with the adopted access management standards. Many of these nonconforming situations will be grandfathered in and allowed to remain until the property is modified.
Other corridors will be candidates for retrofit projects, to bring the corridor closer to compliance. It is
not uncommon for access management retrofit actions to be accompanied by other treatments, such as
landscaping, in a project.
A retrofit project may be prompted by a crash problem, or just an overall roadway upgrade. During
the planning of a retrofit, an agency

will

consider where to close driveways, street intersections, and
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median openings, among other things. Specifically focusing on driveways, an agency

will

evaluate the

A main focus of evaluating the
suitability of a site for driveway consolidation is assessing how well the site could function if the
proposed consolidation were implemented. This evaluation can consist of a series of steps (NJ).
l. Define the design vehicles -- what vehicles are likely to use the site?
Typical examples include passenger cars, single unit trucks (UPS@, FedEx@, etc.), fuel delivery
vehicles for gas stations, tractor trailers
2. Establish the "before" (i.e, current) vehicle travel paths
Getting to and from the site, circulating within the site
3. Determine the travel plans the vehicles will need to take after driveways are modified
need for and the feasibility of closing or modifring each driveway.

Analyze getting to and from the site, analyze circulating on the site

4.

Analyze the alternatives
The ability of alternative access roadways to handle traffic, the ability of alternative access

driveways to handle traffic

Working with Local Governments
Some planning and design components which contribute to the success of access management are

more affected by local government controls than by state agency control. The interviews conducted in a
number of states always elicited the same response: good working relationships with local governments

contribute significantly to the success of a state access management program. The following is a partial
list of activities that local governments need to promote during the subdivision, zoning, and building
permit processes.

.

When lots are being platted, require that the lot frontage be large enough so that with one driveway
per lot, there will still be adequate spacing between successive driveways

.

When lots are being platted, require a lot size that is large enough to accommodate on-site
circulation

.
.
.
.

Encourage or require shared driveways

Require inter-site connections
Requireinter-subdivisionconnections
Develop a supporting street system to provide adequate circulation

States also reported creating arrangements with local governments, so that when plans are reviewed for

proposed developments that abut or affect a state route, the state transportation agency is included.

Conflicts can be avoided if the local government will not issue a building permit until the applicant holds
a valid access permit from the state, and the state access permit is conditional upon receiving all of the
required local approvals.
The State agency should notifr local governments of general access management policies and of
access management proposed for any corridor that will affect the local area. One means to encourage
local government participation is for a state transportation agency to establish financial inducements,
such as special funding and/or elevated priority, to encourage local government participation in corridor
planning.
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Continuing an Access Management Program
When a transportation agency decides to implement an access management program, there is always
the possibility that some future adminishation will be less interested and that ground gained will be
subsequently lost -- this is true of any program or practice. To improve chances of succeeding and
surviving into the future, there should be group of people within the organization with access
management as one of their prime responsibilities, led by an able spokesperson for the benefits of access
management.

After starting an access management program, an agency will gain experience and perspectives
which will lead to changes ranging from tweaking the program to significant adjustments. Some changes
may be due to realizing some unintended effects of certain procedures or design treatments, while other
changes may be made to better serve those applying for access. A number of states with older programs
reported at least one instance of a major reformulation of the program.

Philip Demosthenes of Colorado DOT,
stated that after many years [over two
decadesl he is still selling, still problem
solving, and still acting like it's a new
program that is always under pressure.
Frawley and Eisele. "Lessons Learned: Access
Management Programs in Selected States"

With the turnover that occurs over time in public offices, administrators, and staff, there will be an
ongoing need for training and education. The National Highway Institute offers classes on access
management programs. One means of gaining new ideas and re-energizing the staff is attending the TRB
National Access Management Conferences. The program leader needs to continually emphasize the
reasons for access management: safety, mobility, and protecting the public's investment in the roadway
network.
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ONE OPTION FOR PROCEEDING
Comprehensive access management involves considerable detail, and a relatively high
level of complexity. lt takes a lot of cooperation and coordination to create and operate a
successful access management program. lt is not uncommon to find that after a state
program has been in existence for a number of years, the accumulated experience prompts
major revisions.
lnstead of embarking upon a full-blown program, a state transportation agency may
elect to begin with an incremental approach. An incremental program will still require many
of the steps that would be needed to create an encompassing program, but with an
incremental program, the actual implementation would be limited during the initial stages.
lnitially, the transportation agency's efforts would be directed toward education and
demonstration projects, as described below.
Selected staff develops a framework for the program. This includes developing trial
access categories, design practices, and connection spacings.
ldentify preliminary candidate projects, such as urban bypass routes, routes at the
fringe of a developing urban area, or routes with congestion or safety problems.
Approach local leaders to evaluate their receptivity, and if favorable, explain what
access management is and what its benefits are.
Where further study finds the project to be feasible, and the local government(s)
support and enact measures necessary to complement access management, then
proceed with project development and construction of the access managed roadway.
Perhaps the agency could earmark a category of funds, sufficient in size to be an incentive
for local governments to participate, for access management demonstration projects.

.
.
.
.

Starting with a small-scale incremental approach would allow a transportation agency to
gain experience with the processes and details of access management. Management could
more easily track the effort, and reassess and modify the practices as needed. This is
similar to the concept in other fields of building and testing a prototype before going into
full-scale production. After the time needed to create a cadre of personnel with experience,
then the scope of the program could be expanded.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Access management is the systematic control of the location, spacing, design, and operation of
interchanges, medians and median openings, and driveway and street connections to a roadway (CAM

2003). Access management is implemented in order to better balance the two competing and sometimes
incompatible roadway functions of providing access and moving people and goods. With access
management, a small but important fraction of the roadway network is preserved to provide a high degree
of mobility for the public. Access management is implemented and applied to roadways by means of
policy, planning, and design procedures.
number of unanswered questions remain, many research studies or observations related to
various aspects of access management have been performed over the decades. With respect to multilane,
arterial roadways, published documents have presented the following general statements.

While

.

a

Providing a separate lane for left-tum maneuvers, out of the through haffic lane, significantly
improves safety.

.

Having an arterial roadway with

a raised,

flush, or depressed median is preferable to having an

undivided (i.e., no median) cross section.

.

e

.

Various sources recommend that a raised or depressed median be used instead of a two-way lefttum lane (TWLTL) when volume exceeds somewhere between 10,000 to 28,000 vehicles per day.
The U-turn movements necessitated by a non-traversable median do not seem to adversely affect
safety.

.

Reducing the frequency of access points, especially commercial access points, improves roadway
safety.

.
.

Providing

a

median improves pedestrian safety.

Spacing of traffic signals at no less than

ll2 mile intervals improves traffic flow

and roadway

capacity.

.
.

Managing access improves traffic flow and roadway capacity.
The impacts of access management on abutting commercial properties are difficult to measure and
may vary from location to location. Some studies evaluating conditions before and after the

construction of

a raised median have

found cases where business improved and other cases where

business declined. Access management may not affect all types of businesses equally, and a
business that is barely surviving may be vulnerable during construction or after the installation of a

median. A number of studies have found that property values increase after the installation of
access management treatments. There are certainly many examples of access managed roadways
surrounded by thriving businesses.

Exhibit 6-l shows one state's graphic to explain why
needed to avoid repeating mistakes from the past.

a

proactive program like access management is
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Minnesota Department of Transportation (January 15, 1999)
Highway Access Management Policy Study. St. Paul, MN

EXHIBIT 6-1 Recognizinga flawed process
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ONE STATE'S SUMMARY

1.

Access management is a key feature of the DOT's strategy to preserve and maintain
the safety, capacity, and mobility of the state's highway system and link the
communities and businesses it serves.
The continued growth and vitality of the entire state depend largely on the ability of
our transportation system to provide the mobility we need.
Access-related crashes cost lives, injure people, and damage property.
Managing access involves the use of medians, turn lanes, and traffic signals; the
spacing and design of intersections and driveways; and the construction of service
roads and supporting local streets.
Authority to regulate access under the police powers of the state is limited by the
constitutionally protected access rights of abutting land owners.
Purchasing access control is effective if done before major development has
occurred, but is very costly and disruptive if required to address retrofit situations.
Successful access management requires careful coordination between land use and
transportation objectives. ln the state, the responsibilities for managing
transportation and land use are segmented.
Local government land use decisions have major impacts on the access conditions
along the highway.
Although some local governments consider access management in their land use
decisions, many do not, for a variety of reasons.
Lack of knowledge and understanding.
Problem time lags [too much time passes before the consequences appear].
Local desire for development.
Lack of shared vision and common guidelines.
. Complex access laws.
Limited funding options.
10. At present, few formal linking mechanisms exist to encourage and support
coordination and partnership between those jurisdictions responsible for managing
the major highways - the state DOT and the counties - and those jurisdictions
responsible for managing land use - primarily cities.
11. Strengthening the partnership among the state DOT, counties, and cities will require
a comprehensive strategy. There is no simple solution to address the full range of
obstacles.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

.
.
.
.
.

among the Recommendations ...
Take an lncremental Approach
Start with Guidelines, Education, and Demonstration Projects
Minnesota Department of Transportation (January 15, 1999)
Highway Access Management Policy Study St. Paul, MN
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THINKING IT THROUGH
For an access management policy to work effectively, the policy has to include, combine, and
adequately address a number of complementary design elements. Leaving out some of these

complimentary elements may result in traffic operations problems on the roadway. Some of the critical
component elements, depending upon the particular situation, may include the following.

o I driveway policy that provides adequate separation between sequential driveways.
o I driveway policy that encourages access from the perpendicular side street, not the main arterial.
. Sufficient right-of-way width to include a raised median (which usually will be wider than a
o
.

TWLTL), and width for U-turning movements, and still leave space an adequate-width border and
for sidewalks.
d supporting system ofconnected streets and interconnected sites, for traffic circulation.
Local subdivision and zoning practices that produce abutting tracts with a sufficient length of
frontage along the arterial.

In extreme situations, where the necessary design elements have not been addressed, access management
may restrict circulation and access to private tracts to such a degree that motorists encroach upon other
properties, such as making U-turns in the driveways or parking lots of other sites.

Obviously, under current law some of these necessary elements can only be adequately controlled at
the local government level. When too many of the pieces don't "fit", you can have a problem design
with the blanket use of raised medians, just like you can with a TWLTL.
Evaluating the pluses and minuses of any pair of options can be perplexing. No new program will
easily or flawlessly adapt to every scenario. The question becomes "which option has more flaws -- the
existing approach or the proposed alternative?" Other states have adopted access management and found
that the advantages outweigh the problems.

CLOSING
Even though the concepts of access management can be found in documents from the mid-1900s,

only since the 1980s has the AASHTO Green Bookbegunto stress its importance and have a number
states embarked upon access management programs. Perhaps the growing acceptance of access

of

management has been in part sparked by the growing realizations of the benefits it provides to the

traveling public, the fiscal constraints which cause agencies to spend money now to save more money
later, and observing the cumulative negative impacts of doing nothing.
Access management design concepts are based on studies conducted in many different locales by a

variety of researchers. Although these concepts are rather straightforward, the implementation and
administration cuts across organizational boundaries. Therefore, an effective access management
program requires interaction and cooperation not only among different working groups within the

organization, but also among different governmental agencies. In the near term, an access management
program will add to the workload. In the long term, this increase will be offset by eliminating physical
factors that contribute to congestion and crashes, therefore preventing some problem situations from ever
happening in the first place.
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with these complexities?"

Transportation agencies have adopted access management because the benefits make the effort

worthwhile. By implementing an access management program, a transportation agency can
. improve roadway safety, by controlling some of the elements that contribute to roadway crashes;
. improve mobility, by removing impediments to smooth traffic flow; and
. protect the public's investment in the roadway system by greatly extending the functional life of
roadways.

An access management program allows a transportation agency to elevate its ability to improve the
quality of life of the citizens in a fiscally conservative manner.
Finally, an access management program will not be effective unless upper management supports the
program and firmly enforces the access management policies and practices. Experience has shown that
some people believe they will be adversely affected by or even fear the implementation of access
management, and attempt to use their political influence to quash the implementation of access
management. Top officials then have to determine if their responsibility is to acquiesce to the fears of a
few or to address the safety and mobility needs of the overall traveling public.

"The idea is to improve the future, even at the cost of losing
some of the past, and enduring some pain in the present."
Editorials. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Lowell, AR, April 27,2005, p. 48.
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Example Access Permit Application Documents

Colorado

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING APPLICATION FOR ACCESS PERMIT
(cDoT FORM NO. 137)
December 2004
To construct, relocate, close, or modiff access(es) to a State Highway or when there are changes in use of
such access point(s), an application for access permit must be submitted to the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) or the local jurisdiction serving as the issuing authority for State Highway
Access Permits. Contact the CDOT Regional Access Unity in which the subject property is located to
determine where the application must be submitted. The following link will help you determine which
CDOT Region office to contact:
http://www.dot.state.co.us/AccessPermits/PDF/Region-Address-and-Map.pdf

All applications

are processed and access permits are issued in accordance to the requirements and
procedures found in the most current version of the State Highway Access Code (Access Code). Copies
of the Access Code and the application form are available from the CDOT Headquarters, Access Unit
located at 1325 South Colorado Boulevard, Denver, CO 80222 and in each of the six Regional CDOT
offices. The locations of CDOT Regional Offices, the Access Code and the application form are also

available from CDOT's web site at:
http ://www. dot. state.co.us/AccessPermits/index.htm
Please complete all information requested accurately. Access permits granted based on applications
found to contain false information may be revoked. An incomplete application will not be accepted.

If

additional information, plans and documents are required, attach them to the application. Keep a copy of
your submittal for your records. Please note that only the original signed copy of the application will be
accepted. Do not send or enclose any permit fee at this time. A permit fee will be collected if an access
permit is issued. The following is a brief description of the information to be provided on each
enumerated space on the application form (CDOT Form 137,2004).

Property Owner (Permittee): Please provide the full name, mailing address and telephone number
and the E-mail address (if available) of the legal property owner (owner of the surface rights). Please
provide a telephone number where the Permittee can be reached during business hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.). Having a contract on the property is not a sufficient legal right to that property for purposes of this
application. If the access is to be on or across an access easement, then a copy of the easement MUST
accompany this application. If federal land is involved, provide the name of the relevant federal agency
AND attach copy of federal authorization for property use.
1.

2, Agent for permittee: If the applicant (person completing this application) is different than the
properfy owner (Permittee), provide entity name (if applicable), the full name of the person serving

as the
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Agent, mailing address, telephone number, and the E-mail address (if available). Please provide a
telephone number where the Agent can be reached during business hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). Joint
applications such as owner/lessee may be submitted. Corporations must be licensed to do business in
Colorado: All corporations serving as, or providing, an Agent as the applicant must be licensed to do
business in Colorado.
3. Address of Property to be Served: Provide if property to be served has an official street address.
the access is a public road, note the name (or future name) of the road.

If

4. Legal Description of Property: Fill in this item to the extent it applies. This information is available
at your local County Courthouse, or on your ownership deed(s). A copy of the deed may be required as
part of this application in some situations. To determine applicability, check with the CDOT's Regional
Access Manager or issuing authority staff.
5. State Highway: Provide the State Highway number from which the access is requested.
6. Highway Side: Mark the appropriate box to indicate what side of the highway the requested access is
located.
7. Access

Mile Point: Without complete information, we may not be able to locate the proposed

access.

To obtain the distance in feet, drive the length between the mile point and the proposed access, rounding
the distance on the odometer to the nearest tenth of a mile; multiply the distance by 5,280 feet to obtain
the number of feet from the mile point. Then enter the direction (i.e. north, south, east, west) from the
mile point to the proposed access. Finally, enter the mile point number. It is helpful in rural or
undeveloped areas if some flagging is tied to the right-of-way fence at the desired location of the access.
Also, if there is a cross street or road close to the proposed access, note the distance in feet (using the
same procedures noted above) from that cross street or road.
8. Access Construction Date:

Fill in the date on which construction of the

access to planned to begin.

9. Access Request: Mark items that apply. More than one item may be checked.

property use: Describe how the property is currently being used. For example, common
are Single Family Residential, Commercial or Agricultural.

10. Existing
uses

11. Existing Access: Does the property have any other legal alternatives to reach a public road other
than the access requested in this application? Note the access permit number(s) for any existing state
highway access point(s) along with their issue date(s). If there are no existing access point(s), mark the

ttno" box.

Property: Please mark the appropriate box. If the "yes" box is marked, provide a brief
description of the property (location of the property in relation to the property for which this access
12. Adjacent

application is being made).
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Abutting Streets: If there are any other existing or proposed public roads or easements abutting the

property, they should be shown on a map or plan attached to this application.
14.

Agricultural Acres: Provide number of acres to

be served.

16.

Access Use: List the land uses and square footage of the site as it will be when it is fully
developed. The planned land uses as they will be when the site is fully developed are used to project the
amount of traffic that the site will generate, peak hour traffic levels and the type of vehicles that can be
expected as a result of the planned land uses. There may be exceptional circumstances that would allow
phased installation of access requirements. This is at the discretion of the CDOT Regional Access Unit or
15 and

issuing authority staff.

Traffic Count: Provide a reasonable estimate of the traffic volume expected to use the
access. Note the type of vehicles that will use the access along with the volume (number of vehicles in
17. Estimated

and out at either the peak hour or average daily rates) for each type ofvehicle. A vehicle leaving the
property and then returning counts as two hips. If 40 customers are expected to visit the business daily,

there would be 80 hips in addition to the trips made by all employees and other visitors (such as delivery
and trash removal vehicles). If the PDF on-line version of this application is being used, the fields for
each type of vehicle will automatically be added together to populate the last field on the page.
18. Documents and Plans: The CDOT Regional Access Manager or issuing authority staff will
determine which of these items must be provided to make the application complete. Incomplete

applications will not be accepted. If an incomplete application is received via U.S. mail or through means
other than in the hand of the Access Manager or issuing authority staff, it will not be processed. It is the
responsibitity of the applicant to verify with the CDOT Regional Access Manager or issuing authority
staff whether the application is complete at the time of submission,

Signature: Generally, if the applicant is not the property owner, then the property owner or a legally
authorized representative must sign the application. With narrow exceptions, proof of the property
owner's consent is required to be submitted with the application (proof may be a power of attorney or a
similar consent inshument). The CDOT Regional Access Manager or issuing authority staff will
determine if the exception provided in the Access Code (2.3 (3) (b)) is applicable.

If CDOT is the issuing authority for this application, direct your questions to the CDOT Regional Access
Manager or the issuing authority staff serving the subject property.

http://www.dot.state.co.us/AccessPermitslPDF/Region-Address-and-Map'pdf

If the application is accepted, it will be reviewed by the CDOT Regional Access Manager or the issuing
authority staff. If an Access Permit is issued, be sure to read all of the attached Terms and Conditions
before signing and returning the Access Permit. The Terms and Conditions may require that additional
information be provided prior to issuance of the Notice to Proceed.
The CDOT Regional Access Manager (or issuing authority staff) MUST be contacted prior to
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commencing work on any Access Permit project. A Notice to Proceed that authorizes the Permittee to
begin access related construction MUST be issued prior to working on the access in the State Highway
right-of-way. The Notice to Proceed may also have Terms and Conditions that must be fulfilled before

work may begin on the permitted access.
Instructions for completing Application for Access Permit (CDOT Form 137), December, 2004
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3-
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Plg*,of2 COoTFom#t37
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New Jersey
FornMT-}2

6196

M
fawlffiisAmen RstiEd

Nf}V JI*SEY Df,TA*TME[{T OF TNAI'*SFONTTTIOII
DRIVCWAY ACCESS TE,RMIT ATPLICATION

., ,
.-.,,

,

Chat No
hr

Rleir?d

"

"aPlcwa Prbd ar Trpc"'
APPLICANTI

6smc;fmmil
(Str€rt)

{sr&r}

{City}

{Uip

IIIT:
,.
cou$rY@

LOC^flONi

BI"OCK:

DESCR,IPTION:

Sctnwn

tubnt ,o tb *EEIONAL }IAINTENANCE

AffiCt

( )
{( )
)

t l tdcouolidtrh
i i Lotsubdivision
$lIfFIX:

l)

ROIJTE:

usT T}IE DEVEIOPME!{TTI{E

III{D

3)

ACCESS WILL SERI/E:

USE TYPE

-2)

6}TOT,{L StzE OF DEVELOPMENTTHE ACCESS T}ILL

r
t) lS

r.of A coRNER LoT?

(YEs

TnArnC SrcHAL tNvOLvED

IJ}I'

l l)

I!)

USE

}ds"t
Sgt

Sidavrll

BaltiTll{ootrlf,olo8ED

.

..

...

AI.SO A STATE

AT T$E LOI? (YEs OR

(YESOR}Io}
r0(

wllA?smls Tltf, tilrfioHrJrilDRSgIHSOr
IF YES, wIIAT lS THE PERCEIT|TAGE

I, TIYGI}AY DRIVETI'AY}

ACR$F

BE SANVEO 8Y ALTERNATIVE

A*ESS?

OrT&tFflC

|

-

.
{YES ON

ACnES

ilO}

USIN6 T|{E,iLTSRNATIVEACCESS?

l{}DoEsTl{!DEPARTMTNTOIfNiNYDENIALOTACCESSAIONGT}IEIOTFIO}rrAGE?

YE

l(,vl't

SET

,--

IF

NrJOf ,,.ffi.S tEft,l'tfi*

Plmu* x,Yiry

alDnECll${-

ltow MAI{YTW0.WAYDHVEA'AYSARE*EQUASTED?

I3T

Lollocil

Mlt EIO$T;

(&.t D;y1DED lllOI{wAYS ?. Ol.tE-wAy DRIYEIIAYS M,{Y BE SU3$TIIUTGD
12} WILL T}IE

wxh

SERYE

9)ISTBILOTSITABII{GACCESSWITHANEISIIBOTNI\,GLOT?
rr yEs, sfiAur"tcAccEss w,tH LoToN wlllcH
l0)

klt}r

on -

Yf,S.IS TIGIXTSXSECTIXC*OAD
A

M.ior

[{,LIT'WI|I$ r,I}t.}XNTAIlt'IT:

5)

7) rs THE

{( )
( ))

fnd
-*-

- .

E{tu rt ro tk UUt&aA OF

TUIS PSBMTT NEQUTST INCI,T,IDES:

Et*tw-;iid6j

,,

-, ,,

,., ,,,

{--t -ainrtcanitincriacarirt
i( t Coilirel niooarcc nd g.sire
) crovctnrcnt Drivcryry
()Mbt

FI.EAAE FILL IN TIIE

Co&)

(YTSO*HO&

, IS IT ON TH€ LETT OR *JCT{T SIDE OT TUE :OT, WHSN TACINC THE LOT1

FOR }IO1tr MANY TEET?

t5 HOl[, ]!AHY mET OF FtrOiNTAGG DOES T]lE l"0T

HAlc

C[rl

T]fi STAIE HIctIn'AY?

,

.

.

'EET

ru)lmfAIffii;grm1ffHlolrw*y,\m{rrrlnf,rlnmoxrAoxsoFrt€NrtctlBoRnlrst-orsurlrHtNtso{NDATETHEL{vrs

LErT:LEFT:-

FEET YGSORhK):
FEET YESORNO:

RlGlTr
f,IOHT:

NOtiE: Not qplicabb ilthk 1ryrrc4ti{n irfu $ ringhfd|r,ily rctid.artol ld)
l7) ltAvE YOU A?TACHED AN AtRDAvtT FCre *XY ATTOTRDASLE HOLTSTNG

OH THE I"OT?

-

-T'ET

ynSffiXO;ffgf YS$NO:FEET

ffrs oINo)

9
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Ple*e prwide tlv in/arnotionfor lh6a itens rhat t@,e prefithetes

wfu yow qplicatlott

typa.

APTLICATIONCHTCKLI$T
Far

i[plle,tn's Ate

For

fiJ.r-C. t6:ti

l.

[&T*fo"'
BUsrl$ss

-

Loilorafidnilrp.'

ftfisnsr.on
GENERATONS
,.&
,

{)

()
()
{)

5. St&*k ald lo€.rifli.of !Uu{&r+',

()

()

C Ortrcxisting&pro@.

(

3. Rirln

&siraD'k

w
typicd
of

(

lim frcm DcoflrrErt
rcrion

Topogrqr.hy rho.ein:

.,1.
&tI(b

)

dl hirhml

fidtin'so0 fetbfth. br
both ridcs of mdividcd
hiAFqlyr md otr rdc of diYidcd

fromrc m

MAJON.

f$fue*
!.u

,.11

(

2. Copy ofrix mr!.

MAJOA

()
()
()

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

t )

fi8$fifir
a.t6

()
()
()
()

(

Dqt Ax

(

{)
{}
()
()

)

()
{)

nE rwryr.

7. Stdcnrllr: lrkting & lrooo*cd.

l. Tlw

cry.

xithin Dcprtmmt fulrtof-

)

(

{

)

(

(

)

()

9. Sirnr.
10. Uliti?y Pol's.
I

l.

llighxry chcuicd inrt ll{ion&

12, lr.aiqtt of dl k t drivcrvrys
crrstmS &rd Psopo6D&

tl,

-

()
()

)

(

)

()
()

()
()
()

{

)

(

{

)

(

()

(

)

()
()
()

()
()
()

)

()
()
)

)

)

(

)

l-oc{io0aof-nwGr drivstry ofl
of ofcraion

16. clrtliFcopcDill3r.

()
()
t,

t?. &llc clargtcc,

{

tr. Driwil-iy/gtst rligilBrn
1qrp6cr El ma IE rrry.

Typc cf

ri$

&iv.*ry/stErt

I l0-

(i

()
()
()

()
()

()
()
()

(

)

(

I

(

r)

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

(

Comrclcm.

(

)

I

i 2t. D?ivmy/$rere ld&d ndii.
22. E tiEdcd 24-boE &"hiehuy pcd(hol|r Ernrc snt tu llrc kf, d, roai!

(

)

)

t

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

()

{)

90ll8.

23. Numbff of lmc' on tlrc hi8hwy.

l

(

15. Lrn *rdrhouldc?rridlht.

()
()

26. Typicel bigh*ay p.t.mcnl.EctiorB.

(

laca (rf*lcr4ios,

?4. $pcc-d+hguc
dccdldt{iofi- lEfr{um).

2?- Loc*ron ofccntalinc on undrvrdcd
hiehmYs md mcdisfl ofl divid.d

)

()

(

)

I

)

()
{}
()

(

()

1.

()

t)

)

19. Con&urs -crining & proportd
L

()
()

,t ,),

IJEm.lrrvcwrys.

ltl. Drlyrrrry&?tt irid$.

lt

'

(

adj.ffil.lott iiFluitiat t)"c
s3tEl

()
()
{)
().

{}

()

()

()
()
()

{}
(l

{)

()
()
t)
()

)

(

(

)

()

{)

(l

(

)

{)

t)

()
{)

)

(

)

hiltmis.
28.

lcaion

oparing.r

of cxisrinq mcdiat

m divirhd hiSrw.ts.

29. Locrrifi of di3dnc driYcr$5 os
oppcirc rdc of urdiritLd hi8hw-ays.

()
()
2

(l

(

)

{)

)'

,
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ffiqffi
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mtlsHG
&tt
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r)

of ncl} unit{ tor Esidmli.l

}(AJOR

,rll

{.lg

{}

10. Dimcn:ioor from tbr lo{ linE to lhr
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)

(

)

(

)

(

)

wffi'
,J'

t)
()

t)

()

ac3.

hcililicr & inrmrl tnffic

hrrint
cftulM
32.

33. T6#tc

3{.

t)

pelrtur ai*iag& gopod.
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propoSco.

rrfrs

(

sripittg; cxirting &

)

{)
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()
{}
()
()
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(
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tl

syrE n: crAliru

It.

tld

Foposco.

19. Ch&tc! &
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i*i$i{g t'|fic $grldr.

urffc tiprlg & MUTCD

uarrart numlcrE.

t

L

k$t$

of lot &ootr8e dlrt3
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f*#ffinffifi#ll{ntlrH
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{

{}
)

t)

to

ffiaa
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(!
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J0

)
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()

,2.

(

&

,19. Lstmof8e*$Mrdfl
thc lor

rl,ldxds.

()

{}
t)
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!g tlf mu$cirl
fi.turt8 0olro.

srdicl4ff
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{

(

)

(

)

)
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(

)

{}

(

)

(
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I if,--
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t)
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t)
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()

l
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$
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(
d

I
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7
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NumDcr ol copr6.
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)
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6lutrsketch:
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{}

t)
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{}
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)
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)
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t)
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)
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t
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3
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PLEASE SUBMIT ONLY THE APPTICATION TEE WITI{ THIS APruCATTON.

su8arr c$Ecr o* ttonEy

o&DEn, ?ATAALE

r&

NEw rFFsFy nEPARTMFNT OF TRANqpOR,TATION

rEEIi
APPLICATION TYPf,

.{PPLICATION FgE

3

SlNCLE FAM'LY
RESIDENTIAL DRJVEWAY

RENEWALTEE

PERMTT FEE

EA9HLQT

EACH

r

35.00

rof

EAC:I{ I OT

s

tr.@

tr.00

RESIDENCE AND BUSTNESS
DRIVElryAY

7J.00

2J_00

2r.00

GOVERNMENT DRIVEWAY

t50.m

500.00

250.00

MlNO*,

265.00

8J.00

85.00

MA'OR

3,?50.@

r250.00

250.00

MA'OR wlTH PLANNINc

9,000.00

3,000.00

250.00

REVIEW

CONCEPTREWElf,

500.00

FEES

FORIIIW ANp MSpTRATE INCOMEHOUSTNG pNril

I{OT,SINC, TT*E ATPUCANT S}PULD SUBIIdIT A},I ATFIDAVTT TROiI T}IE MI,NICIP&
APPROVINGAUNloruTY 1ITTH THIS APfLICATION, CERTIFYINGTOT}IE DEPARruE!{TTIIATTHE DEVf,IOPMENT CONTAINS ATLEAST IO
?GRCSNTSET{SIDE TORLOWANDMODERATE INCOI{E HOUSING PtnSUANT?OTHE rAIR }PUSING ACT P. L. 19t5, c.222 (N.r.S*{.52r7Dt301
ETSEQ.)OR COI,RTSETTLEMENTAS PERNJI.C" l6:,tli2ET6EQ. TI{E DEPARTII{EIIT, UfON APPROVALOF AccEss, wIlIREDITCETHE PERMIT
FEEBi'IOPERCENTOTT}IETOTA'APPilCANO{A}.IDPERT{ITFEESCOMBI}'IED. TI{ERENEWALTEESARENOTSUB'ECTTOREDUCNON.

F(N APruCATIOIIIS Wrrtl LOltr AI{D M@ERATE INMME

^TLIC^TTOT{TYPE
MIN(n
MArOr,
MAroR WITH Pt"Al.lxlNo
REVIEW

APPLTCATIONTTE
sAMsAsASovE
sAM€ AS A30\rE
SAMEAS1IEOVE

TI'E I'EPARTMWT

JYTLL NOT.*ACEPT

?ENi{IT FEq
s 50.00
750.00
t,t00.$

t'ils

AP?LTCANAN I?

NENTWALIIU:

3

85.00

2J0.00
250.00

ff

IS NOT STCNEI,,

TOW}IE&PT"&{SEATTACHACQMPI.EIEDPOWEROTATrcRNEY

IFT'IESICNATIJREBEIOWI$A}.IAUT}IORIZEDNTPNE$E}OATIVEOTTI{EI.
FiOnM.

AtrTlloRlzED
(Nfir8of

lrt otxrr)

(Srcct)

(Stacl

(City)

ENCLOSEDISTHE3
I

(Zip Codc)

(?honc Nrmbcr)

APPLICATONTEE.

-

CERNFY THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATTON

TS

TRUE AND ACCURATE. I AM AWARE TI{AT IF ANY OT T}TE ABOYE INTORMAIIO}I IS FALSE,
ts A![tIoRIzED BY A

iM suBrEsr ro puNlsHMENi" i-AarGExorro rrrsbnr',t ANy lvoRK wtTHIN srAT? Ncltr oF wAY uxt,Ess n
iiiir.*n nJu-eo-By n*b#anrruixr. rm ePucam Arso AumoRIzEs rHE DEPARTMENT REpREssNrfirvEs ro

I

Fc[tr]uR,.osr or

Frnionunqc

A

sm lNyssrrcATtoN.

ENTER !,PoN TIIE []or
Ft RmEnMoRE. THERE ARE No oBrEcrtoNs IH ?ARXING oF A DEPARTMENT

YEHTCLE ON Tt{E LOT IT NECESSARY SHILE TAKING TIELD MEASUREMENTS AND OI}IER DATA.

(Priar or

(si[oan E Gforvn€r o, {tthorirGd rcprr3ctilsivc}

(kiil

or typc

tyF yffi ti*c)

(D$!)

yilr affi)

{
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South Dakota

INSTRUGTIONS

Apptying for permission for driveway or intersection on
a South Dakota state highwaY

1)

Contact the South Dakota Department of Transportation as soon as possible
Personnel at the locations listed below can help you plan your approach in
compliance with South Dakota laws and regulations.

SDDOT Area Offices .....(list follows)

2)

Complete the top part of the application form and submit it to the Area Engineer.
Also, provide any additional information requested. Such information could
include:
An access approach design
A vicinity map showing the location of the proposed access
Estimated traffic volumes for the property
Three copies of a proposed site plan for the property
A traffic control plan
Proof of liability insurance
A detailed development Plan
A drainage plan
A traffic impact study
A revegetation plan

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

3)

Allow time for review of your application. lf not completed within 30 days, a
Department employee will contact you with an update on the status of your
application.

4)

lf approved, construct and maintain the access approach as indicated in the permit
and standard conditions.

Appen.
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Application for Highway Access Permit
South Dakota Department of Transportation
lnstructions: Please contact the local South Dakota Department of Transportation office to determine what
supporting documents must accompany this application. Please submit a separate application and suppo(ing
documentation for each access requested. Attach additional sheets as necessary. Please print or type.
Owner and applicant agree to comply with special and standard conditions if access permitted.

tr
G

Property Owner:

Applicant (if different from Owner):

Name(s):
Mailing Address:
City, State, Zip
Daytime Phone:

Name(s):
Mailing Address:
City, State, Zip
Daytime Phone:

State Highway to be Accessed by Approach:

.9 Property to be Served by Approach:

ae
(!

.Ct

County:

Section: Township:

State Highway Number:

Range:

Or

It6' Subdivision:

Access would be
from
street)

Block/Lot:
Street Address:
o. Citv:
E Land Use of Property to be Served (check

g

o
(, one):
tr Agricultural: acres served
lto o Business: type
total
o
square footage of buildings:_ number of
tr

o
(!

o

.9

ao. o
=E

_

employees
Residential: number of single-family dwellings
or number of multi-family dwellings

_,

_

feet (north, south, east or west)
(nearest cross

Type of Permit Requested (check one)

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

New approach
Change in use
Temporary access
lmprove existing access
Relocate existing access
Remove existing access

Requested Approach Width (circle one)

24' 30', 36',

Other: describe

40',

Local Government Reviews

-

County:

o
o. Comments:
Concurrence

natu

Municipality
Comments:
Date:

Concurrence sionature:

Date:

Estimated Date
l, the undersigned, request permission to construct or modify an access approach subject to the rules and
reoulations set forth in SDCL 70:09.

Date:_/_/_

Signature of Applicant:

Received by SDDOT:

Supporting Materials Required:

F tr

o
o
o
o

o

Date:_/_/_

(Received)

(Required)
Access Approach Design
Vicinity Map
Traffic Volumes
Three Copies of Site Plan
Traffic Control Plan
Proof of Liability lnsurance
Detailed Development Plan
Drainage Plan
Traffic lmpact Study
Revegetation Plan

tr
tr
tr

tr
o
tr
Decision: (to be made after Application Review)
tr
tr
ll tr
tr
t
o Access Approved
o
o tr
tr Access Approved with Variance:
o o
o
-o tr
o
E
tr
o o
o Access Denied
o tr
tr
Other
o
lt Terms and Conditions of Approval (or Reason for Denial)
o

c
.9
,t2

o
o

Access Must be Constructed By:

o
=E

SDDOT Area Engineer Signature:

o

o-

Date:

_/_/_

SDDOT Area:

Area Office
Contact Person
Contact Phone
Permit Number

_

Assess Need forAccess
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Review Sheet

s

be

Highway Access Classification: (check one)

tr
u
o
o
o
tr

Highway
MRM + Displacement

Expressway
Free Flow Urban
lntermediate Urban
Urban Developed
Urban Fringe

Left

when standinq on access)
Stopping Sight Distance:
Straight
Entering Sight Distance:
Turns left
Posted Speed Limit: _
Turns right

tr
o
tr

Highway Alignment to Right of Access (as
seen when standinq on access)

_
-

ft.
ft.

mph

0-3% grade
3-5% grade
>5% grade

tr
tr
o
o
o

Sidewalks or Bike
Paths
Curb & Gutter
On-Street Parking

ShoulderWidth
Historical

o Straight
tr Turns left
o Turns right

ft.
Stopping Sight Distance:
ft.
Entering Sight Distance: _
- mph
Posted Speed Limit _

El

o
tr
tr

tr
tr

Flat

Slopes up
Slopes

0-3% grade
3-5 % grade
>5% grade

down

Design and Potential lmpact Gons
items):

_+_

D

-

Rural

o
tr
O

Right

Average Daily Traffic
Accidents (three years

Highway Alignment to Left of Access (as seen

Flat
S lopes up
Slo pes
down

tr

tr

Surface Drainage

tr Drainage Structures
tr Major Structures
tr Guard Rail
o Above-Ground Utilities
cl

(check all that apply and explain checked

EI Distance to Nearby Streets, Both Directions

El Distance to Nearby Driveways, Both Directions
El Others Streets with Access or Available Access

tr Traffic Control Devices or Relocation Needed
tr Median Crossovers

Railroad Tracks

Resources
Explain impact on design:

SDDOT Region Traffic Engineer Review (optional):
Comments:

SDDOT Access Management Review

(optional):
Comments:

Signature:

APPROACH DESIGN SKETCH

SDDOT Review Performed by:

date:

)_l_

date:

Signature:

_J_l_

List Attachments:
Driveway details
Culvert details
Mailbox details
Fencing details
Cattle guard
Sidewalk details

tr
tr
o
tr
tr
tr
o
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
o
tr
tr
o

Median crossovers
Recreation paths
Railcrossings
Auxiliary lanes
Storm sewer
Pavement

Curb & gutter
Traffic Control
Sign/signal/marking
Other
Date:

_l_l_
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South Dakota includes the following with each permit.

State Highway Access Approach Permit
Standard Conditions
When this permit was issued, the Department made its decision based in part on information submitted by
the applicant, what alternative access to other public roads and streets was available, the operation of the
highway and safety and design standards. Changes in access approach use or design not approved by
the Department may cause the revocation or suspension of the permit. The permittee is responsible for
the costs of construction, maintenance, and removal (if necessary) of the approach.
PERMIT EXPIRATION

A permit shall be considered expired if the access is not under construction within one year of the permit
issue date or before the expiration of any authorized extension. When the permittee is unable to
commence construction within one year after the permit issue date, the permittee may request a one-year
extension from the Department. Only one extension may be granted. Any request for an extension must
be in writing and submitted to the Department before the permit expires. The request should state the
reasons why the extension is necessary, when construction is anticipated, and include a copy of page 1
(face of permit) of the access permit. Extension approvals shall be in writing. Any person wishing to
reestablish an access permit that has expired may begin again with the application procedures.
CONSTRUCTION
The construction of the access and its appurtenances as required by the terms and conditions of the
permit shall be completed at the expense of the permittee. All materials used in the construction of
the access within the highway rightof-way or on permanent easements, become public property.
Any materials removed from the highway right-of-way will be disposed of only as directed by the
Department. Only clean fill material may be used for construction. Rubble and organic materials
are prohibited. Permittee is responsible for salvaging and replacing topsoil, erosion control and
revegetation of access.
The permittee shall notify the Area Office at least two working days prior to any construction within
state highway right-of-way. Construction of the access shall not proceed until the access permit is
issued. The access shall be completed in an expeditious and safe manner and shall be finished
within 45 days from the initiation of construction within the highway right-of-way. One construction
time extension may be requested from the Area Engineer. The permittee shall also notify the Area
Office two days prior to substantial completion of the access construction.
A utility permit shall be obtained for any utility work within highway right-otway. Where necessary to
remove, relocate, or repair any traffic control device or public or private utility for the construction of
a permitted access, the relocation, removal or repair shall be accomplished by the permittee without
cost to the Department, and at the direction of the Department or utility company. Any damage to
the state highway or other public right-of-way beyond that which is allowed in the permit shall be
repaired immediately. The permittee is responsible for the repair of any utility damaged in the
course of access construction, reconstruction or repair. Utilities are responsible for salvaging and
replacing topsoil and must have an approved erosion control and revegetation plan. A final
inspection must be held with the utility at the completion of the work.
The Department and the local government may inspect the access during construction and upon
completion of the access to determine that all terms and conditions of the permit are met.
lnspectors are authorized to enforce the conditions of the permit during and after construction and
to halt any activities within state rightof-way that do not comply with the provisions of the permit,

1.

2.

3.

4.
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that conflict with concurrent highway construction or maintenance work, that endanger highway
property, natural or cultural resources protected by law, or the health and safety of workers or the
public.
Prior to using the access, the permittee is required to complete the construction according to the
terms and conditions of the permit. Failure by the permittee to abide by all permit terms and
conditions shall be sufficient cause for the Department to initiate action to suspend or revoke the
permit and close the access. lf in the determination of the Department the failure to comply with or
complete the construction requirements of the permit create a highway safety hazard, such shall be
sufficient cause for the summary suspension of the permit. lf the permittee wishes to use the
access prior to completion, arrangements must be approved by the Department and included in the
permit. The Department may order a halt to any unauthorized use of the access pursuant to
statutory and regulatory powers. Reconstruction or improvement of the access may be required
when the permittee has failed to meet required specifications of design or materials.
The permittee shall provide construction traffic control devices at alltimes during access
construction, in conformance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices as required by
state statute.
ln the event it becomes necessary to remove any right-of-way fence, the posts on either side of the
access shall be securely braced with an approved end post before the fence is cut to prevent any
slacking of the remaining fence.
The permittee shall ensure that a copy of the permit is available for review at the construction site at
all times. The permit may require the contractor to notify the individual or office specified on the
permit at any specified phases in construction to allow the field inspector to inspect various aspects
of the construction such as concrete forms, subbase, base course compaction, and materials
specifications. Minor changes and additions may be ordered by the Department or local authority
field inspector to meet unanticipated site conditions.
Each access shall be constructed in a manner that shall not cause water to enter onto the roadway
or shoulder, and shall not interfere with the existing drainage system on the right-of-way or any
adopted municipalsystem and drainage plan.
By accepting the permit, permittee agrees to save, indemnify, and hold harmless to the extend
allowed by law, the Department, its officers, and employees from suits, actions, claims of any type
or character brought because of injuries or damage sustained by any person resulting from the
permittee's use of the access permit during construction of the access.

CHANGES IN ACCESS USE AND PERMIT VIOLATIONS
lt is the responsibility of the property owner and permittee to ensure that the use of the access to the
property is not in violation of the permit terms and conditions. The terms and conditions of any
permit are binding upon all assigns, successors-in-interest, heirs and occupants. lf any significant
changes are made or will be made in the use of the property that will affect access operation, traffic
volume and or vehicle type, the permittee or property owner shall contact the Department to
determine if a new access permit and modification to the access are required.
When an access is constructed or used inconsistent with the terms and conditions in violation of the
permit, the Department may summarily suspend an access permit and immediately order closure of

1.

2.

the access.
MA!NTENANCE
The permittee shall be responsible for the repair and maintenance of the access beyond the edge of
the roadway including:

(1)
(2)
(3)

surfacing

,

curb and gutter,
cattle guard and gate,
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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vegetationcontrol,
removal or clearance of snow or ice upon the access even though deposited on the access in
the course of department snow removal operations,
repair and replacement of any access-related culverts of 36 inch diameter or smaller within
the right-of-way in unincorporated areas,
obtaining department approval for all culvert repairs, drainage repairs, resurfacing, and
changes in access design or configuration, and
all other maintenance required for continued safe and satisfactory operation of the access
point.

The department shall perform no maintenance of access points, except:
modification of access point as necessary to meet adjacent highway reconstruction, as
determined by the dePartment,
access surface maintenance only when the department performs similar type maintenance on
the highway at the access,
maintenance of new approaches required for construction under S31-24-1 and $31-24-2.
culvert cleaning in unincorporated areas, and
repair and replacement of culverts larger than 36" diameter in unincorporated areas.
ln the event that the permittee fails to maintain an access point, the department may declare the
negligently maintained access point a public nuisance, and upon notice to the permittee, may correct
maintenance deficiencies at cost to the owner.

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

rf
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Example Access Permit Internal Processing Documents
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Access Approach Gonstruction lnspection Form
South Dakota Department of Transportation
To: (person who will conduct field inspection)

After completion, return form to person/office

address
address
Address/zip

The assigned field inspector is to complete this form for each newly completed access and
return the form as noted in the upper right. This form is to confirm installation of an access. lf
during construction, the inspector should determine problems, such as poor traffic control,
materials, or failure to adhere to the permit, they are to order the problems corrected, work
may be shut down if necessary, and/or area office contacted for direction. All construction
shall be completed within 45 days unless extension granted in writing by Area Engineer.
Permittee name and phone
Access location:

Permit number:

Local jurisdiction:

Permit issue date

SDDOT Area:

Permit construction began
Permit construction ended
Permit extension granted:

This access has been constructed in reasonable conformance with the issued access permit:
Date
lnspector signature
This access has NOT been constructed in reasonable conformance with the issued access
permit:
Date
lnspector signature
Items not in conformance or inspector comments:

-
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Example Access Easement -- from Overland Park, KS
(much of the signature area is omitted)

from http://www.opkansas.org/Documents_and_Forms/Index.cfm (January 2005)

DO NOT WRITE, TYPE OR STAMP A].IYTHING ABOVE THIS LINE OR IN TTM MARGINS
ACCESS EASEMENT (option 1)
For and in consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other valuable
considerations, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, by this Easement
Agreement, made and entered into this

day

of_

,20_,
,&S

Grantor, hereby grants and conveys to the owner(s) of the tract(s) described in Exhibit A
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, as Grantee, a perpetual access
easement giving the right of access, ingress and egress over and across the

following

described property:

in order that the customers, invitees, licensees, agents and employees of the Grantee shall
have vehicular and pedestrian traffic access and circulation to the adjacent hact(s).
This easement is executed and delivered by Grantor, as owners of the above-described
property.
The rights granted herein shall not be construed to interfere with or restrict the Grantor,
its successors or assigns and any claiming under Grantor from the use of the premises with
respect to the construction and maintenance of improvements adjacent to or over the property
herein described so long as the same are so constructed as not to impair the strength or

interfere with the intended use of the easement.

DO NOT WRITE, TYPE OR STAMP ANYTHING BELOW THIS

LINE

Rev. Dec. 2003

21
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DO NOT WRITE, TYPE OR STAMP ANYTHING ABOVE THIS LINE OR IN T}IE MARGINS.
This easement shall run with the land and apply to all interests now owned or hereafter
acquired to the above-described property, It shall be filed of record with the Register of Deeds,
Johnson County, Kansas.
Signature
Printed Name
Signature
Printed Name

INDIVIDUAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

J

STATE OF

) SS.
COUNTY OF

)

of
BE IT REMEMBERED, That on this
in
and for the County and State
, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public

20

aforesaid, came

who is/are personally known to me to be the same person(s) who executed the within
instrument of writing and duly acknowledged the execution of same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed my official
seal the day and year last above written.
My Appointment Expires

***

rl.

**

rt< >1. {<

*,k

rl.

****

Notary Public
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Example Shared Access Agreement -- one owner, from Utah

SINGLE ACCESS AGREEMENT
State

Route:_

Access Address

This is an agreement between the Utah Department of Transportation, hereinafter referred to as UDOT;
and their successors and assigns.
and Property owner "A"

PREMISE:

"A"

owns the real property, as shown in "Exhibit A",
_
property. This property is adjacent to the
hereinafter referred to as the Development Name
side, hereinafter referred to as
properties shown in Exhibit A. The adjacent property on the
"Property B"; does not currently have intentions to construct or to reconshuct access to State Route

1.

Property Owner

but may desire to do so in the future.

2. AGREEMENT: In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein,
valuable considerations, the parties agree as follows: Property Owner "A"

and other good and

will

grant

shared access to Property B as shown in the submitted site plans and attached hereto with the provision

that when Property B is ready to develop or redevelop, Property Owner

"A"

and their successors

will allow the construction or reconshuction of a common access to the properties.
and their successors and assigns -will provide for a shared
a) Easement. Property Owner "A" _
access between their property and Properly B. When the said construction occurs, the parties will
and assigns

provide for the construction and maintenance of the shared access under separate agreement.
hereby grants to Property B, their successors and assigns, a perpetual
Property Owner "A"

_

_

feet of the Development Name
nonexclusive easement for ingress and egtess over
property, as shown in the plans attached and made a part hereof. The easements
granted hereunder are created for the purpose ofallowing the nonexclusive right ofpedestrian and

vehicular ingress and egress across the access for themselves, their successors, and their respective
customers, employees and invitees.

b)Relinquishment.Whensaidsharedaccessisconstructed,Propertyowner,,A,,-and
Property B agree to relinquish all prior rights ofaccess to their respective properties.
c) Obstructions. Both parties will keep the shared access clear of any obstructions and shall not allow
any structures or sign to be placed so close to the access as to inhibit free ingress and egtess for either

property.Propertyowner,,A,,-shallnotallowanyvehiclestobeparkedontheaccesssoas
to obstruct ingress or egress. The access is to be used for all purposes reasonably necessary for the full
ofthe properties.
d) Permit. The access shall be subject to all restrictions specified by the Utah Department of
use

Transportation Highway Encroachment Permit to be issued for the access.

3. DUPLICATE ORIGINALS. This

agreement shall be executed in duplicate; each copy shall be

Appen.
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deemed an original.

of

DATED this

,20

Owner

Operation Engineer

Witnessed as to

STATE OF UTAH
COT]NTY OF SALT LAKE
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me
by to me or who as

produced

Notary Public in and for the
State last aforesaid.

My Commission Expires:

this

day

of

,20

as identification, and who did (did not) take an oath.
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two owners, from Utah

SHARED ACCESS AGREEMENT

1.

PREMISE:

owns the real property as described in "Exhibit

to as the rr

A",

property.
owns
rr
I' property.
the real property as described in "Exhibit B", hereinafter referred to as the
property and
feet of the
The parties wish to provide for a common access over
property. Each party will receive the nonexclusive right of pedestrian
feet over the
hereinafter referred

I'

and vehicular ingress and egress across the access for themselves, their successors, and their respective

customers, employees and invitees. The parties also wish to provide for the construction and
maintenance of the access on the said property easement.

2. AGREEMENT: In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, and

other good and

valuable considerations, the parties agree as follows:

a) Relinquishment. The parties

agree to relinquish all prior rights of access to their respective

properties.

b)

Easement. The parties agree to the creation of the perpetual nonexclusive easement for ingress and

egress on their respective properties as shown in the plans and made a part hereof. The easements

granted hereunder are created for the purpose ofallowing ingress and egress to both properties from
, SR-

c)

Construction of

Access.

shall construct the access over the said easement to Utah

Department of Transportation Standards and

Specifications.

will fund the construction.

d)

Maintenance. Before any maintenance is started, the parties shall agree on the type of maintenance
required and the cost of such maintenance. ln the event that the parties are unable to agree as to necessity
or costs ofsuch maintenance, the parties agree that the question ofnecessity or costs, or both, shall be
submitted to arbitration under the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Each party may
temporarily close portions of the easement parcels on its parcel to permit the construction, remodeling,
repair and maintenance of the improvements on its respective parcel, provided that any inconvenience
created thereby is kept to a minimum and provided that each party pursues with due diligence to

completion of such construction, remodeling, repair or maintenance.
All maintenance of the easements shall be performed at hours which will cause minimal

i.

interference with the normal daily use of such easement parcels.

ii.

Each party shall be responsible for the costs and expenses incurred in the maintenance of their

respective parcels.

e)

Snow Removal. Each party shall be responsible for the removal of snow from their respective
properties. Each party shall be responsible for the removal of snow for one-half (%) of the access. Snow
shall be removed from the access in a prompt and timely manner.

f) Obstructions. All parties will keep the shared access clear of any and all obstructions and shall not
allow any structures or sign to be placed so close to the access as to inhibit free ingress and egtess from

Appen.
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either property. Neither property shall allow any vehicles to be parked on the shared access so as to

obstruct ingress or egress. The access is to be used for all purposes reasonably necessary for the full use

ofthe properties.
g) Permit. The access shall be subject to all restrictions specified by the Utah Department of
Transportation Highway Encroachment Permit to be issued for the access.

h)

Enforcement. The cost of maintenance hereunder shall be due and payable no later than thirty (30)

days following completion of such maintenance, unless sooner required under the contract for such

maintenance. Should either party default in payment for such maintenance as provided herein, the other
party may pay the defaulting party's share of such maintenance, and the amount so paid shall become
immediately due and payable and shall bear interest at the highest rate allowed by law. In the event that
the defaulting party fails to reimburse the other party for payment of the defaulting party's share

of

maintenance, plus interest for more than thirty (30) days following written demand for such
reimbursement, the other party shall be entitled to a lien upon the property of the defaulting party as
described for the amount of such unimbursed payment plus interest. Such lien may be recorded in the

public records and shall be enforceable in the same manner as other liens are enforceable under the laws
of the State of Utah. If either party seeks to enforce any term or condition of this agreement through the
Courts, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover all costs of such action, including a reasonable
attorney's fee from the losing party.

3. DUPLICATE ORIGINALS This agreement shall

be executed in duplicate, each copy of which shall

be deemed an original.

this
Owner

DATED

of

,

Owner

District Operations Engineer
Witnessed as to
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF
SHARED ACCESS AGREEMENT NOTES
l) It should be specified that this agreement is between the two land owners. UDOT is involved only in
the inception of the agreement.
2) Upon accepting of the shared access agreement, each owner should relinquish their prior rights of
access to the road in exchange for the shared access.
3) The shared access agreement should contain the legal description ofboth properties being accessed.
4) The agreement should speciff that the access is to be used for all purposes reasonably necessary for
the full use of the properties.

5)
6)

The agreement should address snow removal.
The agreement should specifr that the access be kept to UDOT maintenance standards. The source

of

these standards needs to be cited and reference given.

7) A copy of the access permit
agreement.

should be attached to the agreement, or referenced to in the shared access
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modifying an existing raised median (SH520)
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APP. E-2: Example Retrofit Projects -- replace TWLTL with a raised median (SH 434)
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APPENDIX X'-1: Example Intergovernmental Agreements for Corridor Plans
-- Arkansas Example

ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN

For
STATE HIGHWAY 6O|DAVE WARD DRIVE
I. PARTIES - This agreement is made between the City of Conway (the City), the Arkansas State
Highway Commission (the Commission) acting through the Arkansas State Highway and
Transportation Department (the Department) and Metroplan as the designated metropolitan
planning organization for central Arkansas under federal transportation regulations (the MPO).
This access management agreement pertains to State Highway 60, also known as Dave
Ward Drive, from the overpass at Harkrider (State Highway 365) west to the Arkansas River, (the
Roadway). For the purposes of this agreement, the route is divided into two segments. See

II. ROUTE

-

Appendix A. Route Map.

A. Segment I from SH 365 to Tucker Creek is subject to a Specific Access Management Plan

as

contained in Appendix B.

B. Segment II from Tucker Creek to the Arkansas River is subject to a General Access Management Plan
as contained in Appendix C.

III. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE - Highway 60/Dave Ward Drive is a principal arterial on the City
master street plan and serves as an intraregional arterial roadway connecting the City to its
economic region. The primary purpose for this agreement is to protect the capacity of the roadway

to carry significant local and intra-regional traffic. The secondary purpose is to increase the safety
for drivers and pedestrians that use this facility. It is the intent of this agreement to provide access
to abutting properties consistent with the primary and secondary objectives.

IV. AUTHORITY - Both the City and the Commission have specific legal authority to regulate access to
public roads. In the case of the City, it is found in Arkansas Code Annotated 14-56-419. In the case
of the Commission, it is found in Arkansas Code Annotated2T-65-107. The MPO is hereby
granted standing in this access management agreement by the City and the Commission in
consideration of the financial contribution which the MPO contributed to improvements on the
Roadway and in recognition of its role in transportation planning within the metropolitan area.
V. ACCESS PLAN

-

Management of access to the roadway is necessary to achieve both the primary and

secondary purposes of the agreement. The access management plan (the Plan) is detailed in

Appendices B and C. The Plan for Segment I is a Specific Access Management Plan in which all
median breaks and curb cuts are specifically idqntified. Standards for driveways are established to
be applied during plat review prior to development approval by the City. In addition, local street
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networks, property interconnect agreements and requirements, new local roadways developed
part ofthis project and land use and zoning plans that are necessary to achieve the objectives

as

of

this agreement are specified in this Specific Plan. The Plan for Segment II is a General Access
management Plan which specifies the typical roadway cross-section, right-of-way requirements, the

location of median breaks and standards for location and construction of driveways.

VI. AGREEMENT ADOPTION/TERMINATION/MODIFICATION - This agreement will be deemed
adopted when passed in identical form by the Conway City Council, the Metroplan Board of
Directors and the Arkansas State Highway Commission and signed by their proper representatives.
This agreement may be terminated or modified, in whole or in part only by mutual agreement of all

ofthe parties

as evidenced by resolutions adopted by each governing body.

VII. PLAN ADMINISTRATION

-

A. Permit Application. A permit issued by the Department will be required for new driveway access to
the Roadway. Any legal person owning property abutting the Roadway may request a driveway
access permit. The permit will be requested through a designated administrative process from the
City of Conway. The applicant is required to submit a detailed plan for the driveway including a
map showing its exact location and a design that shows the curb radii, driveway throat length and
that specifies the projected volume of turns into and out of the driveway. Any joint access
agreements with other property owners should also be submitted.

After review of the application, the City determines whether the request is within the allowable
parameters established by the Plan. If so, the City communicates the request to the MPO for review
and approval. Upon MPO approval, the City will submit the application to the Department for
review and approval. If the City and the MPO have approved the application as evidenced by the
signatures of properly designated administrative representatives and if the application meets all
Department criteria for issuance of such a permit, the Department will issue a permit to the
applicant. If the signatures of any of the parties to this agreement are missing from the permit
application, the Department will not issue a permit.

If any of the parties determine that the request is not within the allowable parameters of the Plan,
that party will deny the request and instruct the applicant how they may amend the request to
receive approval or that they may seek to amend the Plan pursuant to the following section.

B. Amending the Plan.

A Plan amendment will be considered at the request of any of the parties to this agreement or at the
request of an applicant whose permit request has been denied by any of the parties.
The proposed amendment must be adopted in identical form by the Conway City Council, the

Metroplan Board of Directors and the Arkansas State Highway Commission to become effective
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Pursuant to Resolution No. 99-60 of the Conway City Council approved on the 23rd day of November,
1999 and Ordinance 0-00-38 approved on 1lth day of April, 2000.
signatures

APPENDX A
HIGHWAY 6OiDAVE WARD DRTVE DESIGN CONCEPT
As a principal arterial, the proposed design for Highway 60 is intended to balance the need to provide for
long distance travel on the roadway and reasonable access to abutting properties while at the same time
maintaining the capacity of the roadway to operate in a safe and efficient manner. Consequently, access
to abutting property is subordinate to the goal of traffic movement and subject to necessary management
ofentrances and exits.

Definitions Full directional breaks - breaks in which vehicular movements, including left
turns, are allowed from all directions of a four-point intersection (see diagrams).
Partial directional breaks - breaks in which vehicular movements, including left
turns, from one or more directions are unavailable (see diagrams).
Bi-directional quick turnarounds - breaks which allow passenger vehicles to
negotiate U-turns from opposing directions only (see diagrams).
Left-only directionalturn ba],s - breaks which allow protected left-only turns from
the main travel lanes into existing commercial areas (see diagrams).
(See route map on following page)

APPENDIX B
a series of maps, rationales for access control, conditions, and assignment of financial responsibility
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APPENDIX F-2: Example Intergovernmental Agreements for Corridor Plans
-- Colorado Example

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
AMONG
THE CITY OF EVANS, CITY OF GREELEY
TOWN OF KERSEY, COUNTY OF LARIMER,
CITY OF LOVELAND, COUNTY OF WELD, TOWN OF WINDSOR
AND
THE STATE OF COLORADO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
THIS AGREEMENT (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement") is entered into effective as of the
2004,by and among the Cities and Towns of Loveland, Windsor, Greeley,
day of
Evans, and Kersey and the Counties of Larimer and Weld (hereinafter referred to collectively as the
"Cities and Counties"), and the State of Colorado, Department of Transportation (hereinafter referred to
as the "Department"), said parties being referred to collectively herein as the "Agencies."

RECITALS:

A.
B.
C.

D.
8,.

The Agencies are authorizedby the provisions of Article

XlV, Section 18(2)(a),

Colorado

Constitution, and Sections2g-l-201, et. seq., C.R.S., to enter into contracts with each other for the
performance of functions that they are authorized by law to perform on their own; and
Each Agency is authorized by Section 43-2-147(1)(a), C.R.S., to regulate access to public
highways within its jurisdiction; and
The coordinated regulation of vehicular access to public highways is necessary to maintain the
efficient and smooth flow of traffic, to reduce the potential for traffic accidents, to protect the

functional level and optimize the traffic capacity, to provide an efficient spacing of traffic signals,
and to protect the public health, safety and welfare; and
The Agencies desire to provide for the coordinated regulation of vehicular access for the section of
SH 34 between Interstate 25 (MP 96.25) and Weld County Road 55 (MP 120.23) (hereinafter
referred to as the "Segment"), which is within the jurisdiction of the Agencies; and
The Agencies are authorized pursuant to Section 2.12 of the 1998 State Highway Access Code,Z
C.C.R. 601-l (the "Access Code") to enter into a written agreement adopting and implementing a
comprehensive and mutually acceptable highway Access Control Plan for the Segment for the
purposes recited above; and

The development of this Access Control Plan adheres to the requirements of the Access Code, Section

2.12.
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NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises and undertakings herein
contained, the Agencies agree as follows:
l. The Access Control Plan, dated February 21,2003, for the Segment (hereinafter referred to as the
"Access Control Plan") is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein. The Access
Control Plan Illustration, dated February 24,2003, is attached hereto as Exhibit B, and is
incorporated herein by this reference. The Access Control Plan Amendment Process, dated
February 20,2003 is attached hereto as Exhibit C, and is incorporated herein by this reference.
2. The Agencies shall regulate access to the Segment in compliance with the Access Control Plan,
section 43-2-147, C.R.S., (the "Access Law") and the applicable sections of the Access Code.
Vehicular access to the Segment shall be permitted when such access is in compliance with this
Agreement, the Access Control Plan, the Access Law and the applicable sections of the Access
Code. Per section 2.12 (a) of the Access Code, design waivers necessary for access design and

construction within state highway right-of-way, may be approved if agreed upon by the
Department.

3.

Accesses that were in existence in compliance with the Access Law prior to the effective date

of

this Agreement may continue in existence until such time as a change in the access is required by
the Access Control Plan, the Access Law and the Access Code, in the course of highway
reconstruction, or as determined appropriate in the course of development or subdivision actions
which require local jurisdiction approval. When closure, modification, or relocation of access is
necessary or required, the Agency(ies) havingjurisdiction shall utilize appropriate legal process to

effect such action.

4.

Actions taken by any Agency with regard to transportation planning, transportation facilities and
traffic operations within the areas described in the Access Control Plan shall be in conformity with
this Agreement. The Cities, Towns, and Counties agree to develop and adopt, to the best of each
Agency's ability considering legal, financial, and protocol constraints, such ordinances, official
documents, plans and maps that are necessary to fulfill their responsibilities under this Agreement.

5.

Parcels of real property created after the effective date of this Agreement that adjoin the Segment
shall not be provided with direct access to the Segment unless the location, use and design thereof
conforms to the provisions of this Agreement.

6.

This Agreement is based upon and is intended to be consistent with the Access Law and the Access
Code as now or hereafter constituted. An amendment to either the Access Law or the Access Code
that becomes effective after the effective date of this Agreement and that conflicts irreconcilably
with an express provision of this Agreement may be grounds for revision of this Agreement.

7.

This Agreement does not create any current financial obligation for any Agency. Any future
financial obligation ofany Agency shall be subject to the execution ofan appropriate encumbrance
document, where required. Agencies involved in or affected by any particular or site-specific
undertaking provided for herein

will cooperate with

each other to agree upon a fair and equitable

allocation of the costs associated therewith, however, notwithstanding any provision of this
Agreement, no Agency shall be required to expend its public funds for such undertaking without
the express prior approval of its governing body or director, All financial obligations of the
Agencies hereunder shall be contingent upon sufficient funds therefore being appropriated,
budgeted, and otherwise made available as provided by law.
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Should any section(s) or provision(s) of this Agreement be judicially determined to be invalid or
unenforceable, such judgment shall not affect, impair or invalidate the remaining provisions of this
Agreement, the intention being that the various provisions hereof are severable unless such

judicially determined to be invalid or unenforceable is such an essential portion of
the agreement that the remaining provisions of the agreement do not support the original intent and
provision that

is

objectives of the parties entering into the agreement.

9.

This Agreement supersedes and controls all prior written and oral agreements and representations
of the Agencies concerning regulating vehicular access to the segment. No additional or different
oral representation, promise or agreement shall be binding on any Agency. This Agreement may
be amended or terminated only in writing executed by the Agencies with express authorization

from their respective governing bodies or legally designated officials.

10.

1

1.

By signing this Agreement, the Agencies acknowledge and represent to one another that all
procedures necessary to validly contract and execute this Agreement have been performed, and that
the persons signing for each Agency have been duly authorized to sign.
No portion of this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of any immunities the parties
or their officers or employees may possess, nor shall any portion of this Agreement be deemed to
have created a duty of care that did not previously exist with respect to any person not a party to

this Agreement.

12.

It is expressly understood

and agreed that the enforcement of the terms and conditions of this

Agreement, and all rights of action relating to such enforcement, shall be strictly reserved to the
undersigned parties and nothing in this Agreement shall give or allow any claim or right of action
whatsoever by any other person not included in this Agreement.

It is the express intention of the

undersigned parties that any entity other than the undersigned parties receiving services or benefits
under this Agreement shall be an incidental beneficiary only.

A series of signatures, most of which have been deleted, followed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Agencies have executed this Agreement effective
first above written.
ATTEST:
City of Loveland, Colorado
Mayor, City of Loveland
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Clerk

City Attorney
State of Colorado
Department of Transportation

ATTEST

Chief Engineer

Chief Clerk

CONCUR:
Regional Transportation Director

as of the day and year
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EXHIBIT A
ACCESS CONTROL PLAN

FEBRUARY 2I,2OO3
sH 34,INTERSTATEZ' TO WELD COLTNTY ROAD 55
CITY OF EVANS, CITY OF GREELEY
TOWN OF KERSEY, LARIMER COUNTY,
CITY OF LOVELAND, WELD COUNTY, TOWN OF WINDSOR
AND THE STATE OF COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

L

PURPOSES

The purpose of this Access Control Plan is to provide the Cities, Towns, and Counties with a
comprehensive roadway access control plan for SH 34 from the junction of Interstate 25 to the junction

of Weld County Road 55 ("the segment").

II.

AUTHORITY

The development of this Access Control Plan was completed pursuant to the requirements of the Access
Code and adopted by the attached Agreement.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES

The costs of access improvements, closures and modifications shall be determined pursuant to section
43-2-147(6)(b) C.R.S., the Agreement, and this Access Control Plan.
signatories are encouraged to acquire dedicated right-of-way for future interchange construction
when the opportunities exist. Jurisdictions agree to reserve necessary right-of-way for future purchase

All

toward the construction of an interchange to the extent of their legal abilities. Said right-of-way may be
usable for the interim time frame for minor considerations such as excess parking, landscape, and
signing, but no permanent buildings of any kind or storm water detention would be allowed within the
reserved right-of-way area.
The Department's Region 4 Access Unit

will

be responsible for arranging meetings with the signatory

jurisdictions (Access Plan Advisory Committee) at least once every six months. Jurisdictions agree to
inform impacted property owners and interested developers about the Access Control Plan and any
amendments that are made to the Access Control Plan.

Iv.

ACCESS REVISIONS

Accesses described in Section V, below, may be closed, relocated, or consolidated, or turning movements
may be restricted, or the access may be brought into conformance with this Access Control Plan, when in
the opinion of the Cities and Counties with Department concurrence, or in the opinion of the Department,
any of the following conditions occur: a) the access is determined to be detrimental to the public's health,
safety and welfare, b) the access has developed an accident history that is correctable by restricting the
access, or c) the access restrictions are necessitated by a change in road or traffic conditions, or d) there
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is a change in the use of the property that would result in a change in the type of access operation, or e) a

highway reconstruction project provides the opportunity to make highway and access improvements in
support of this access control plan. Access construction shall be consistent with the design and

specifications of the Access Code.

V.

ACCESS LOCATIONS
The following is a description of all existing and future access points along the Segment including their
current status and required changes. All access locations are defined by the approximate milepoint (in
hundredths of a mile) along SH 34 to the centerline of the access as further illustrated on Exhibit B.
Access Control Plan

Individual Access Point Descriptions
The following is a description of all existing and future access points, including their current status and
changes, which are included in the Access Control Plan.

All locations are defined by the approximate

milepost (in hundredths of a mile) along SH 34 at the centerline of the access.
a

Frontage Road (MP 96.48): An existing public road access on both sides of SH

34.

This access

currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized intersection. In the interim, the turn
movements in this intersection may be restricted. Ultimately, the north access will be removed
when property is re-developed and alternate access is available. The south access

will

be relocated

into Thompson Ranch and the access to SH 34 willbe closed.
a

MP 96.49 (south): Existing private access with median opening. Access will be removed when
property re-develops.
MP 96.55 (south): Existing private access without median opening. Access will be removed when
property re-develops.

a

MP 96.55 (median): Existing median opening. Access will be closed immediately by the
Department..

o

a

MP 96.79 (south): Existing private access with median opening. Access will be removed when
adjacent property develops and/or a future public road is established on both sides of SH 34.
Before the establishment of a public road at this location, turn lanes would be added in accordance
to current Access Code standards to improve U-turn operations and safety.
LCR 5 (MP 96.79): A future public road access on both sides of SH 34. In the interim, this access
will be a signalized intersection once signal warrants are met. The new intersection shall be
constructed in accordance with current Access Code standards. Ultimately, a split diamond
interchange with LCR 3E requiring the west ramps to be braided with flyover ramps from the
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I-25ISH 34 interchange will be allowed based on the availability of funding and approval of the
Department and the local authority.
a

WCR 49 (MP I 17 .25): An existing public road access on the south side of SH 34. This access
currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized intersection. In the interim, the intersection

will continue to function

as a

full movement, unsignalized intersection with improvements in

accordance with current Access Code standards to address capacity and safety concerns.

Ultimately, this access will function as a full movement, signalized intersection.
The original document contained about 12 pages of access listings.

a

WCR 49.5 (MP I 17 .74): An existing public road access on the south side of SH 34. This access
currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized intersection. In the interim, the intersection
will continue to function as a full movement, unsignalized intersection with improvements in
accordance with current Access Code standards to address capacity and safety concerns.

Ultimately, this access will be modified to

a3/q movement intersection.

MP 1 18.74 (north): Existing private access with median opening. Access will be removed when
properties re-develop.
Kersey Road Business Route (MP I 18.86): An existing public road access on the south side of SH

34. This access currently functions

as a one-way movement, unsignalized

intersection. In the interim, intersection improvements may be necessary to address capacity and safety
concerns. Ultimately, this access will remain a one-way movement, unsignalized intersection.
SH 37llst Street (MP

ll9.l7): An existing

public road access on both sides of SH 34. This access

currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized intersection. In the interim, this access will
allowed to be upgraded to a signalized intersection once signal warrants are met. Before and after
signalization, intersection improvements in accordance with current Access Code standards may be
necessary to address capacity and safety concerns. Ultimately, this access will function as a full
movement, signalized intersection.

MP 119.69 (north): Existing private access with median opening. Access will be removed when
propefi re-develops and/or a public road is established at this location.
a

9th Street (MP 1 19.69): An existing public road access on the south side of SH 34. This access
currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized intersection. In the interim, the intersection

will continue to function

as a

full movement, unsignalized intersection with improvements in

accordance with current Access Code standards to address capacity and safety concerns. Also, a

future public road from the north will be allowed to access SH 34 at this intersection. Ultimately,
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this access will be allowed to function as a full movement signalized intersection.
WCR 56/WCR 55 (MP 120.02): This access currently functions as a full movement, unsignalized

intersection. In the interim, the intersection will continue to function as a full movement,
unsignalized intersection with improvements in accordance with current Access Code standards to
address capacity and safety concerns. Ultimately, this access will be closed when a new
intersection to the east (MP 120.02) is provided.
a

New WCR 55 Intersection (MP 120.22): A future public road access on both sides of SH 34 that
provides a connection to WCR 56. In the interim, this access does not exist. Ultimately, the new
intersection shall be constructed in accordance with current Access Code standards and would be
allowed to function as a full movement unsignalized intersection once signal warrants are met.

EXHIBIT

B:

ACCESS PLAN ILLUSTRATED

The attached Exhibit B is for general illustration and only for the ease of locating access points. Refer to
the text of Exhibit A for accurate access location information.
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C

ACCESS CONTROL PLAN AMENDMENT PROCESS
February 20,2003
SH 34,INTERSTATE TO WELD COUNTY 55

CITY OF EVANS, CITY OF GREELEY, TOWN OF KERSEY, LARIMER COI-INTY
CITY OF LOVELAND, WELD COUNTY, TOWN OF WINDSOR
AND TF{E STATE OF COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Any request for amendment must be submitted to the Department by a signatory of the IGA (an
Agency). The amendment must be located within the jurisdiction and have the wriffen support of
the submitting signatory. The amendment request shall include the following documents:
.
Description of Access
.
Justification for Amendment
.
Supporting Traffic Analysis
r I List of Design Waivers and Corresponding Action
o I Plan Clearly Depicting the Access Modification including Dimensions as Appropriate
2

The Department shall review the submittal for completeness and for consistency with the Access

Control Plan and the Access Code.
J

If the amendment request is found to be complete, it will be forwarded to all members of the
Advisory Group designated below with a brief report prepared by the Department.
.
The Advisory Group will be comprised of one representative from each signatory.
.
With all amendment requests, the Department will schedule a meeting within 45 days of
receiving a complete amendment request. At that meeting, the sponsoring signatory will be
given an opportunity to present its request. Also, the Department will present a review of the
request, addressing technical features, operational issues and resulting design waivers.
signatories will have the opportunity to comment on the request and ask questions.

4.

All

After the Advisory Group has reviewed and discussed the amendment request, each signatory will
have 30 days to make a decision on whether to accept or decline the amendment. The signatories of
the Advisory Group will submit their vote to the Department in writing, and an affirmative vote of
213 or more of the signatories willbe necessary to approve the amendment. The lack of response of
an Advisory Group signatory within the 30-day period will be interpreted as a "decline" decision.
The Department will notif,i all signatories within 35 days of the meeting relative to the Group's
decision; a tally sheet documenting each signatory's vote will be provided. Any amendment request
that results in a violation of the Access Code or is not an improvement of a substandard situation
will not be considered. Further, any amendment request that relaxes the restrictive nature of the
Access Control Plan must include an affirmative Department vote as part of the 213 signatories'
approval.
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APPENDIX F-3: Example Intergovernmental Agreements for Corridor Plans
-- from South Dakota, within an urban area

NOTE: This document is not in its original form; some material, such as cover sheet, table of contents,
and some drawings have been removed, and the document has been reformatted.

ACCESS PLAN
US l4BlGarfield Avenue
Pierre, SD

PREPARED BY
South Dakota Department of Transportation and City of Pierre

June,2003

Introduction
The City of Pierre and the South Dakota Department of Transportation have prepared this plan for
future access to US l48 on the east side of Pierre. US l48, also named Garfield Avenue, runs north and
south and was originally built to provide an alternate route for truck traffic. Trucks using US 14B avoid
a low-height railroad overpass, several tight turns, a steep grade, and driving through part of Pierre's
central business district.

This access plan serves as part of local and state access management efforts. Access management
is the process of providing safe, efficient ways of getting on and off our streets and highways. The
concept "concentrates on restricting the number of direct accesses to major surface streets, providing
reasonable indirect access, effectively designing driveways, and enforcing safe and efficient spacing and
location of driveways and signals," according to Ron Giguere, former chairman of the Transportation
Research Board Access Management Committee. "There are a variety of techniques available for

achieving access control. These include geometric design considerations such as medians and
channelized islands that prohibit certain turning movements, consolidation actions such as shared
driveways and service roads, and others such as removal and relocation of existing access and the
introduction of auxiliary lanes for left and right turns. If these types of improvements are implemented
correctly, users can expect smoother vehicle flow, reduced delay and fewer crashes. These benefits
equate to larger aggregate cost savings in travel time, fuel consumption, property damage and injuries. In
addition, there is potential for expanding market area for local businesses, reducing vehicular emissions
and fostering quicker emergency response."

Planning of access is particularly important for Garfield Avenue. Pierre is experiencing steady
growth and advance identification of access points will help prevent future accidents and congestion.

.
.

This study includes the following work items:
Inventory of existing access points
Consideration of land ownership, zoning, planned infrastructure, access criteria and physical
constraints

.
.

Analysis of future transportation service
Determination of future access points
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Study Area
The area studied includes the US 14B right-of-way and adjacent properties. The study area
extends from the intersection at SD 34lWells Avenue on the south to the intersection with US 14 on the

north, a distance of about 2.8 miles.
Along this section of Garfield Avenue, land uses range from agricultural to commercial and
industrial. Some major adjacent uses include Wal-Mart, the Pierre Mall, automobile, equipment and
manufactured home dealers, and other retailers. Much of the development in the southern portion of the
study area is well established. New commercial development is moving into the agricultural land in the

northern portion ofthe study area.
The roadway is five lanes wide from the south end of the study area to approximately the

intersection of Fourth Street/Airport Road. A two-lane rural roadway extends north from Fourth Street to

US 14.
Existing Access Points
The existing access points were identified through field survey. They are listed in Table I by
MRM (mile reference marker). The MRM system is used to locate features along all state highways
The access points listed in the table are also mapped on Figures I and2.

Land Ownership
Land ownership adjacent to the roadway was reviewed to determine whether existing parcels are
served by existing access points, or whether new access points may be needed. Land ownership records
for this area

are

not fully mapped and are too voluminous to copy in this report.

Zoning
Projected land uses are shown on Map 3 in the appendix, provided by the City of Pierre. The map
indicates that developed land in the southern portion ofthe study area is expected to retain its existing
land uses. Undeveloped land in the northern portion of the study area is slated for commercial and

industrial uses. This undeveloped land exists in large parcels with combined or well-spaced access
points.

Planned Infrastructure
The South Dakota State Transportation Improvements Program (STIP) includes two minor
construction projects on US l48:
. Roadway lighting from Wells Avenue to Buffalo Street in 2003
. Milling and asphalt concrete resurfacing on the westbound ramp from US 14B to Wells Avenue
and from 4th Street to US l4 in 2003.
SDDOT and the City of Pierre have also completed an environmental assessment for the extension of
Elizabeth Street east of Garfield Avenue to connect to Northstar Avenue and serve a new development
area. This planned improvement would also include an extension of Arthur Avenue from Elizabeth
Street to connect to Garfield Avenue opposite of Harrison Avenue. Maps 1, 3, and 5 from the
environmental assessment are included in the appendix to this report.
This project would alter traffic patterns and change the character of the existing intersections at
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Garfield/Elizabeth and Garfield/flarrison. Both of these locations may see increased traffic and may be
candidates for future improvements. Traffic signals may be warranted at either of these two locations in
the future. The Harrison intersection already handles a fair volume of turning traffic and is located on

fairly level terrain. The Elizabeth intersection is located on a significant grade on Garfield Avenue.
SDDOT experience shows that traffic signals on significant grades can create more traffic safety
problems than they solve because trucks have difficulty stopping for the signals, particularly during
inclement weather.
The intersection of Garfieldl4th may also become a candidate for traffic signalization in the future

No signal project is planned for any of lhese locations at this time.
Access

Criteria

South Dakota administrative rules 70:09 provide criteria for spacing of new access points on the
State-administered highway system. Access points determined by a detailed planning effort, like this
one, take precedence over the criteria contained in the rules. The criteria, however, can serve as useful

guidelines for planning.
The access criteria indicate that new access points should be spaced no closer than 660' apart,
between Wells Avenue and 4th Street. North of 4th Street, new access points should be no closer than

1000'. Traffic signals should be no closer thant/t mile apart. Existing access points have grandfathered
approval under the rules for their existing uses. When the uses change, the access points and spacing
need to be re-evaluated.

Physical Constraints
The study area lies in the bluffs of the Missouri River, typified by deeply-cut draws between hills,
poor soils and frequent slide areas. There is an overall elevation gain of over 300' within the study area.
Several deep drainages abut the highway in the undeveloped areas. These gullies affect how the land
might be developed and the feasible locations for access points.

Future Transportation Service
Garfield Avenue is expected to continue to play a significant role in providing regional
transportation service in the future. There are currently two competing concepts for that role:

.

Garfield Avenue will continue to carry the US 148 designation. As such, it will need to provide
service to a combination of traffic demands, including interstate passenger and freight and local

circulation. In this case, Garfield will need to provide high-end function with minimum traffic
delay.

.

Garfield Avenue will be a local major street and through-traffic delay will be less of an issue.
Currently, the City of Pierre has identified a future through-traffic route on Dry Run Gulch Road to
serve interstate passenger and freight functions.

No project commitment or funding has been assigned to the Dry Run Gulch Road concept. Until this, or
some other alternative, comes to fruition, Garfield Avenue

traffic service.

will

need to continue providing through-
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Future Access Points
The location of future access points was determined by comparing property boundaries, planned
zoning, planned infrastructure, physical constraints, existing access points, and SDDOT access spacing

criteria. The goals of the analysis were:

.
.

to maintain existing access points for existing property uses, and
to provide access to undeveloped parcels while maintaining the safety and efficiency of the
transportation

fac

ility.

The planned access is shown on Table

2. Note that many of these

access points do not meet current

access standards, but are allowed because they predate current access rules. Ifproperties adjacent to the

roadway redevelop, they are subject to being re-evaluated.
Spacing ofthe planned access points north
ownership patterns.

If properties

of4th

Street have been constrained by property

are combined, access spacing may be increased.
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A drafr access plan for US 14B/Garfield Alenue prepared by the Department of Transportation and the City of Piene. The study includes an
inrentory of existing access points, consideration of land ownership, zoning, planned infrastructure, access criteri

All interested parties are welcome to gi\E written or oral comments. lf special accommodations are necessary, please notify the Public Works Ofiice al 77!7341 al
to the scheduled
least 24 hours
COMM

l

Comment Summary on the Draft Access Plan - US 14B/Garfield Avenue
Business

Name
eck, Trace &

34, 34A & 35 Vacant

Parsons, Ted
Cader, Jody

28

Gardella, Char

Kayser, Ron

37

Cowboy Country Store

&40

N/A

Vacant

Pepsi lnc.

Vacanl

Daniel

Wanted info. on where approach #34 was to
be mo\ed.
Wanted to be sure the existing approach
would remain.

Was not advised of an adjacent zoning
bypass to N.Airport
Road and ha\€ the- 3rea adjacent to lhe bypas:
resened br residential use
Wants to be notified of impro\,ements in
Airport Road Area. Not afiected bY
Access Plan
Was reluctant to make any decisions on
approach locations without his partners input
and without
locate on
as

be mo\Ed to 34A.
Advised the location of the approach is a concem but the location
would be maintained until the properly rede\€lops or
reconstruction and then DOT would negotiate with
owner of record at
was
ent a
was held
time notices were

fu(her east Mren
de\,elopment wananl it. Comp. Plan shows local business use tcr
west side of bypass due to trafic lolume, noise, airport proximity.
Advised that adjacent property owners will be sent notices and
neignUortrooo meetingslpuutic hearings will take place i3r
impro\ements on Airporl Road br the proposed Wal-Mart.

the

in the location of

access

Center

consolidation with 29

until

or

40A to

access

be

Vacant

new location, location may
approach #40A be moled as far north as
possible
34A
Iaher, Tom &
Mike Schlachter

Future Building
uppl

fom US

no

'14

intersection radius or

to soulh."
conditions

build a store al th

access ofi the
Nelson, Clayton

N/A
Between #21

sere

issued an approach permit 200'N. of
several

&#23

as access for lhe

& was notified

was not conslructed. Requesle(
consideration for this approach
Joe
info. that

sto
d information.

.
1,1

30.

or

or 30

drive-

access

the

that the

.indquist, Eldon 29&30

be
radius or

but no closer
to south."

the
as

access
at this new

and then

at the rear &
29.

consolidation with
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APPENDIX F-4: Example Intergovernmental Agreements for Corridor Plan
-- from South Dakota, rural and urban
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SD Highway 42 Corridor Study Page 2

FINAL REPORT
February 2004

2.0 Issue Identification and Confirmation
2.1 Dartt Collection Summary
To begin the study, existing data were inventoried from a variety of sources and aggregated
according to type of issue to determine interrelatedness and begin to examine the corridor's opportunities
and constraints. The following list illustrates a summary of the types of data that were collected and

examined in July, August, and September, 2003, for the project:

' Project Statement

' SD Corridor Process Preservation Chart
' Access planning/permitting administrative rules (SD)

'2000, 2001,2002 Average Daily Traffic in project area
' SD 42 Geometric data and existing right-of-way
. Hourly Automated Traffic Recorder data for Jan.-Dec. 2002 for corridor
' East Sioux Falls and Arboretum Master Plan
' Arrowhead Park Master Plan and Costs
. 'oAssessment

of Techniques for Corridor Preservation in South Dakota"

March2002
' SD42 Public Involvement Plan
' Intersection Geometry

'ARC Map with

speed limits

- SDDOT Publication,
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' SD42 Traffic Forecasts
' Historic AADT for SD42 (last 20-30 years)
' 24 hour average hourly traffic counts outside city limits for state highways and county roads
near corridor
' 24 hour average hourly counts on major roadways within city limits
' Intersection directional turning movement counts

' Crash data over last 3 years in study area
' Current transportation planning studies in the area
' Minnehaha County Comprehensive Plan
' Minnehaha County Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances
' Transit service in the study
' Demographic/census data for area
' Road File (Base map)
' Minnehaha County CIP
' Draft copy of Years 2004-2008 Transportation Improvements Plan
' Shape files of Historical Landmarks
' Wetlands, floodplains, slopes, and parcels
' Minnehaha County Zoning map

'

10th Street Travel Time Study

' Threatened and endangered species

' Contacts with Iowa and Minnesota transportation agencies
2.2 Existing Conditions
2.2.1 Transportation System and Land Development Features
SD Highway 42has been identified as a "commuter" corridor for persons living in Southeastern
Minnehaha County, Rock County, Minnesota, and Lyon County, Iowa that commute to Sioux Falls for
business, shopping, and recreation trips. SD 42 is classified as an Arterial highway in South Dakota and
besides I-90, is the only major east-west state highway connection on the rapidly developing east side of

Sioux Falls.
The six-mile SD 42 Corridor is characterizedby three distinct landscapes:
1) Rural Agricultural (eastern half)

2) River ValleyA{atural Environment (middle quarter)
3) Suburban and Urbanizing Development (western quarter)
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